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“EVALUATING ‘ONE NATION TWO STATES’ DISCOURSE”
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This thesis attempts to examine the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan with
references to “one nation two states” discourse regarding the changes and
continuities in political, military, energy, economic, social and historical fields. In
this study, which elaborates the strategic dimensions of the relations according to
the presidential terms in Azerbaijan, relations between two countries were
analyzed based on the “strategic partnership”. With the in-depth interviews and
media archive analysis, the thesis also seeks to find out the perception of the
Azerbaijani and Turkish state officials, academics, experts and NGO
representatives among each state and its effect on the relations.
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Bu tez, Azerbaycan ve Türkiye arasındaki ilişkileri “bir millet iki devlet” söylemine atıflarla siyasi, askeri, enerji, ekonomi, sosyal ve tarihi alanlardaki değişim ve devamlılıkları göz önünde bulundurarak incelemeyi hedeflemektedir. Azerbaycan’daki cumhurbaşkanları dönemlerine göre Türkiye – Azerbaycan ilişkilerinin stratejik boyutlarının ele alındığı çalışmada iki ülke arasındaki ilişkiler “stratejik ortaklık” temelinde incelenmiştir. Derinlemesine mülakat ve medya analizleriyle tez aynı zamanda Azerbaycanlı ve Türk devlet yetkililerinin, akademisyenlerin, uzmanların ve STK temsilcilerinin her bir ülkeye yönelik algısını ve ilişkilere etkisini açıklamaya çalışmaktadır.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Literature Review and the Research Question

The thesis aims to analyze the bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan in terms of diplomacy, economy, military, energy and history. While delineating the relations between these two countries “one nation two states” is used as a popular discourse by the officials and people of these two countries to indicate the proximity between Turkey and Azerbaijan. This discourse has been used since Azerbaijani President Heydar Aliyev’s term. However, its concept has transformed and gained different dimensions in decades. To understand the historical context, firstly the thesis focuses on the relations between Grand National Assembly of Turkey and Azerbaijan Democratic Republic between 1918 – 1920. During this period, common language, the ideological perspective of Turkism and supports of Turkey and Azerbaijan to each other in war conditions played a determining role. Then, the liberation movement in Azerbaijan starting from 1988 is examined. The effects of activities of PFA who led Azerbaijani liberation movement are also analyzed in the thesis. After that, the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan was discussed regarding “one nation two states” discourse. Turkey’s attitude in Karabakh conflict also takes place in the thesis. This works asserts that the ground of bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan has widened and deepened with the improving political relations, cooperation in energy field and joint energy and transportation projects.

The literature about Turkey – Azerbaijan relations has mainly examined the historical perspective and a specific dimension of the bilateral relations such as energy, security and diplomatic relations between two states. For instance, Musa
Qasimli puts an emphasis on the Turkey’s position in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy. Qasimli also analyzes the visits of the officials from Turkey and Azerbaijan to examine the historical process between two states. For him, Turkey has remarkable assistance to Azerbaijan in the independence period of Azerbaijan but he also notes that Turkey – Russia relations is a restricting factor especially regarding Karabakh issue. He uses the archives of both states to examine the historical aspect of the relations between 1991 - 2003\(^1\). In another study, Svante E. Cornell analyzes the neighborhood and brotherhood relations between two countries and examined how the “one nation two states” discourse acted during the crisis period of the unsuccessful coup attempt in Azerbaijan in 1995 and Turkey - Armenia rapprochement period between 2008 - 2010. For him, Ankara’s ill-advised rapprochement with Armenia in 2009 hurt its position with Azerbaijan significantly.\(^2\) It is true but the immense interaction between peoples in Turkey and Azerbaijan and its effect on bilateral relations are neglected. Nazım Cafersoy studies Azerbaijan’s attitude among Turkey and bilateral relations.\(^3\) In spite of including a comprehensive analysis of the relations and foreign policy of Azerbaijan, it examines only Elchibey’s term not the periods of all the presidents. One of the leading scholars who studies Turkey – Azerbaijan relations; Araz Aslanlı works on several dimensions of the relations. One of his articles concentrates on the relations between civil societies which the scholars generally do not study on.\(^4\)

Fariz Ismailzade asserted that Turkish – Azerbaijani relations has gone through some qualitative changes. “Political circles in Ankara are putting more emphasis


\(^3\) Nazım Cafersoy, Elçibey Dönemi Azerbaycan Dış Politikası, Bir Bağımsızlık Mücadelesinin Diplomatik Öyküsü, ASAM Yayınları, Ankara, 2001, p. 293.

on pragmatic and day-to-day issues such as trade and economics, rather than ideological and vague statements on the pan-Turkic brotherhood, which was the case in 1990s.\(^5\) It is true that ideological factors like pan-Turkist aspirations did not play a primary role in bilateral relations after 2000s. However, the significance of the solidarity derived from Turkish identity was not fully removed. Cavid Valiyev, an expert who studies Turkey – Azerbaijan relations relies on the historical and geographical concerns in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. He mentioned the first visits from Azerbaijan to Turkey in his article.\(^6\) But, the content of speeches of the presidents in parliaments are not given place. He also advocates that the developments during Azerbaijan Democratic Republic contributed the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan since 1991 and emphasized the importance of energy and transportation projects like Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline, Baku – Tbilisi – Kars Railway and Trans Anatolia Natural Gas Project (TANAP). He also tells that Turkey’s position in Western institutions has opened a way for integration of Azerbaijan to the West. However, the effects of the deterioration of the relations between Turkey and West are not mentioned. Lastly, Elnur Sultanov describes the attitude of political fractions among Azerbaijan. According to Sultanov:

Geopolitical traditions of Turkish political parties emphasize Azerbaijan’s prominence in Turkey’s strategies in Eurasia, although there are also some important nuances in their understanding of the particular nature of this prominence: close cultural bonds between the two nations play a critical role in the Turkic-world-centered geopolitical tradition, while the Asia-centered geopolitical tradition attributes additional, anti-imperialist, meaning to Turkey–Azerbaijan cooperation; and the Moslem-world-centered tradition, in turn, interprets Azerbaijan’s significance in Eurasia in terms of


Moslem solidarity as well as crude geopolitical calculations centered on the Caspian’s rich natural resources.7

This study makes an attempt to develop a comprehensive approach to examine Turkey – Azerbaijan relations regarding the different attitudes to Eurasia.

This thesis aims to examine how “one nation two states” discourse has been evolved in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. It focuses on the milestones which affect bilateral relations and also analyzes the changes and continuities of the policies between Turkey and Azerbaijan. The international factors that has an influence on the relations have also taken into account. This study asks: “How does the “two states one nation concept” transform in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations?” The thesis tries to find an answer to this question; “What are the changes and the continuities in the discourse of Turkish and Azerbaijani presidents regarding ‘two states one nation’ concept?”

1.2 Conceptualization and “One Nation Two States” Discourse

By drawing on the research question, this study examines the discourses of the governments in Turkey and Azerbaijan among each other. The ethnic kinship between two countries has maintained while the policies about security, energy and economy enriched. Joint military exercises, State Oil Company of Azerbaijan’s (SOCAR) great investments in Turkey, Turkey’s increasing business with Azerbaijan and TANAP can be given as recent examples. The changing atmosphere from ideology-oriented discourse to strategic partnership in Azerbaijan - Turkey relations refers to diversification of cooperation fields between two states. While cultural, linguistic and ethnic proximity have preserved their importance, the economic and political scale have improved the significance of both countries in their foreign policy perceptions. The values shared by two countries and their

7 Elnur Sultanov, Brothers in Arms or Brothers in The Dark?, Turkish-Azerbaijani Relations: One Nation – Two States?, Routledge Press, 2016, p. 57.
common interests have consisted a reliable ground for strategic partnership. In this
point, the “strategic partnership” concept should be examined. Despite wide range
of using this term in describing the bilateral relations of the states, there is no
definite definition.

Concept of a strategic partnership defining a bilateral relationship
was first mentioned in the Camp David Summit in 1991: the Russian
President Boris Yeltsin and the US President George Bush Sr. made
a joint declaration, which stated that both states no longer consider
each other enemies and commit to the development of a partnership
based on mutual understanding and trust.\(^8\)

As it is understood from there, the concept was evolved in the post-Cold War era.
Wilkins defined term “strategic partnership” as it is mentioned below:

structured collaboration between states (or other actors) to take joint
advantage of economic opportunities, or to respond to security
challenges more effectively than could be achieved in isolation.
Strategic partnering occurs both in and between the international and
domestic sectors (levels). Besides allowing information, skills, and
resources to be shared, a strategic partnership also permits the
partners to share risk.\(^9\)

National identities are also vital for constructing the strategic partnership. The
components of the national identity is so vital for establishing a strategic
partnership between countries according to some academics. Ametbek asserts that:

The basis of strategic partnership is national identities. National
identity means how people of a particular country see themselves,
perceive others and their nation’s place in the world. Culture,

---

\(^8\) Ieva Gajauskaitė, Strategic Partnerships in Foreign Policy: Comparative Analysis of Polish –
Ukrainian and Lithuanian - Ukrainian Strategic Partnerships, Lithuanian Annual Strategic Review,

\(^9\) Thomas S. Wilkins, Russo-Chinese Strategic Partnership: A New Form of Security Cooperation?,

In addition to Wilkins’s remarkable contribution to construction of the academic background of “strategic partnership” concept, Czechowska asserts that strategic partnership in political studies should consist these seven distinguished features;

- partnership character of the relation,
- convergence of strategic goals of parties,
- mutual conviction that combining the efforts increases the probability of implementing cohesive strategic goals,
- authentic and long-term cooperation in order to fulfil the common goals,
- preference and intensity of contacts that surpasses the ordinary level (for those states) of closeness with other partners,
- highly developed infrastructure of relations,
- positive atmosphere of bilateral relations\footnote{Lucyna Czechowska, The Concept of Strategic Partnership As An Input In the Modern Alliance Theory, The Copernicus Journal of Political Studies, No. 2, Torun, 2013, p. 51.}

When Turkish – Azerbaijan relations are evaluated in this context; it can be seen that some of these points have been existing since the establishment of the relations but some were implemented by the time. Azerbaijan and Turkey are independent states and partnership character of the relation is located in bilateral relations regarding that no party is dependent to another one. Especially, in energy field, both countries have convergent aims in the region like occurring as an alternative in the gas corridor between Europe - Asia and increasing the importance of Baku – Ankara axis in global scale. There is also a mutual conviction between two countries which was increased after constructing Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline. It testified to the probability and possibility of the good results of other strategic energy and logistic projects. Azerbaijan and Turkey have acted for creating long-term projects and perspectives which have not just daily basis. The establishment of High-Level Strategic Cooperation Council in 2010 between two
countries, has supplied a stimulus for the future achievements. In line with that, the nature of strategic energy projects is vital for long-term achievements which have positive effect on evolving Azerbaijan – Turkey strategic partnership.

The other point attaches importance to preference and intensity of contacts. Turkey has occurred as a primary preference for Azerbaijan in Ebulfiez Elchibey era, due to the ruling elite’s pro-Turkey tendencies. In the following terms, the relations have extended in various fields and the policies among Turkey was not reversed in Azerbaijan. The stability and flexibility with Turkey have become an ongoing trend. The frequent visits of the state officials can be shown evidences of this point. Moreover, both presidents give a significance to pay their first visits to the other country after the elections. The infrastructure of the relations was started to be developed in the mid 90s after the ceasefire of Karabakh War and the initiation of economic recovery in Azerbaijan. The internalization of energy resources in Azerbaijan and institutionalization of Azerbaijan - Turkey relations have played a crucial role in this concern. Positive atmosphere of Azerbaijan and Turkey have continued in social expense thanks to the ethnic, linguistic and cultural proximity and political concerns. The solidarity which was inherited from the beginning of 20th century can be counted as a pivotal issue.

Cases such as the mutual financial supports from Azerbaijan to Turkey during World War I, Turkish military support for the liberation of Azerbaijani capital Baku and the efforts of intellectuals like Yusuf Akçura, Hesenbey Aghayev and Ziya Gökalp who spread Turkism ideology which the people in Azerbaijan and in Anatolia closer between in the early 20th century. The historical relations between Ankara Government in Anatolia and Azerbaijan Democratic Republic have played a paramount role in establishing the brotherhood between Turkish and Azerbaijani people and creating a ultra-sensitive atmosphere. However, it is not only derived from the cultural proximity. Also sharing common security perceptions and standing together against the same enemy -Armenia- influenced the relations. This period can be counted as an important source for laying the base of “one nation
two states” discourse. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, longing between Azerbaijani and Turkish communities have come to an end. Moreover, the political relations have regained speed decades after early 1990s. Turkey’s recognition of independence of Azerbaijan gave a positive impulse to relations. Meanwhile, the political tendency of Popular Front of Azerbaijan (PFA) who is one of the leading groups during independence struggle of Azerbaijan between 1988-1993 is close to Turkey. Because of her Turkish identity, secular structure, democracy and market economy; Turkey has become a “modal state” for Azerbaijan. Afterwards, President Ebulfez Elchibey’s policies have created an emotional sphere with his references to normative values. “One nation” part of the “one nation two states” has become more determinant in Elchibey’s presidency era.

After Elchibey period, Heydar Aliyev’s presidency period is the manifestation of “one nation two states” discourse. Rather than the romantic elements about nationalist aspirations, the relations have transformed into pragmatic fields. Improving business potential and realizing energy projects have developed the content of the bilateral relations. In Ilham Aliyev era, the Heydar Aliyev’s principle of balanced foreign policy was preserved. The development of Azerbaijan’s capacity in several areas such as energy and improving investment facilities have served an opportunity to Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. “one nation two states” discourse began to express the strategic cooperation in this term. The energy projects have enlarged with the new projects and transportation facilities. At the same time, this discourse created the main framework of the relations that prevents the escalation of the crisis between two sides. Hence, the bilateral relations have paved a way for establishing multilateral regional mechanisms. Consequently, despite of changes in the governments of both countries, the relations followed the same path with little fluctuations.
1.3 Methodology

This thesis is based on the fieldwork in Azerbaijan and Turkey where 19 in-depth interviews were conducted. During my studies in Azerbaijani capital Baku and Turkish capital Ankara; the respondents were selected from different fields like; politics, bureaucracy, journalism, academy and civil society. The perceptions of the ambassadors, foreign policy makers, government officials, parliamentarians, academics, NGO representatives and journalists from both countries are quite explanatory for me to understand the components of “one nation two states” discourse. Various questions are asked in order to understand the content of the bilateral relations, Turkey’s stance in Karabakh conflict, Turkey’s position in Azerbaijani foreign policy, the milestones in bilateral relations, countries’ image among each other, the role of strategic energy and transportation projects and the relations between civil societies.

The thesis includes a detailed research of media archives in Turkish press. Analyzing the interviews, speeches of the presidents in the parliaments, agreements and documents have a positive impact on pursuing a proper discussion. Additionally, mainstream Turkish newspapers was reviewed in order to understand how issues related with bilateral relations were covered. These sources including Hürriyet, Tan, Cumhuriyet and Milliyet newspapers between February 20, 1990 and February 25, 1990 to understand the social and political interactions. Between 2008 – 2010, some of news from the internet sources were also analyzed. This analysis includes websites from both Azerbaijan Turkey and also international news agencies. Third major source of the data includes the speeches of the Azerbaijani, (Ebulfez Elchibey, Heydar Aliyev and Ilham Aliyev) and Turkish (Ahmet Necdet Sezer, Abdullah Gül and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan) presidents in order to see how bilateral relations are treated and referred to the leadership of both countries. The content analysis of remarkable agreements signed during Ottoman Empire epoch and Republic of Turkey era were examined to understand their influences on Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. The military concept of Azerbaijan
and the military doctrine of Azerbaijan, the protocols signed between Turkey and Armenia in 2009, the friendship agreement between Turkey and Azerbaijan signed in 1992, agreements signed during Ottoman Empire and Azerbaijan Democratic Republic era; such as Batum Treaty, Kars Treaty, Moscow Treaty can be given as the other examples within this regard.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis study has seven chapters. After the introduction which consists the first part, second chapter attempts to examine the main characteristics of Azerbaijan’s foreign policy with special focus on Azerbaijani-Turkish bilateral relations. The content of “one nation two states” discourse is delineated to understand its main features. This chapter also analyzes the impact of internal and external factors affected bilateral relations.

Third chapter focuses on the analysis of the historical roots of “one nation two states” discourse with reference to the relations between Ottoman Empire and the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic (1918-1920). It aims to understand the nature of the history of bilateral relations and how they shaped the relationship.

Fourth chapter concentrates on the pre-independence period of the Azerbaijan SSR. It refers to the activities and peculiarities of the Popular Front of Azerbaijan (PFA) who led the independence movement by 1988, during which special meanings attributed to the relationship between Azerbaijan and Turkey. The approach of PFA leadership also influenced the theme of the bilateral relationship in the early independence period.

Fifth chapter focuses on the presidency period of Ayaz Mutallibov and spme of the most important milestones of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations; the recognition of independence of Azerbaijan and conflict in the Nagorno Karabakh. Turkish
position in these issues will be discussed in order to identify factors which have impacts on bilateral relations.

Sixth chapter analyses main characteristics of Elchibey era in the context of forming up the bilateral relations and its development. The nationalist aspirations and its effects on Azerbaijan - Turkey relations are discussed.

Seventh chapter concentrates on the characteristic of Heydar Aliyev’s policies. The energy factor in the relations and the declaration of “one nation two states” discourse are examined in this part of the thesis. The transformation process of personal relations between presidents of the countries into institutional mechanisms is mentioned there.

Lastly, the eighth chapter aims to show the changes and continuities in bilateral relations during Ilham Aliyev era. The improvements in strategic partnership in military, energy and transportation are evaluated. The high-cost regional projects and multilateral mechanisms are examined in this framework.
CHAPTER 2

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF AZERBAIJAN’S FOREIGN POLICY AND AZERBAIJAN - TURKEY RELATIONS

2.1 A General Overview to Foreign Policy of Azerbaijan

After the collapse of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), Azerbaijan re-emerged in South Caucasus as a secular, democratic state with its rich energy resources, multi-ethnic structure, strong historical references to the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic and inherited territorial conflicts. In the first years of 90s, foreign policy of Azerbaijan focused on recognition of independence and establishing equal diplomatic relations with the other states in international system. Azerbaijan set the membership to international organizations and creating multilateral relations as a priority in her foreign policy.

In general, the main factors which effect Azerbaijan’s foreign policy are her location between regional powers, energy resources, multi-ethnic structure and unsolved Karabakh conflict. Azerbaijan geographically stretches in the middle of regional powers like Turkey and Iran. Additionally, one of the neighbors of Azerbaijan is Russia who has emerged as an important factor in her political relations with a strong presence and dominance in country’s historical background. Besides, Azerbaijan links “North - South Corridor” from Russia to Iran. As the members of Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) Russia and Azerbaijan have preserved some friendly connections in economic, political, humanitarian fields. According to the stats of Azerbaijani Ministry of Foreign Affairs which was updated lastly in 2013, 166 agreements were signed between Azerbaijan and
Russia. In the post-Soviet era, close relations with Russia have maintained but Azerbaijan’s dependency to Russia has diminished in time. After Muttalibov era, Elchibey acted faraway from Russia in his foreign policy choices. In Heydar and Ilham Aliyev era, Russia has preserved her importance but dependency was decreased gradually.

On the other part, in “East – West Corridor” Azerbaijan is an important link between Europe and Central Asia. In this point, Azerbaijan’s position in Turkic world is crucial concerning the connection between Turkey and the Turkic states. Azerbaijan is a CIS member but at the same time has built up its relations with Western institutions like NATO and EU. The partnership programs in many fields have been continuing. Besides, the restructuring period of Silk Road increased the strategic importance of Azerbaijan.

Azerbaijan spared its energy against Russia backed Armenia in Karabakh War. In the recent times of USSR, the ethnic compound of the Karabakh region where Azerbaijanis had lived for decades started to change in favor of Armenians. With the collapse of Soviet Union, the ethnic tension between Armenians and Azerbaijanis erupted inevitably. The war started after the independence demand of Armenians in 1988 and continued till 1992. During the war, 20 percent of Azerbaijani territories was annexed by Armenia and more than 1 million Azerbaijanis were obliged to flee from their lands because of the war conditions and Armenian supression. In 1994, ceasefire was signed and Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Minsk Group was established for the peaceful solution of the conflict.

Afterwards, Azerbaijan focused on recovering the war-torn economy and multilateral foreign policy was initiated in the following steps. The Agreement on
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the Joint Development and Production Sharing for the Azeri and Chirag Fields and the Deep Water Portion of the Gunashli Field in the Azerbaijan Sector of the Caspian Sea widely known as “Contract of the Century” was signed in 1994. “The 7.4-billion-dollar agreement had 11 international oil companies (AMOCO, BP, McDermott, UNOCAL, SOCAR, Lukoil, Statoil, TPAO, Pennzoil, Ramco, Delta) representing 7 countries (Azerbaijan, United States of America, United Kingdom, Russia, Turkey, Norway and Saudi Arabia) as contractor parties.”\(^{13}\) After processing the resources, Azerbaijan transferred her oil and gas to West via Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan and Baku – Tbilisi – Erzurum pipelines. These strategic energy projects have contributed Azerbaijan’s foreign policy maneuvers. Then these projects were pursued by bigger pipeline projects like; Trans Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline (TANAP). After all of these projects and building Baku – Tbilisi – Kars Railway, Azerbaijan has become a remarkable regional actor in Caucasus.

The energy resources of Azerbaijan which was internationalized with the Contract of the Century is the major instrument in her foreign policy. The activities of State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR) have played a determining role especially in the economic relations of the country. SOCAR has investments in Turkey, Georgia, Ukraine, Romania. The new great projects like Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan (BTC), Baku – Tbilisi – Erzurum (BTE) pipelines, Trans Anatolian Natural Gas Project (TANAP), Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) and Baku – Tbilisi – Kars Railway contributed Baku’s engagement to West. My fieldwork demonstrates the importance and positive effects of such strategical projects in the transformation of the Azerbaijani – Turkish relations. These projects enhanced the vision of economic opportunities and defined the strategic preferences of the countries. Utilization of energy resources in Azerbaijan have positive results regarding relations with Turkey.

\(^{13}\) Oil Sector, Official Web-site of President of Azerbaijan Republic, [https://en.president.az/azerbaijan/contract](https://en.president.az/azerbaijan/contract) (Accessed Date: 10.05.2018)
Azerbaijan’s multi-ethnic structure and secular historical background have impacts on her foreign policy, too. “Reflection of multicultural values in the foreign policy is aimed at propagating the ‘Azerbaijani Model of Multiculturalism’ around the world.” President of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev defined his country’s position “not only a geographical bridge also a cultural bridge between East and West” in the 7th UN Alliances of Civilization Global Forum, in 2016. Considering her democratic and secular identity; the heritage of Democratic Azerbaijan Republic can be counted as an important experience for Turkic and Muslim world. The establishment of the modern Azerbaijan Republic is “regaining of independence” and symbolizes the continuation at the same time. The reflection of the rhetoric to Azerbaijan’s foreign policy is adopting a balanced attitude. The foreign policy makers of Azerbaijan do not give a priority to religious and sectarian factors in shaping their priorities and preferences.

Azerbaijan’s position in its region and ongoing conflict with Armenia are also a prior concern for defining the security concerns of the country. The solution of Karabakh conflict is the main priority of foreign policy of Azerbaijan. Genocide committed by Armenian forces on February 26, 1992 in Khojaly town where 613 people were killed, including 106 women, 63 children and 70 elderly people, gained an important place in foreign policy of the country. Besides, the efforts for recognition of “Khojaly Genocide” are on the main agenda of foreign policy of Azerbaijan. The unsettled Karabakh conflict has caused hostility between two sides and become a frozen dispute. Thus, Azerbaijan bypassed Armenia in regional projects and always tried to make Armenia isolated.


When the foreign policy of Azerbaijan is classified in accordance with the changes of the presidents, it can be easily seen that; the main foreign policy attitude in Mutallibov era is pro-Russian. Then, Ebulfız Elchibey adopted a pro-Turkish foreign policy. Afterwards, Heydar Aliyev and his successor Ilham Aliyev pursued a balanced policy. Azerbaijan signed Partnership and Cooperation Agreement in 1999 but kept her position in CIS. “Relations with NATO started when Azerbaijan joined the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (1992) and the Partnership for Peace (1994).”\textsuperscript{17} At the same time Azerbaijan also signed agreements in military field with Russia. Azerbaijan is the first CIS country who appealed to Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) in 1991 meanwhile she has excellent relations with Israel. Azerbaijan took part in some regional international institutions like The Organization for Democracy and Economic Development – GUAM which is consisted of Georgia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan and Moldova. As it is understood from Azerbaijan’s membership to different organizations, some of which are rival to each other, Azerbaijan did not prefer one to any other. As about 10 million populated country, she tried to benefit from the opportunities of every international institutions and maximize her national interest.

In some cases, it is possible to see the effects of ethnic identity in Azerbaijani foreign policy but it is not a general principle. For instance, her membership to Turkic Council aims to enhance the ties with the other Turkic states. Besides that, Azerbaijan’s neutral position has provided opportunity to become a bridge between NATO and Russia. “General Petr Pavel, Chairman of the NATO Military Committee and General Valery Gerasimov, Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation and First Deputy Minister of Defense met

\textsuperscript{17} Relations with Azerbaijan, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 04.05.2017, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_49111.htm (Accessed Date: 08.07.2018)
on September 7, 2017, in Baku.”18 So, Azerbaijan’s multi-vectoral balance policy gave her a chance to turn out to be a rendezvous point South Caucasus.

Karabakh problem has been in a position of primary concern in foreign policy. Azerbaijan stretches between Turkey, Iran, Armenia and Georgia and has problems about the territorial integrity of the country because of Karabakh War. Keeping in mind that US, Russia and France co-chaired Minsk Group which was established to solve this problem. Nevertheless, the group did not take a concrete step. Azerbaijan choose a way to balance the policies among Russia, US and Europe. In this point, energy resources of Azerbaijan have occurred as a useful instrument to keep this balance. Azerbaijan also put an embargo on Armenia to deter her from the occupation in Azerbaijan’s territories. Likewise, Armenia is perceived as a hostile country by Turkey in the region. Common perceptions about Armenia opened a door to improve the cooperation with Turkey.

As of 2018, Azerbaijan has established diplomatic ties with 177 countries and is represented with 91 diplomatic missions in foreign countries and international organizations, while 62 foreign diplomatic missions operate in Baku.19 After building ties with several countries, Azerbaijan started to take part in regional trilateral and quadrilateral mechanisms which is important in terms of cooperation, collaboration and friendship in her region. In this point, Turkey and Azerbaijan’s bilateral relations have been an operating plunger for the creation of such mechanisms. These include Turkey – Azerbaijan – Georgia, Turkey – Azerbaijan – Iran, Turkey – Azerbaijan – Turkmenistan, Turkey – Azerbaijan – Pakistan. Without a stable Azerbaijani – Turkish relations, engaging into such mechanisms
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19 Habibeyli, p. 40.
would be quite difficult. Thus, Azerbaijan – Turkey relations can be delineated as the core of these multilateral bodies.

2.2 Azerbaijan’s Foreign Policy and “One Nation Two States” Discourse

Azerbaijan has pursued a multilateral foreign policy which is based on balancing the regional and global powers. Turkey stands in a privileged place in Azerbaijan’s relations because of sharing the same border with Nakhchivan, speaking the same language and having a common historical background. Turkey’s recognition of Azerbaijan’s independence as a first state, her support during Karabakh War, diplomatic and financial assistance to Azerbaijan in the early years of independence years made two states closer. Historical kin, cultural proximity, ethnic and religious similarity, geographical closeness and joint regional projects have paved a way for excellent relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Two countries are described as “one nation two states” referring the connection of the people derived from history, language, ethnicity and the distinctive legal status of independent and sovereign states. “One nation two states” discourse was firstly denounced by Heydar Aliyev officially. An academic notes that Heydar Aliyev manifested the opinion that has been formulated by the communities of two countries for years because he is an intelligent politician who can read the psychology and opinion of the people.20

In this context of my fieldwork, the respondents were asked questions about the “one nation two states” concept. It is described as not only a “symbolic motto” but also “essence of the relations”, “clear characterization of the brotherhood”, “an expression of common identity”, “a vision”, “a framework” “a historical bridge” and “a political process” by the respondents. The concept of it has different meanings according to everyone else. Its meaning has varied from political understandings to historical experiences. However, all of these definitions except
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20 Interview by the author with an academic, Ankara, 16.01.2018.
“symbolic motto” refers to the closeness of two states. Departing from there, it can be said that the general assumption about Turkey – Azerbaijan relations are quite positive. This thesis demonstrates that, “one nation two states” concept relies on the strategic partnership between Turkey and Azerbaijan in whose emergence phase, the historical, cultural and ethnic elements have been defined as the main components.

When the formulation of strategic partnership between Turkey and Azerbaijan is examined, mutually understanding each other has been in a respectable position. According to some scholars, language is the basic point in strategic partnership. For Ametbek:

The best example of strategic partnership based on shared language is the partnership between the US and UK. To display the significance of language over religion we can also analyse the relation between Turkey and Azerbaijan, and the relations between Iran and Tajikistan. While Azerbaijanis in terms of religion share common values with Iran, linguistically they share almost the same language with the people of Turkey. Based on these inclinations, while Azerbaijan builds good relations with Iran, the relations between Baku and Ankara has a strategic character.21

In line with that, an Azerbaijani official asserts that; “the brotherhood of Turkey and Azerbaijan relies on history, civilization and language.”22 Likely, an academic and a politician asserted that national roots, civilization, language are important in forming process of “one nation two state” discourse.23 The dialects of Turkish spoken in Turkey and in Azerbaijan is quite close to each other and it accelerated the cultural interactions between two sides. The mutual understanding between two communities have eased the partnership between two states. This feature improves
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22 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.

23 Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
Azerbaijan’s position in Turkic world and makes her more distinguished than the other states in Turkish perspective. A MP in Azerbaijan argues that “there are many Turks in the world but the ones who understand each other best and have the most homologous languages are Turkey and Azerbaijan. Kazakhs, Kyrgyzs, Turkmens and Uzbeks are also Turks but Anatolian and Azerbaijani Turks have difficulty in understanding them because of the lack of the common language”. Mutual comprehension of peoples made them closer. A chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan asserts that “Turkey and Azerbaijan is closer to each other comparing with any other Turkic communities.” A politician/academic puts an emphasis on the linguistic proximity with these words; “When I talk in Istanbul, people ask me if I am from Erzurum, Kars or Iğdır.” According to him, “Azerbaijani can be perceived as a dialect of Turkish which is generally spoken in Eastern Anatolia.” This statement can be a good example for perception among Azerbaijanis in Turkey is like no other than native Turkish citizens. There is no doubt that this insight has paved a way for evolving the mutual interaction in the relations. Speaking the close dialects of Turkish provides people to feel themselves at home when they have been to Azerbaijan or Turkey. At the same time, speaking the same language strengthens the social bonds and adopting of Latin alphabet in Azerbaijan after USSR era catalyzed educational facilities between two countries.

It is true that having the same ethnic identity and language can be determinant and have positive effects to the relations but they are not the only distinctive features. For becoming a close partner, thinking and moving similarly in foreign policy actions are quite decisive. In this point, the mutual confidence and perception which draw on the intellectuals have appeared as a key factor.
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24 Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 21.06.2017.,

25 Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

26 Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
Another academic mentions that “the same origin, the efforts of peoples and intellectuals in the last 19th century and in the beginning of 20th century have played a substantial role in the establishment of ‘one nation two states’ concept.” A chairman of a Baku based NGO thinks that; “in Azerbaijan, cultural figures Yunus Emre and Ashik Veysel; in Turkey, poet Almas Yıldırım have played a great role in social, political life.” The efforts of the intellectuals were also rooted in historical events and conditions. Similarly, a member of the parliament (MP) of Azerbaijan Republic refers to the historical origins; “the communities in Turkey and in Azerbaijan are same and they are both Dede Qorqud’s grandchildren.”

The intellectuals lived especially in Azerbaijan during 20s, benefited from the language proximity and produced articles, poems, songs which familiarized Turkish and Azerbaijan culture. The popular “Çırpinrdım Karadeniz” and “Laleler” were the poems of Azerbaijani intellectuals which were written during the Independence War period in Turkey and Islamic Army of the Caucasus’s march to Baku. Furthermore, the personal figures had a remarkable effect in building the bridge between Turkish and Azerbaijani history. During Ottoman and Safavid empires and also modern Turkish Republic and USSR; two communities have lived under the states which stand in different blocs but it did not affect the general perception of the people.

Besides these points, “geography is still so valid in today’s international relations and the geographical closeness is the main factor in the depth of the bilateral relations” for a director of a think tank in Baku. A Turkish official put an emphasis on the culture and geography stating that “our cultural relations dating
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27 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

28 Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

29 Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.

30 Interview with a director of a think-tank in Azerbaijan, 20 June 2017.
from the history and our geographical connection made us one nation”.31 Turkey and Azerbaijan benefits from their geographies in bilateral relations because it is quite important in the issue of transferring military or financial support in the past when the transportation facilities were quite weaker, comparing today’s world. When important projects like Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline, Baku – Tbilisi – Erzurum Natural Gas Pipeline, TANAP and Baku – Tbilisi – Kars Railway are observed, it can be seen that geographical factor is so valid. If these two countries located far from each other, it would be more expensive and difficult to realize such projects and there would be no need to realize them.

Geography played a significant role in occurrence of the historical relationship and strategic partnership. The frequent visits from every part of the public and tense relations were catalyzed by the geographical position of both countries. Turkey plays a vital role for the transition of energy sources of Azerbaijan to Western markets and democratic, secular and Turkish identity of Turkey who has a free market economy is compatible with Azerbaijan’s foreign policy direction. Conversely, an academic puts particular emphasis on the soft power of Turkey rather than geographical concerns arguing that “strategic priorities of these two countries have played a determinant role in relations.”32 There is no doubt that, Turkish soft power in Azerbaijan created a fertile ground for a cultural proximity but the geographical factors should be neglected in this sense. According to another scholar, “Turkey – Azerbaijan relations evolved spontaneously in its own natural process and compromised an important position in thought, daily life, politics and foreign affairs of two states. Nor Turkey neither Azerbaijan have a special effort about that.”33 Many people watching Turkish television, supporting Turkish sport clubs, listening Turkish music and pursuing developments in Turkey have familiarized with the cultural elements and values in Turkey. But the main

31 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.
32 Interview by the author with a scholar, Baku, 19.06.2017.
33 Interview by the author with an academic, Ankara, 16.01.2018.
instrument that make Azerbaijan – Turkey relations strategic are the shared history and current concerns and interests.

Consequently, the efforts of intellectuals have formed a fruitful ideological background for the proximity between Turkey and Azerbaijan. The geographical factors increased the cultural and military interactions. The language proximity opened a door to the mutual understanding and forming a social ground. All of these factors gathered and then founded an infrastructure for the close political relations. Such kind of close relations are upgraded to the strategic partnership level with the institutionalized mechanisms between two countries especially after mid 90s.

In general, Turkey – Azerbaijan relations are defined as “strategic partnership”, “unique”, “brotherhood”, “twin states”, “special”, “obligatory”, “very good”, “the most exclusive”, “natural alliance” and “strong” by the respondents. Such characterizations show that Turkey has a privileged position in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy and vice versa. Both countries see each other as reliable partners rather than ordinary neighbors. It was also based on the cooperation during the critical times like Karabakh War.

The mutually shared perceptions of threats and opportunities extended the cooperation between Azerbaijan and Turkey. An academic identifies that “Turkey is a single country that Azerbaijan can trust both in economic and political terms.”

In this vein, Karabakh War indicated that Turkey was the only country who stayed behind Azerbaijan in political terms. This tendency of Turkey increased her credibility among Azerbaijan. Turkish credibility did not end just after the ceasefire and then continued in diplomatic terms. A Turkish official mentions that, “Azerbaijan is a distinct country for Turkey also from the perspective of Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In general, Turkish people love Azerbaijan and it reflects to the

34 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.
official foreign policy of Turkey”. Starting from there, it can be asserted that, in Turkey there is a resemblance between the approach of the state and people among Azerbaijan.

As it is understood from the in-depth interviews, there has been a warm atmosphere in the working conditions of Turkish and Azerbaijani diplomats. A senior Turkish official also notes that “he stands in a more privileged position in Azerbaijan than all the ambassadors in the world. Because while Turkey has been facing with some problems around the world, Azerbaijan has supported Turkey and they always work with a positive agenda.” The main feature of the relations is based on developing the political ties, enhancing the economic and touristic capacity and increasing the cultural potential of the relations rather than solving problems in these fields. These efforts serve advantages for both sides. An Azerbaijani official defines that; Turkey – Azerbaijan relations stand in the most exclusive position in the regional and global scale. He declares that he is in a more distinctive position in Turkey like Turkish ambassador’s position in Baku. Then he tells that Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan welcomed him sympathetically and everybody in Turkey treat him like their own ambassador. Hence, he says that “Turkish officials offered him to give a room in the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs jokingly because he was seen just like themselves.” As a result, such declarations and explanations mean that a healthy dialogue mechanism was formed between the ministries of foreign affairs and the institutional mechanisms of the states are able to cooperate in international relations and work to achieve mutual goals.

Turkey has always been perceived as “the most important country” in Azerbaijan both in Ebulfez Elchibey, Heydar Aliyev and Ilham Aliyev eras. Only in Mutallibov era, Turkey was perceived as “an important country”. Soon

35 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.

36 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.

37 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
afterwards the independence of Azerbaijan, the relations were put on the right track. Diminishing effect of Russian hegemony in the region and Turkey’s fast recognition of Azerbaijan’s independence are important facts in this regard. In line with that, the relations pursue a positive line both in Ebülfez Elchibey’s, Haydar Aliyev’s and Ilham Aliyev’s term. An academic argues that “the relations have developed on an increasing dynamism for 25 years and importance of Turkey’s place in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy cannot be compared with the other countries.”

Officials of the ministries of foreign affairs in both countries consider that the bilateral relations between these two countries do not have a similar type in anywhere around the world. According to one of them; it can be thought that:

The bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan is similar with Germany – Austria relations but Germany and Austria are results of German dualism. Today, Germany and Austria have emerged as two German states as a consequence of the division coming from the past but the situation in Turkey and Azerbaijan is quite different. It is impossible to talk about dualism in context of these two countries. There is a separation which is brought by historical conditions. Despite these, two countries have maintained supporting each other.

In this point, “one nation two states” is important because “one nation” discourse of this principle rejects a dualism in relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. From religious perspective, Turkey and Azerbaijan have a sectarian divide but it does not any remarkable negative effects on political or social relations. For a director of a think tank and a MP, “Ukraine and Russia are ‘siblings’ but they have serious conflicts. There is a war especially in Ukraine. Likewise, the members of EU, US – EU relations have experienced problems but there are close relations in humanitarian field, economy, politics and security between Turkey and
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38 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.

39 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.
Azerbaijan. Ukraine and Russia have become hostile states even if they speak the same language with a little difference in their dialects and locate geographically close to each other. Thus, without sharing a common perspective about regional and global issues, it is not possible to become sister states. Comparing with Ukraine – Russia, uniqueness of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations can be understood better. Being “one nation” is not a guarantee for safe, permanent and stable relations as it is observed in the relations between North Korea and South Korea. Due to the ideological controversies, even relatives could not see each other who have been obligatorily separated for decades. According to an academic; “in one sense, these relations may liken the relations between US - Israel concerning the depth of the relations or maybe like Russia – Belarus relations.” Sultanov argues these about the relations about US – Israel and Azerbaijan - Turkey relations:

Azerbaijani–Turkish relations are not comparable to US–Israeli relations. Unlike Israel, Azerbaijan has 16 percent of its territory occupied by Armenia. Unlike Israel, Azerbaijan witnessed the number of refugees from its regions occupied by Armenia (disregarding those expelled from Armenia) reaching 600,000 in the span of five years between 1988 and 1993. Unlike Israel, Azerbaijan is the country which has been militarily and politically powerless in the face of the Armenian onslaught. Unlike the US, Turkey has never supported a militarily powerful country and its military advances by providing it with military help changing the balance. As noted earlier, beyond advisers, Turkey never made any military move. Turkey supported an occupied country diplomatically and tangibly only by closing off its borders with the occupier.

It is true that, Turkey did not intervene to Karabakh War in military terms. However, in the history of Azerbaijan – Turkey relations, liberation of Baku in 1918 and Azerbaijan’s financial support to Turkish Independence War have made
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40 Interview by the author with a director of a think-tank in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

41 Interview by the author with a scholar, Baku, 19.06.2017.

42 Elnur Sultanov, Brothers In Arms or Brothers In the Dark?, Turkish-Azerbaijani Relations: One Nation – Two States?, Routledge Press, 2016, p. 41.
serious marks. On the other hand, US and Israel do not have common in linguistic, cultural, religious terms. The activity of Israel lobby in US is one of the prominent factors in US – Israel relations but lobby activities are not the major topic in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. The economy has placed in a remarkable position regarding US – Israel relations but economic factors are the only main feature in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. Israel wants to control American establishment in favor of themselves but there is a spontaneous sympathy to Azerbaijan in Turkey which have grown for decades.

The “one nation two states” discourse has based on the fraternal ties between two countries but having only a common historical background or kinship between two countries are not adequate for maintaining a healthy relationship. Many people from several cities of Azerbaijan came to Çanakkale to help Turkish soldiers during World War I and likely Turkish troops went to Baku to liberate the city from occupant Bolshevik and Dashnak forces. These mutual helps have instituted a ground for the friendship between two peoples. Strong relations between two sides have roots in history, but perceiving Armenia as a “common enemy” in the region especially during Karabakh War and Turkey’s geopolitical importance in transiting of resources of Azerbaijan has provided to the perpetuation of relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. In this point, it should be clarified that; being against Armenia together do not open a way for a strategic cooperation. As Wilkins asserts:

Strategic partnerships are primarily ‘goal-driven’ rather than ‘threat-driven’ arrangements. Following from this, no ‘enemy’ state is identified by the partnership as a ‘threat’, though the partnership may be concerned with joint security ‘issue-areas’ – such as terrorism, separatism, or religious fundamentalism, for example.43

Turkey and Azerbaijan have met for consultations and negotiations in some conditions. They also acted together in Karabakh conflict, however it is not a
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denominator of the strategic partnership because it is a concept which necessitate cooperation for longer terms and several subjects.

As a result, the memories of both states and ethnic kinship have paved a way for a cooperation between two states and “one nation two states” concept was born with the references to the mentioned facts. Despite the absence of a complex interdependence between these two states, “one nation two states” discourse has been enhanced with the increasing investments and military relations. The nature of Azerbaijani – Turkish relations have transformed by time like all type of bilateral relations. In particular after the ceasefire in Karabakh, the geographical concerns and regional energy and transportation projects have turned the bilateral relations into strategic partnership.

2.3 The International Factors Which Affect Bilateral Relations

Azerbaijan and Turkey locate in a challenging geography. The alliances and their ties with international organizations also have impacts on both countries’ foreign policy preferences and priorities. As global powers, US and Russia, and as regional states Iran, Armenia and Georgia have effects on bilateral relations. Russia’s historical presence in the region and Azerbaijan’s neighbors; Iran and Armenia have a severe repercussion on shaping the balanced foreign policy of Azerbaijan. Turkey’s geographical position, her membership to NATO and negotiations with EU affected the policy making processes and also had influence on Turkey’s relations with Azerbaijan. Particularly, in the early years of independence Turkey’s NATO membership and experiences in United Nations contributed to the foreign policy actions of Azerbaijan. US policies in the region, have also an effect on the foreign policy of both countries. For example; the US approval of Baku – Tbilisi Ceyhan Oil Pipeline was important for both countries.

Armenia’s allegations about 1915 events and land demands from Turkey which is clearly mentioned in her official documents like constitution and independence
declaration caused tensions in Turkey – Armenia relations. Additionally, Armenian occupation of Azerbaijani lands has been still going on. Because of the mutual threat perception from Armenia, Azerbaijan and Turkey have acted together in several areas. Turkey stands always in a special position in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy. During Karabakh War, Turkey tried to defend the thesis of Azerbaijan in diplomatic arena. While doing that, Turkey used her ties with the other countries to tell that Azerbaijan is the rightful side of the conflict. Except Turkey, international actors do not play an affirmative role about Karabakh issue. OSCE Minsk Group, which was established for the peaceful solution of Karabakh problem, did not find a permanent solution and the conflict has remained frozen. In this point, Turkish supports to Azerbaijan in Karabakh conflict made these two countries closer.

After Azerbaijan had gained the sufficient experience and improved her structural mechanisms, Turkey’s role of being gate between West and Azerbaijan declined. But in the early years of independence, Turkey contributed remarkably to Azerbaijan’s relations with Western community. Hence, in the post-Cold War era, Turkey attached importance to her relations with post-Soviet Turkic states and in this regard, Azerbaijan was seen as a connection point between Turkic republics and Turkey. Till the end of 90s, Turkey acted as a catalyzer in Azerbaijan’s relations with Western institutions. Reversely, an academic asserts that “Turkey a negative effect on Azerbaijan’s relations with West because Azerbaijan also thinks about Turkey and says ‘yes’ to the partnerships which do not harm Turkey’s interests and limits herself.”44 Turkey’s ties with West have sometimes unfavorable effects on Azerbaijan – Turkey relations. During the Turkish - Armenian normalization period, EU and US have insisted on solving the problems between these two countries and the conditions irritated Azerbaijan. Thus, it had negative effects on Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. Regardless of this term, Turkey and Azerbaijan has stood in the same position against Armenia. After 2010, the
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44 Interview by the author with an academic, Ankara, 16.01.2018.
relations have taken serious steps. We can say that, Azerbaijan and Turkey have acted in the same direction in general. Two states have tried to have a protective position towards a threat perception and take some supportive actions to each other. An Azerbaijani official refers the “intense and immense” structure of the interactions and put an emphasis on three points while identifying Turkey’s position in foreign policy of Azerbaijan:

- NATO membership, EU negotiations and its partnership with great states; Turkey has strategic relations with the countries all around the world but Turkey – Azerbaijan relations are more strategic.
- Energy demand of Turkey; in this point Iraq can be an alternative for Azerbaijan in the region however, it is so difficult because of the problems in Iraq.
- Turkish brotherhood; Azerbaijan is the first country who supports Turkey in the most difficult times.45

Turkey’s supportive actions has improved Turkey’s image among Azerbaijani politicians during Karabakh War but the hegemon powers like Russia, US and France has become more determinant in the solution process of the conflict and it reduced Turkey’s capacity to be more effective in this issue. In this regard, an Azerbaijani MP mentions that:

Turkey’s and Azerbaijan’s mutual aim of becoming a secular Turkic country and integration to West has presented compatible goals to both sides. In the first phase of independence of Azerbaijan, Turkey’s NATO membership and her relations with EU have contributed Turkey – Azerbaijan contacts positively. If Turkey accessed to EU, Azerbaijan would benefit form that. But, nowadays Turkey has been experiencing serious disputes with European countries. So, Turkish contribution to Azerbaijan’s relations with West is not that big today.46


46 Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.
Turkey’s accession to EU has not finalized yet and some tensions always occur in Turkey – EU relations. Therefore, Turkey’s position has helped in the integration period but could not have a transformative role in Azerbaijan – EU relations.

A different academic asserts that; “Turkey is now a very different country than in 1990's. The religious factor in Turkish politics is more dominant and there is an anti-western rhetoric in Turkish politics. Relationship between President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Western leaders are not so good. Thus, for Azerbaijan Turkey is no longer a model how to build a relationship with West or EU. Azerbaijan decided to have her own way.”\textsuperscript{47}

NATO acts as a vital institution in Azerbaijan’s relations with West. An academic indicates that:

\begin{quote}
In 90s, Turkey has stood between Azerbaijan and West with the silent approval of US and Europe. However, US and EU have changed their look to the relations between Azerbaijan and Turkey in first years of 2000s. EU and NATO preferred to established direct relationship because they noticed that Turkey’s position, political dominance and image was growing in Azerbaijan. Especially US transferred Azerbaijan’s NATO integration process from Turkey to Latvia.\textsuperscript{48}
\end{quote}

In this point, it can be asserted that NATO has played a restrictive role in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. However, military relations continued and developed with the bilateral agreements. Thus, changing Latvia with Turkey did not have a remarkable impact on Turkey – Azerbaijan relations in military terms. NATO may not want more complex relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan but Latvia cannot

\textsuperscript{47} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{48} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.
serve a potential that can compete with Turkey’s image and effectiveness. For another academic, Turkish role in Azerbaijan – West relations has started to be changed in 2000s. It has three main reasons:

- Azerbaijan has gained experience in developing her relations with West
- Western countries did not like establishing relations with Azerbaijan via Turkey
- Turkey and Azerbaijan have become distant because of the internal factors and foreign policy perspectives of Turkey.49

It should be noted that, expiring of the Turkish model for Azerbaijan does not implicate the end for the strategic relations between two countries because the relations do not only depend on the Turkish contribution in Azerbaijan’s relations with West. The most important point regarding this issue is adopting Turkey as a model because of Azerbaijan’s own structure which is suitable with the values of Turkey. In other words, it can be said that Turkish model was not imposed to Azerbaijan by any other country. Inasmuch as, Turkey’s validity in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy did not diminish in the other areas. By the time, the relations have focused on the regional concerns and the strategic relations were presented as a unique model to the world.

A scholar argued that “when there is pressure on Turkey from the West, Azerbaijan stands by Turkey. Similarly, when there is pressure on Azerbaijan, Turkey stands so. International pressure also brings two countries together.”50 A Turkish official notes that, Azerbaijan does not need support in this context anymore because she has become a strong country and defines Turkey and Azerbaijan as “two countries always stand together and support each other in all international platforms.51” The

49 Interview by the author with a scholar, Baku, 19.06.2017.
50 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.
51 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.
main point in the change of Turkish role in Azerbaijan’s ties with West is acquiring the sufficient experience and proficiency.

On the other hand, another academic argues that Azerbaijan is aware of Turkey’s active policies in her Western and Eastern region. So, the relations are not only because of emotions also based on pragmatist approach. For him, “Azerbaijanis relishes when Erdoğan slams Europeans because they deserve it and Azerbaijan notices the same attitude of Europe among herself.” Azerbaijan has faced with disagreements with European countries especially about their stance in Karabakh issue. Pro-Armenian statements from European countries caused an unreliable atmosphere from time to time. Therefore, Erdoğan’s rhetoric delighted Azerbaijaniis because they thought that their closest partner could challenge Europe.

Recently, Azerbaijan has not fully refused the Turkish policies among Western countries but selected to act on her own as an independent state. Besides, Turkey’s role in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy cannot be restricted with Azerbaijan’s relations with the Western countries or international organizations. Turkey clearly supported Azerbaijan also in the early 2000s during the crisis between Iran and Azerbaijan about the statue of Caspian Sea.

Azerbaijan’s geopolitical position is important for Turkey’s connection with Central Asia and Turkey is vital for Azerbaijan fore being a transit route to Europe. From this context, an Azerbaijani official emphasizes that; “for Azerbaijan, Turkey is a door to Europe and for Turkey, Azerbaijan is a door to Turkic world.” Azerbaijan and Turkey are perceived as connection points by each other. Azerbaijan’s geographical position between Turkey and Turkic republics have increased her potential among Turkey. Additionally, in Turkish policy, Azerbaijan

---

52 Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.

53 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.
has been seen as a new emerging market alternative since the 90s and Azerbaijan’s energy resources has been utilized from the beginning of 2000s. Especially about the transportation and trade, Azerbaijan and Turkey have taken a significant place in newly burgeoning ancient Silk Way which connects China, Central Asia and Europe. According to a politician/academic,

Turkey is a ‘Caucasian state’ and sees Azerbaijan as a ‘golden bridge’ to Central Asia and Eurasia. In this sense, Russia – Turkey relations have an impact not only on Turkey – Azerbaijan relations also on Turkey’s relations with Turkic world. When Turkish – Russian relations are remote, it means that other Turkic states are on the hook. At the same time, the Turkic Muslims in Russia can experience some difficulties because of that.54

In this regard, it can be said that Turkey is a determinant country especially about the developments about the Muslim Turkic communities in Russia. Turkey pays attention to the issues about Turkic Muslims but the core of the relations between Turkey and Russia are mainly about energy. For instance, Turkey has supported Crimean Tatars during the annexation of Russia in 2014 and later on. But, Turkey could not change the politics of Russia over this region. While the rapprochement between Turkey and Russia has been more visible in 2018, about the situation in Syria these two states did not reach a permanent solution till now. From this point of view, the intimate climate in Turkish – Russian relations does not seem to give a tangible result on behalf of Azerbaijan in context of Karabakh. When Russia’s tight relations with Armenia is considered, the possibility of any good reflection has become weaker.

There are also doubts about utilizing Azerbaijan’s position in Turkish foreign policy efficiently. An academic thinks in this way and asserts that; “Azerbaijan’s position as a connector between Turks in Central Asia and Anatolia cannot be used

54 Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
enough. It has some reasons; because of Karabakh War, Azerbaijan steered her energy into this conflict for a long period of time. Secondly, before the establishment of Turkic Council, the international institutions which were founded by the Turkic republics had not been so ascendant. Third, having no solution in the statue of Caspian Sea for long years built a barrier in front of advancing the relations. Turkey had endeavored to enter the Turkic geography on her own just after the end of Cold War but did not encounter with the expected outcomes.

In a globalized world, it is impossible to direct the bilateral relations without any effects of foreign powers. US and Russia are the important global powers which are also effective in South Caucasus. For a MP, “both of them do not want Turkey and Azerbaijan to transform into a stronger country because of that, they put obstacles.” An Azerbaijani official notes that “some foreign circles do not perceive the progress of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations as positive developments.” As it is understood from the responses to the question about the impacts of the roles of external actors during the in-depth interviews; a robust relations between two countries were not prefered. Therefore, they leave the occupation in Karabakh which disturbs both Azerbaijan and Turkey in limbo. Here it should be also emphasized that an academic’s delineation of Karabakh as a “black stone” placed between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Karabakh conflict has disrupted the finalization of the “Turkish line” in the region. Instabilizing the region by way of Karabakh has provided leverage to Russia. At the same time, it is a “mine” for preserving the Russian hand there. Russia has sold weapons to both Armenia and Azerbaijan and gained economic advantage while she has continued her efforts in terms of enduring political hegemony in Caucasus.

55 Interview with an academic, June 19, 2017.
56 Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.
57 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.
58 Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.
Interfering the connection between Turkey and Azerbaijan by the occupation of Karabakh has decreased the level of geopolitical engagement between two countries. Meanwhile, it lengthens the highway connection between two states which have also have adverse effects in trade.

As well as Armenia, the Armenian diaspora which intends to harm both Turkey and Azerbaijan has bad effects. Regarding the US, the efforts and attempts of Armenian diaspora aimed to decrease Turkey and Azerbaijan’s role in the region. Armenian lobby in US, do not want Azerbaijan and Turkey to create good relations with US. An academic states that “in addition to the global ambitions of US and Russia, the other two countries in the region Iran and Armenia do not prefer excellent Azerbaijan – Turkey relations.59” In the gas supply of Turkey, Iran and Azerbaijan are rivals. Thus, Iran does not want Azerbaijan to prosper in the region. US and Russia keep Azerbaijan close to themselves rather than improving her facilities which make her act independently.

Turkey’s position between Western countries/alliances and Azerbaijan in the first re-independence years has positive effects to Azerbaijan’s Western ties. Like this, Azerbaijan had endeavors to become a negotiator between Turkey and Russia during the war jet crisis between two countries when Russian Su-24, an all-weather attack aircraft, was shot down by Turkish F-16s in the Turkey-Syria border in 2015.60 According to an academic, “President Ilham Aliyev contributed to Turkish – Russian relations with efforts of reconciliation between Erdogan and Putin.”61 The better Turkish Russian relations means Azerbaijan can act more comfortably in her policies among her two significant partners. Otherwise, Azerbaijan’s

59 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.


61 Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.
frequent interactions with one of them can disturb the other. Another academic claims that

Azerbaijan supports Turkey strongly during this period. One of the best indicators of this attitude is his pool which was conducted in 14 universities in Azerbaijan. Results show that about 90 percent of the participants acknowledged Turkey to be right.\textsuperscript{62}

It also shows that Turkish sympathy among young generation is quite high. Before 2010s, Turkey also took up a position in such incidents in favor of Azerbaijan. For example, tension between Iran and Azerbaijan in 2001 about the controversy in Caspian Sea is the first fact that comes to the mind. “British intelligence provided Azerbaijan with satellite photos showing Iranian planes making sweeps over Azerbaijan waters, according to Azerbaijani officials.”\textsuperscript{63} Just after Iran’s violations of Azerbaijani air zone, Turkish F-16 falcons presented a glamorous show during Commander of Turkey Joint Forces Hüseyin Kıvrıkoglu’s Baku visit. Kıvrıkoglu’s visit to Azerbaijan was perceived as an “explicit support” of Turkey to Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{64}

In the beginning of 90s, Russia was still a strong actor in her region according to the USA. “First Russia” policy adopted by USA prioritizes to establish relations with Caucasus via Russia. Despite the reluctance of USA, Turkey did not hesitate about recognition of Azerbaijan’s independence but did not fully get involved in some cases like Karabakh War. US as a global power has also impacts on the bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. During the successful implementation process of Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline, US incentives

\textsuperscript{62} Interview with an academic, 19 June, 2017.


have positively contributed this project. “In addition, by focusing on pipelines that will transport the Caspian Basin’s oil resources to the United States, Israel and Western European markets, Washington also aims to exclude Iran and Russia.”

On the contrary, US encouragement of Turkey – Armenia normalization process between 2008 – 2010 culminated in a negative atmosphere in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. Especially during Turkish – Armenian rapprochement process, it can be observed that, “one nation two states” discourse deterred both countries from sharp actions which can harm Turkey - Azerbaijan friendship. In general, this discourse is the framework for doing the right things and a frame for abstaining from the wrongs. In Azerbaijan – Turkey relations, US endorsed Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Pipeline but did not endorse the construction of Baku – Tbilisi – Kars Railway. It failed to win financial backing from the U.S. and the European Union because the railway deliberately avoided passing through Armenia, whose Soviet-era track would have offered the most direct route to Turkey. It can be said that, US has played a role for turning Azerbaijan’s face to West in 90s but sets limit to her support in 2000 and 2010s.

In the final analysis, the international factors have played both restrictive and facilitative role in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. There is no doubt to say that; geographic factors are determinant. Regarding political and economic issues, Azerbaijan - West are connected by Turkey while Azerbaijan builds up Turkey – Central Asia link. Because of having high cost energy and transportation projects, Turkey and Azerbaijan want a stable sphere in the region. Turkey’s membership to Western alliances, her relations with NATO and EU have provided a chance to Azerbaijan for integrating to the West. By the time, Azerbaijan has become more


66 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

experienced and developed so her need of Turkish assistance in international relations has been lowered. Moreover, Azerbaijan had tried to play a mediator role between Russia and Turkey after the jet crisis in 2015.
CHAPTER 3

OTTOMAN EMPIRE ERA AND AZERBAIJAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC: THE ROOTS OF “ONE NATION TWO STATES”

3.1 The Intellectual and Ideological Factors Shaping Bilateral Relations Between Ottoman Empire and Azerbaijan Democratic Republic

The roots of the bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan dates back to the first years of 20th century. On May 28, 1918, Azerbaijan Democratic Republic which is the first democratic, secular republic in the Islamic world was established. Ottoman Empire was the first state in international area who recognized the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. In era of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic; mutual assistance between Turks in Anatolia and in Azerbaijan demonstrate the specialty of the relations. The support from Azerbaijan were mainly in economic field and support from Anatolia has military aspects. Besides that, the ideological aspect has constructed a backdrop for the strong relationship.

The ties between Turkish and Azerbaijani intelligentsia are one of the primary elements that formed “one nation two states” between two countries. Especially, the elites of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic have visited Turkey and spared time there. For an academic, “the intelligentsia in Anatolia and Azerbaijan endorsed the spread of Turkism ideology. The intellectuals’ references to era of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic have played an important role in bilateral relations.”68 Another academic underlines that “the precursors of the Turkish enlightenment are Azerbaijan Turks. Ahmed Aghayev, Huseyinzade Ali Bey, Mehmet Emin Resulzade, Nesib Bey Yusufeli, Ali Merdan Topçubaşı, Hacibeyli Brothers and

68 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
Hüseyin Cavit Turan did not write only about Azerbaijan, they worked for the development of the whole Turkic world. Likewise, according to a Turkish official; “Many Azerbaijani arrived Anatolia for education and this paved way for coming Ismail Gaspiralı’s ideas that advocates the unity of Turkic people to Azerbaijan. Thus, it can be seen as a part of interactions in Turkic world.” In this term, “thinkers like Yusuf Akçura, Hesenbey Aghayev and Ziya Gökalp has a serious impact on the founding ideology of Turkish Republic and especially on Mustafa Kemal Atatürk.” Atatürk’s aim of reaching the stage of modern civilizations has similar motivations with the principles of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. The background of the cooperation between Ankara Government and Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was established by Turkism ideology. Hence, it is important to note that, this ideological perspective was formed by the intellectuals from both Anatolia and Azerbaijan. Intellectual atmosphere in Turkey played a vital role in the establishment period of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. The founder of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, Mehmet Emin Resulzade was impressed by the intellectual life in Turkey. His grandson Reis Resulzade states that the base of Mehmet Emin Resulzade’s “Müsavat” Party was laid in Istanbul:

Resulzade came to Turkey in 1911. He first met with “Türk Yurdu” Journal and Türk Ocakları. His article “Iran Turks” drew a considerable interest which was published firstly in “Türk Yurdu” and then “Sebilüreşad” journals. The reactions in Istanbul and dispatches with his friends in Baku persuaded Resulzade to found a political organization.

---
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There is a resemblance between the ideas of Atatürk and Mehmet Emin Resulzade. Resulzade defined Atatürk as “symbol of free East”. As it is very well-known, the flag of modern Azerbaijan, inherited from Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan has three colors besides crescent and star; blue, red and green. Blue represents “Turkishness”, red presents “modernization” and green means “Islam”. When the orders of famous founder of the Turkism Ziya Gökalp was considered, the same principle can be noticed easily. “Turkization, Islamization, Modernization” was the characteristic of his civilization concept.

The ideological background of the relationship was based upon Turkism ideology in the establishment era of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. The increasing level of interaction between two sides paved a way for the foundation of fraternal ties. When the Russian pressure escalated in Azerbaijan before the establishment of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, many of Azerbaijani intellectuals came to Turkey. Hereby, Turkish cities has perceived as the second homeland to Azerbaijani intellectuals. They found a fertile ground in Turkey to maintain their studies and Turkey became the one of the most nutritious centers of Azerbaijani enlightenment.

3.2 Political Roots of “One Nation Two States” Discourse

During the war times in these two countries, fighting with a common enemy and mass massacres against them are the other main factors which make them together. After the Bolshevik revolution in October 1917, the actions of Baku Commune have paved a way for ethnic cleansing of Azerbaijaniis under cover of fighting against counter-revolutionary elements in March of 1918.

Armenians committed huge genocides on March 31, 1918 being in the first place in Baku, Shamakhi, Quba, Kurdemir, Salyan and

Lenkeran. 12 thousand Turks killed in Baku just in a day. Due to some foreign sources, this data is more than 25 thousand.\(^{74}\)

80 years later, on March 26, 1998, those horrific events received a proper political assessment when President Heydar Aliyev signed the ‘Decree on the Genocide of Azerbaijanis’, March 31 was declared the “Day of Genocide of Azerbaijanis”.\(^{75}\)

Mass massacres on Azerbaijanis opened the way of marching of Islamic Army of the Caucasus to Baku. During these years, Turks in Anatolia were exposed to violence of Armenians, too.

Erupting of 1917 October Revolution in Russia caused a dissolution in Russian Army, Armenians and Georgians started to be effective in the fronts in East Anatolia. Therefore, after this date, Armenian massacres have turned into be more systematic and comprehensive. Huge Slaughters in Erzincan, Bayburt, Erzurum, Kars, Ardahan and Iğdır were led by “Murat from Sivas” who committed massacres against Turks in Sebinkarahisar before World War I, Antranik who gained reputation as “Sasun Monster” and Arshak who committed Muş Massacre.\(^{76}\)

Batum Treaty based on peace and friendship was signed on June 4, 1918 between Azerbaijan Democratic Republic and Ottoman Empire. With this, Ottoman Empire has become the first state who recognized Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. According to Article 4 of Batum Treaty, Ottoman Empire committed to give armed aids for providing the stability and security inside the country when the government


\(^{75}\) Blood Memory, Official web-site of President of Azerbaijan Republic, [https://static2.president.az/media/WlusiZilsliwMTgvMDMvMDkvNGR1aTBvOGZqcf9RYW5fWWFkZGFIX0VORY5wZGYiXVO?sha=ed911e7939bf0b93](https://static2.president.az/media/WlusiZilsliwMTgvMDMvMDkvNGR1aTBvOGZqcf9RYW5fWWFkZGFIX0VORY5wZGYiXVO?sha=ed911e7939bf0b93) (Accessed Date: March 4.03.2018)

of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic applied to Ottoman Empire. This article is very important in the future of the relations because it is the legal basis of Islamic Army of the Caucasus’s march to Azerbaijan. Like Article 4, Article 5 of Batum Treaty indicates that; Turkish government pledged to avoid and expel the armed gangs which are inside the borders of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. While the massacres committed by Russian and Armenian militias were continuing in the territories of Azerbaijan, Islamic Army of the Caucasus led by Nuri Pasha liberated Baku from the occupation of Bolshevik - Dashnak forces on September 15, 1918. After the Mudros Ceasefire Agreement, Nuri Pasha’s troops left Azerbaijan. From this framework, one of the motives of the strong bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan is sharing a common fate; “friendship” and “being together against an enemy”. Turkish forces were perceived as saviors in the eyes of Azerbaijani community. The commanders of Turkish forces have become respectful figures, the image of Turkish soldiers and mightiness of Turkish army have fostered in Azerbaijan. Meanwhile, Azerbaijani came to support the Ottoman Empire Army in the battles in Çanakkale during the World War I. Since then, Azerbaijani people have always referred to these incidents and such efforts played a paramount role in the occurrence of the mutual memories.

In addition to the close relations between governments, public sensibility for Anatolia was very high in Azerbaijan. One of the most important factors in developing the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan is the sentimental behaviors of Azerbaijani Turks. Many Azerbaijani women sold their rings and necklaces, then sent their money to Anatolia during World War I. A non-governmental charity organization called “Bakü Müslüman Cemiyet-i Hayriyesi” played an active role in the organization of donating the sufferers of the World War
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I in the eastern province of Anatolia like Ağrı, Kars, Iğdır, Erzurum and also in Batum. Some events in theatres, operas were organized under the campaign of “Brother Assistance” (Qardaş Qومةyi) and a journal was released in the same name.

The purpose of publishing “Brother Assistance”, which was composed in Turkish with Arabic letters, was mentioned as it follows; a politic, literal, social journal which is published by the authors for giving away its revenue to the war victims.80

Besides that, the senior Turkish officials had efforts to develop the bilateral relations with Azerbaijan as it was understood from their writings. The East Fronts Commander Kazım Karabekir Pasha said these in his cryptic telegraph to Chair of Grand National Assembly of Turkey (GNAT) Mustafa Kemal Pasha on 21 July 1920: “It is very necessary to locate an ambassador in Baku and I ask for sending urgently.”81

Then, Memduh Şevket Esendal was charged as representative of Grand National Assembly of Turkey to Azerbaijan. This appointment was very important since he is the first representative of government in Ankara who serves in a foreign country. After the necessary dispatches with Russia, in June 1921 İbrahim Abilov was appointed as a fully-entitled representative of Azerbaijan in presence of Ankara Government.82 Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s photograph which was signed by him with these words: “To Esteemed Ambassador of Azerbaijan, to my brother Abilov” The way how Atatürk called him shows the closeness of people and states.83 In

80 Qardaş Kومةyi (Kardeş Yardımı), İpakyolu Naşriyyati, Baku, 2011, p. XIII.
addition to the embassy in Ankara, Azerbaijan had also consulates in Anatolia in the first 20’s. Government of Azerbaijan opened consulates in Trabzon and Samsun after Abilov’s proposal.\(^\text{84}\) On October 18, in the opening of the representative of Azerbaijan in Turkey, Azerbaijan flag was raised by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk.\(^\text{85}\) In the opening ceremony of the embassy of Azerbaijan in Ankara, Atatürk’s words indicated the cordial relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Atatürk’s description of Azerbaijan as “brother” was noteworthy; “Gentlemen, it was aimed to raise the Greeks’, the enemy’s, flag in Ankara. Thanks God, our enemies did not get that opportunity. Here, we are happy to hoist the flag of the brother government, brother nation.”\(^\text{86}\)

The relations have also a financial aspect. After the creation of Soviet Government in Azerbaijan, the bilateral relations were preserved. Soviet Azerbaijan also helped to Turkish Independence War which was continued under hard conditions in Anatolia. In the cryptic telegram which was sent to 15th Corps Commander Kazım Karabekir by Mustafa Kemal Pasha the demand of aid from Azerbaijan was clearly mentioned on May 3, 1920; “For now, any internal resources cannot be found. Till having access to sources from other sides, I request investigating and providing the assistance in maximum limits from the government of Azerbaijan.”\(^\text{87}\)

Turkish leader Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s request of debt from Azerbaijan was responded positively by Neriman Nerimanov administration. The letter was transmitted to Neriman Nerimanov on March 17, 1921. 500 kilograms of gold was given to Ankara Government aiming to help Turkish Independence War. Besides,

\(^\text{84}\) Dulayeva, p. 38.
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on 23 March 1921, Soviet Azerbaijan Government sent Kars 30 tanks of oil, 2 tanks of petrol and 8 tanks of kerosene as a gift to Turkey.\textsuperscript{88} Nerimanov’s popular quote in his answer; “A brother do not owe to his brother” is generally referred while examining the history of bilateral relations. According to an Azerbaijani official, these are the facts that prove the historical brotherhood and partnership.\textsuperscript{89}

During this period, Turkish parliament led by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk took attention to Turks living in Azerbaijan and Central Asia. Atatürk attached an importance to the linguistic and cultural dimension of the relations with Turkic world. After the Soviet occupation in this geography, a delegation consisted of 4 members; Tevfik Rüştü, İsmail Suphi, Ali Fuat and Besim Atalay was sent to Moscow for investigating the general situation of Turks under Soviet rule after a decision on September 11, 1920.\textsuperscript{90} Delegation prepared a report about the Turks in Azerbaijan. While reading this report in Grand National Assembly of Turkey; many members of the parliament cried loudly and shed tears.\textsuperscript{91} This example clearly shows that, members of the parliament bear high emotions to the Turks living abroad. like the public sentiment.

Kars Treaty was signed on October 13, 1921 between Turkey, Azerbaijan Armenia and Georgia. In this agreement, the exact eastern border of Turkey was defined. Batumi was given to Georgia. The status of densely Azerbaijani Turk populated Nakhchivan was defined as autonomy. Nakhchivan’s autonomous feature was protected with Moscow Treaty signed on March 16, 1921. Article 3 of the treaty

\textsuperscript{88} Abdullah M. Şımsutdinov, Kurtuluş Savaşı Yıllarında Türkiye – Sovyetler Birliği İlişkileri, Cumhuriyet Yayınları, 2000, p. 66.
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tells that; Azerbaijan will never compromise its patronage right to a third state. The autonomous structure of Nakhchivan and patronage of Azerbaijan was reaffirmed.

Moreover, Anatolian Turks occurred as a determinant factor in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy. Azerbaijani policy makers took the exiled Turks into account while signing agreements. In 1919 – 1920; Britain exiled 145 senior Turkish soldiers, statesmen and intellectuals to Malta. An academic argued that; “it is also very important to mention about the oil contract between Azerbaijan and Britain has played a role in releasing the exiled Turks from there.” Despite being under the Soviet rule, Azerbaijan mooted releasing of Turks in Malta as a condition and then they were swapped with the British captives. On November 1, 1921, Malta exiles came to Ínebolu and greeted with Atatürk’s welcome telegraph.

In 1924, Turkish representation in Baku was closed because of the Soviet rule in the country. There are secret intelligence records about Memduh Şevket Bey; acting as a key person for establishing the Istanbul – Baku – Iran relations of Mûsavat members. So, it can be assumed that; the activities of Memduh Şevket Esendal made Soviet administration anxious.

Turkey’s relations with Soviet Union had some reflections on Azerbaijani Turkish politicians in Turkey like Resulzade. The acceleration of Turkish – Soviet relations narrowed the field of Azerbaijan’s place as a different topic in the agenda. Resulzade moved to Europe and published journals in European countries about Azerbaijan. Despite being far from there, Azerbaijani immigrants preserved their

---
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contacts with Turkey. After World War II, immigrants succeeded to gather in Turkey’s capital Ankara. Resulzade continued his works in Turkey under the organization of Azerbaijan Culture Association; founded in 1949. Then, he passed away in 1955 in Ankara.

The establishment period and the presence of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic are important in building up the “one nation two states” discourse. After Russian Empire’s long-lasting presence; two sides have found a chance to come closer. This period is also vital for showing mutual support in social, political, economic, diplomatic and cultural terms. The intellectual atmosphere in Turkey has a big effect in establishment period of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. As well as Nuri Pasha’s march to Baku, Neriman Nerimanov’s financial aid to Turkey and participation of soldiers from Baku to Dardanelles Front in World War I can be counted as important occasions in forming the core values between two sides. The increasing potency of Turkism should be taken into consideration while analyzing the emotional intimacy between Turkey and Azerbaijan. The affinity between Azerbaijan and Anatolia Turks was very high. Combatting against the same enemy; Armenian gangs and Russian troops made two sides closer in this term. In addition to the ideological analogy, the interests of both sides necessitated acting together. During this interval, the public support to each other can never be neglected.

---

CHAPTER 4

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT IN AZERBAIJAN:
“REACTION TO OCCUPATION”

4.1 The Situation in Soviet Azerbaijan and Relations with Turkey

The General Secretary of Soviet Communist Party Mikhail Gorbachev denounced “perestroika” (restructuring) and “glastnost” (openness) policies in 1986 as a new strategy for economic and internal structure in USSR. Regarding the ascent of the human rights discourse in USA and European countries, desire for democracy has been started to discussed more often in Soviet countries including Azerbaijan. The signing of Helsinki Accords in 1975 started a détente period between West and USSR. At the same time, nationalist aspirations in Soviet Union were started to be shown more clearly. Increasing demands of freedom have returned into a challenge to Soviet hegemony in Azerbaijan. The oppression of Soviet communism and the rising effects of Russian dominance in Azerbaijani way of life triggered a nationalist reaction. According to Cornell:

Especially in cosmopolitan Baku, the use of the Azerbaijani language among youth had dwindled by the late 1970s. An Azerbaijani intellectual related how hearing children speak Russian among themselves on the streets in the early 1980’s made many patriotically minded Azeris seriously worried about the survival of their nation.97

The military occupation in historical Azerbaijani territories by Armenians and the cultural occupation of Russian Soviet values such as in social life had brought a
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reaction in Azerbaijan. Meanwhile, Turkey was started to be discussed between people in Azerbaijan more than before.

In the pre-independence period in modern Azerbaijan, one of the most crucial points is the Azerbaijan - Armenian conflict. Tensions began to rise after mid 80’s in Karabakh region. Many Azerbaijanis were obliged to leave their hometown and thousands of Azerbaijanis fled to the capital city, Baku. Ongoing disputes and conflicts between Azerbaijanis and Armenians have played a determining role in the tone of patriotism in Azerbaijan. An academic noted that:

The professors and students of Yerevan University have organized several rallies with the slogans of ‘Genocider Turkey’ and declared that they wanted ‘Great Armenia’ with the posters of Ağrı Mountain in 1987. These protests were responded by the professors and students of Baku State University with slogans of “Terrorist Armenia” and “Turkey – Azerbaijan, one heart, one spirit”.  

It can be found out that, Armenian protest contained an anti-Turkey tone besides their enmity towards Azerbaijan. According to the same academic:

With their historical hatred to Turks, Armenia attacked the Turks in Soviet republics because they could not attack Turkey. They did the worst things in Azerbaijan because they shared the same border. Karabakh Conflict was born in Azerbaijan because of the “Armenian Question.”

Slogans in Baku State University “one heart one spirit” brought the solidarity between Turkey and Azerbaijani community to light. It can be also perceived as a pre-mature version of “one nation two states” discourse. It was just a reaction based on the common historical values without any strategic dimension.
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98 Interview by the author with an academic, Ankara, 16.01.2018.
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Besides the global context, the inadequate representation of Azerbaijanis in Soviet bodies administrative structures paved a way for Armenians to denounce their voice more soundly in Soviet politburo. After resigning of Heydar Aliyev, Azerbaijan’s arguments were not emphasized in Soviet politburo.

Heydar Aliyev was an extremely important high-ranking Soviet political figure, having been the first secretary of the Communist Party of Azerbaijan (1969-1982) who later served as a member of the Politburo (1982-87) until Mikhail Gorbachev dismissed him from the office.  

Especially, Haydar Aliyev’s fall from his office affected on Karabakh dispute. It is notable that organized Armenian claims on Karabakh began very shortly after Heydar Aliyev fell from grace with the Gorbachev regime in 1987. After the appointment of Abel Aganbekyan, Armenian thesis about Karabkh region was announced more soundly. Abel Aganbekyan and Armenians braced up by the force that he represented, organized protests in Nagorno Karabkh and Armenia to demand separation of Nagorno Karabakh from Azerbaijan, starting from 1988. Between February 1 and February 11, 1998 Armenians revolted and chanted “one nation, one state” in Hankendi (Stepanakent) and then the armed attacks began. The historical chain of exile of Azerbaijanis from their motherlands has entered one of the most tragic phases. As a result of it, approximately 200 thousand Azerbaijanis were forced by Armenians to leave from their motherland.

Researching and protecting the cultural ties between Azerbaijan and Turkey have played another paramount role in the development of “one nation two states” principle. But, there was an information blockade on Azerbaijan to keep Turkish
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influence away from the country. Even sending or receiving letters was under strict control. It has two main reasons; Turkey’s NATO membership and Turkish identity. An Azerbaijani MP tells about Soviet regime and Turkish desire of Azerbaijani people with these words:

We took our radio and climbed to the top of the mountains just to hear a word a Turkish music till 1991. At that times, there was no high buildings like these houses. Turkish song ‘Arm Balm Peteğim’ was very popular. Oh my God! We held our radio to our ears to hear the voice of a Turkish person. We did not see a Turkish person. Russian – Soviet regime was a like a closed prison.\textsuperscript{103}

In that vein, an NGO representative also told one of the radios that they listened in Karabakh was Turkish radio.\textsuperscript{104} For another Azerbaijani MP, the reasons of the Turkish sympathy in Azerbaijan can be found in the longing of Turkey during Soviet era. He noted that; “when a Turkish cinema came to the big screen, our shirts were torn in the queues.\textsuperscript{105}” Similarly, an academic claims that “people watch Turkish actress Türkan Şoray’s films secretly.\textsuperscript{106}” While there has been a low-level of political contact, the popular culture was the most distinguishing factor during the Soviet era.

The references to the nationalism and historic ties have surged in the pre-independence period of modern Azerbaijan. There is an emotional and historical link between Turkey’s perspective of 1915 Events and Azerbaijani perception of Karabakh conflict. Tussle between Turkey and Armenia has continued in the alarming level between 1975 – 1985 because of the terrorist attacks of Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia (ASALA). The ethnic tension between

\textsuperscript{103} Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{104} Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{105} Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{106} Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.
Azerbaijanis and Armenians were taken by Turkey as Armenia’s attacks to Turkey’s brothers next to her border. During independence movement, Turkey occurred as the only ally who has ethnic, linguistic and historical proximity with Azerbaijan.

Especially after the events in the last months of 1988, tens of thousands of Azerbaijanis escaped from their native land and these developments were resulted as a huge protest at Azadlıq Square in Baku on November 17, 1988. The protests have spread around the country and started in other cities like Ganja and Sumgait. The main driving force of this 18 days long protest is the elites of PFA. Soon after that, PFA became popular with the mass protests all around the country. PFA officials organized mass rallies and galvanized the popular support for their most devastating tactic yet: a total rail blockade against Armenia. Eighty-five percent of Armenia’s rail traffic came from Azerbaijan, and the embargo caused shortages of petrol and food in Armenia.\textsuperscript{107} PFA officials underscored the importance of Azerbaijanis living in Iran’s “North Azerbaijan” province where they called as “Southern Azerbaijan”. The elites of PFA advocated the unification of Azerbaijanis living in Iran and Azerbaijan with the idea of forming the “Greater Azerbaijan”. “Southern Azerbaijan” discourse, which was observed in the last months of 1989, would be more prominent during Elchibey’s presidency. In the last period of 1989, the “Berlin Wall of the Caucasus” was fallen by the Azerbaijanis. Elin Suleymanov delineates this occasion as it is mentioned below:

The two Azerbaijan. In late 1989, Azerbaijani protesters tore down the fences on the USSR’s border with Iran along the river Araz (Araxes), and for the first time in many decades relatives from both sides could meet each other. This very emotional moment brought people of northern (then Soviet) and southern (Iranian) parts of historic Azerbaijan together. In one of its first issues, the then newly

In the pre-independence period, references to the Turkish identity of Azerbaijanis have increased significantly. It has two main reasons; one of them is ongoing tensions between Armenians and the other one is the reaction to the Russification of culture under Soviet rule. There was a longing to Turkey in Azerbaijan. Post-Soviet Turkic republics occurred as a new field for Turkish foreign policy. However, Turkey’s policy-makers were confronted with a situation for which they were not prepared—in fact, Turkey was distinctively unprepared. Referring to “Turkish” identity has increased Turkey’s importance and reminded that Turkey and Azerbaijan communities are “one nation”.

4.2 The Main Pillars of PFA and Its Effect on Turkey – Azerbaijan Relations

PFA emerged as a nationalist, secular, democratic, new organization which represents the opposition of Azerbaijan. PFA’s main demands were based on the interpretation of new Soviet paradigms with the domestic concerns but PFA was deeply influenced by the perception of unjust treatment in Karabakh conflict which made them distinct. The main principles of the program of PFA was inspired by the Estonian program. Altstadt argues that:

The front has emphasized putting perestroika into practice, local control over economic and political life, measures to protect the ecology and civil liberties for all citizens of the republic. These are demands similar to those of popular fronts in the Baltic and elsewhere and, like them, are directed against conditions of Russian rule. Azerbaijani demands have included the retention of the
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Nagorno-Karabakh autonomous region, which Azerbaijan regards as part of its historic homeland, sometimes called the ‘cradle’ of Azerbaijan's artistic and literary heritage.\textsuperscript{111}

A new national identity in Azerbaijan was tried to be built with the references to Western values, ADR and Məsəvvat Party. The officials of PFA renamed themselves to show the refusal of Soviet rules and at the same time it can be seen as an effort for turning back to their original traditions from the Russified values. Many Azerbaijanis thought that the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic (AzSSR) did not represent them. Nominal Party leader Vezirov had lost all authority - the crowds on Azədət Haydən (Lenin Square in USSR epoch) mockingly Armenianized his name by calling him “Vezirian” and carried his effigy in a woman’s dress through the streets.\textsuperscript{112} As it is understood from this instance; the charisma, prestige and the image of Abdurrahman Vezirov, leader of the Communist Party in Azerbaijan, was exactly finished. For example; a member of Azerbaijani parliament said:

People in Turkey and Azerbaijan are from the same nation and ‘Azerbaijani/Azeri’ was not written on ID cards in Azerbaijan. Before the World War II, Stalin gave a decision and then all the ID cards were teared apart. The word “Azerbaijani” was created in a single night.\textsuperscript{113}

People started to drop Russian suffixes (male: “-ov”, female: “-ova”) from their surnames or use Turkic suffixes like “-li”, “-zade”. It is notable that Elchibey’s previous surname was “Aliyev” in this point. The first time that he used it was after the hot conflict between Soviet regime and Azerbaijani people on January 20, 1990. When the protest letter was written to UN Secretary General and to the

\textsuperscript{111} Audrey Altstadt, To Azerbaijanis, Conflict Isn't Religious, 31.01.1990, \url{http://www.nytimes.com/1990/01/31/opinion/to-azerbaijanis-conflict-isn-t-religious-011590.html} (Accessed Date: 06.012018)


\textsuperscript{113} Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.
attention of global community, he signed with the name of “Ebulflez Elchibey”. Elchibey which means “emissary” was a bit different from the other changed surnames. Such incidents show the fact that Azerbaijanis have considerable efforts for making out the original Turkish language forms.

During Gorbachev era in USSR, the escalating tension in Karabakh region was followed carefully by Turkish community even if the political reaction was on a lower level. It can be asserted that, Soviet Union reduced Turkey’s actions in Azerbaijan in the last 80’s. In this time period, the cadres of PFA led the field about the liberalization and the democratization of the country. PFA members’ affiliation to Turkey affected relations positively because Turkey’s structure was appeared as a good prototype of their ideas about democracy, secularism and Turkism.

4.3 “Black January” and Its Effects on Turkey – Azerbaijan Relations

While PFA officials were trying to challenge USSR during the pre-independence period in Azerbaijan, Soviet rulers did not want to lose the control in Baku. “The Moscow emissaries and the Popular Front leadership played a game of bluff.”

It was initially justified by Soviet officials as a necessary measure to stop inter-ethnic violence and protect the Armenian population of Baku, but was more likely aimed at suppressing the national movement that emerged in Azerbaijan in response to the Karabakh conflict that had erupted two years earlier.

On 19-20 January, 26000 Soviet troops have entered to Baku just after the declaration of state of emergency. The crackdown caused many casualties.
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114 De Waal, p. 93.

More than 130 people died from wounds received that night and during subsequent violent confrontations and incidents that lasted in February; the majority of these were civilians killed by Soviet soldiers. More than 700 civilians were wounded. Hundreds of people were detained, only a handful of whom were put on trial for alleged criminal offenses. Civil liberties were severely curtailed.\textsuperscript{116}

This conflict is commemorated as “Black January” in Azerbaijan. It is an important milestone in the restoration of independence of Azerbaijan after 70 years Soviet period. Following the Soviet intervention to Baku in the aim of suppressing the freedom demands of Azerbaijani people, the main attitude of the other states was evaluating the event as internal affairs of USSR. Regarding the relations between Baku and Moscow; it is the start of the entire disengagement. While analyzing the relations between Armenians and Azerbaijanis, this action can be defined as an end of the limited dialogue. “Thousands of Communist Party members publicly burned their party cards and even the chairwoman of the Supreme Soviet, Elmira Kafarova, denounced the actions of army criminals.”\textsuperscript{117} Black January grabbed the public attention in Turkey and caused a strong opposition. Events like Black January and Azerbaijanis’ descending status in and around Nagorno Karabakh also increased patriotism and nationalism into a level higher.

In this period Turgut Özal’s statement toned with sectarian points provoked the people in Turkey. Referring to events in Azerbaijan, Özal’s statement; “Azerbaijanis are closer to Azeris in Iran than Turkish folks in Anatolia. They are Shite, we are Sunni” was strictly criticized because of indicating his sectarian views on the events. In those days, the main intention of this statement was Özal’s will for positioning out of the conflict. PFA Leader Ebulfez Elchibey responded Özal with a note, sent via telefax to Hurriyet News Agency’s Erzurum Bureau saying;

\textsuperscript{116} Black January In Azerbaijan, Administrative Department of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Presidential Library, \url{http://files.preslib.az/projects/aggression/megale_en.pdf}, (Accessed Date: 02.05.2018)

\textsuperscript{117} De Waal, p. 94.
Mr. President is mistaken. At first, we are Turks even if we are Shite. We are a secular nation. We are not fundamentalists. Religion is different, nation is different. Our expectation from Turkey is supporting our rightful struggle against Armenians.\textsuperscript{118}

The protests in Turkey just after the January 20, 1990 were quite attention grabbing which was an instrument to show the solidarity. In Istanbul, approximately 10 thousand people condemned the USSR’s military operation in Azerbaijan by walking from Taksim Square to Galatasaray.\textsuperscript{119} Protests in several states in Turkey were messages to Soviet Union forces to withdraw and to Turkish politicians to look Azerbaijan within context of “one nation” rather than two different sects. At the same time, these big protests were the first indicators that clearly showed sympathy to Azerbaijan in Turkey.

In a short time period, Özal recovered the relations with the friendly, supportive statements. Former Minister Namık Kemal Zeybek claimed in his column that Özal said “I was taken unawared. There were Armenian journalists in front of me. I could not think that it would take place in our press and be heard in Azerbaijan,”\textsuperscript{120} during his conversation with him. Later on, the officials and communities understood each other well and this statement did not have a destructive effect on the relations but it was true that both the people in Turkey and in Azerbaijan complained about these words.

\textsuperscript{118} Hürriyet, 21.01.1990.

\textsuperscript{119} Milliyet, 22.01.1990.

\textsuperscript{120} Namık Kemal Zeybek, Özal'dan Erdoğan'a, \textit{Radikal}, 10.11.2007.
CHAPTER 5

AYAZ MUTALLIBOV ERA: RECOGNITION

5.1 The Main Attitude of Mutallibov’s Foreign Policy Towards Turkey

As a result of the protests organized by PFA, 73 years after the declaration of independence of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, on October 18, 1991 Supreme Council of the Republic of Azerbaijan adopted a constitutional act about the independence of the country. Then, Ayaz Mutallibov became the first president of the Republic of Azerbaijan. After gaining the independence, Azerbaijan has faced with huge problems like Karabakh war, political fragmentation in domestic politics and he encouragement of the separatist actions of ethnic minorities in Azerbaijan by the foreign forces. The main efforts of the country were concentrated on internal problems.

Mutallibov’s foreign policy relied on a full engagement with Moscow. Mutallibov did not prefer to change the direction of Azerbaijan’s foreign policy from Moscow to West. The main characteristic of this era is pro-Russian attitude which attempts to establish close relations. In general, Azerbaijan’s priority in her international relations is membership to international organizations and establishing diplomatic ties with her neighbor countries. In this point, it should be remembered that Mutallibov signed the Alma-Ata Treaty for the establishment of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Because of the instability inside the country which was a consequence of ongoing conflict with Armenia, Azerbaijan did not take a further step in her relations with Western countries. Unlike the PFA’s discourse about “South Azerbaijan”, Mutallibov did not stand far from Iran and paid a visit to Iran in his presidency term.
In Mutallibov term, Turkey was considered as a “neighbor country” rather than a “sister state” and did not take a prior place in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy. The kinship between two countries did not grab an important attention. From the perspective of “one nation two states” discourse, the determinant factor is being two independent states during this era. Proximity between two communities did not differentiate Turkey in political level but played a role in developing relations with Turkey.

5.2 Establishment of the Diplomatic Ties Between Turkey and Azerbaijan

“Turkey was the first country to recognize Azerbaijan’s independence as early as 9 November, 1991.”121 “The diplomatic relations were established on January 14, 1992 and the Turkish Consulate General in Baku was upgraded to Embassy level.”122 Many respondents asserted that the most important step between two states was Turkey’s position as a state who recognized Azerbaijan first. It can be counted as a significant milestone in bilateral relations. Moreover, during the war with Armenia, Turkey appeared as a reliable partner in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy.

There was an internal debate about the recognition of Azerbaijan. Acting Prime Minister Mesut Yılmaz was an interim PM and thought about the immediate recognition. Conversely, President Süleyman Demirel is more hesitant about the Russia’s position and possible reactions. As a result, Turkey decided to recognize the independence of Azerbaijan. However, an academic argues that:

Recognition of Azerbaijan is not a critical point regarding the relations. Turkey also recognized the independence of Armenia. Thus, recognition of modern Azerbaijan’s independence is not a privileged act. The important thing is the attitude of the state officials


of Turkey and Azerbaijan in the occasions which steer bilateral relations after the recognition.\textsuperscript{123}

In the early years, diplomatic help and support of Turkey played a vital role and Turkey’s policy toward Azerbaijan was guided by five priorities:

- support for Azerbaijan’s independence
- support for Azerbaijan’s sovereignty over Nagorno-Karabakh
- a desire to prevent or limit a Russian return to the South Caucasus
- participation in Azerbaijani oil production and the export of Azerbaijani oil through Turkey
- preservation of a friendly, though not necessarily pan-Turkish government in Baku.\textsuperscript{124}

For a NGO representative, “Turkey tried to establish her relations with the post-Soviet states through Azerbaijan after the dissolution of USSR.”\textsuperscript{125} Azerbaijan was the first contact in the post-Soviet geography for Turkey because she took the first step towards the region with the recognition of Azerbaijan. Turkey started to pursue a three-step process in her policy among Azerbaijan and the other Turkic states; “recognition, establishment of diplomatic relations and opening embassies.”\textsuperscript{126} In this regard, the policy makers of Azerbaijan could not contribute to Turkey’s interactions with post-Soviet Turkic states but the roadmap of the recognition of Azerbaijan consisted a guideline for Turkey.

Mutallibov paid visits to countries like Iran, Russia and Turkey. During President Mutallibov’s visit to Turkey on January 23-34, 1992; issues in several issues were negotiated between two countries. The military cooperation between two countries

\textsuperscript{123} Interview by the author with an academic, Ankara, 16.01.2018.


\textsuperscript{125} Interview by the author with a director of a think-tank in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

came to the agenda in Muttalibov’s press conference in Turkey. Mutallibov expressed that the necessity of setting up an army to defend Azerbaijan. He denoted that he met with Turkish officials and Turkey would help Azerbaijan in this subject. However, this speech did not go beyond and turn into reality.127

Treaty on Friendship, Cooperation and Good Neighborhood was signed and then published in the Official Gazette on March 21, 1993. As it is stated in the Article 1; the treaty contained the cooperation in politics, economy, trade, agriculture, science, transportation, culture, informatics, tourism, sport. When all of the 11 articles are examined it can be seen that cooperation, partnership, alliance or education about military issue are out of the context. It should be mentioned that; there has been a chaos in Azerbaijan and has been no regular army. Azerbaijan’s major need was the military profession but Turkey stayed distanced from the hot conflicts in the region because of Russia’s hegemony in Caucasus. Turkey’s non-interventionist policy in military terms was reflected to the treaty. Moreover, Muttalibov’s policies were closer to Russia than Turkey and Turkey was not the priority for him. As a result, Turkish support to Azerbaijan remained limited in military terms. In this term, the integration process that the Republic of Azerbaijan has been involved with are also economic and cultural rather than military-political.128 Its reflections on Turkey - Azerbaijan relations can also be observed when the content of the agreement is analyzed.

Article 1 of the treaty is the main framework which refers to development and widening of cooperation in political, economic, business, agricultural, science, transportation, cultural, information, tourism, sport and in other fields on the basis of vis a vis interest, trust and cooperation. In Article 5; cooperation in the education of experts especially in field of economy and diplomacy; exchange of students,


128 Habibbeyli, p. 34.
experts and teachers are mentioned. In the same article, rising the capacity of trade volume and making/implementing the joint investment projects are underlined. In this line, Mutallibov came to Turkey with many businessmen from Azerbaijan to enhance economic relations. The diplomatic solidarity between Turkey and Azerbaijan was built by the programs mentioned in this article. At the same time, it can be analyzed as a rehearsal of “Grand Student Project” initiated in 1992-1993 academic year. In the framework of this project, international students were brought to Turkey especially from Central Asia to enhance Turkey’s role over this region. Article 7 is about culture. People of Turkey and Azerbaijan was defined with the term; “people who have common cultural heritage”. In Article 8, Turkish and Azerbaijani people are described with the word; “sibling”. These words in formal documents show that the history is an important factor in the first phase of the relations.

The treaty, which was based on a wide range of subjects from politics to health, between Turkey and Azerbaijan can be seen as an infrastructure of the cooperation in the following years. In addition to the will of developing relations with Azerbaijan, the main opinion was saving Azerbaijan from Russia’s influence. However, Azerbaijan’s urgent need was support in military context at the moment. Turkey could not intervene to the conflict because she did not want to be seen as a rival to Russia and at the same time Turkey’s support and mediation in Karabakh War was not preferred by Azerbaijan. The importance of the treaty is being the first official text that describes two states as “siblings”. So, it has a symbolic meaning in Azerbaijan - Turkey relations. The fields mentioned in the treaty are mainly about daily subjects and do not compromise a strategic feature.

5.3 Turkey’s Stance in Karabakh Conflict

Turkey’s foreign policy attached a significance to South Caucasus and gave importance to the stability in the region. After the Cold War, Turkey had a desire to become the leader of post-Soviet Turkic states. Besides, the oil and gas resources were beneficial for Turkey. The conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia had a negative effect on Turkish security perceptions. Turkey proposed mediation between Azerbaijan and Armenia to Mutallibov in his visit but it was rejected by him stating that “Karabakh is our internal problem.”

It can be asserted that, Muttalibov administration abstained from close moves towards Turkey because of Russia. It means that, in the early period of Azerbaijan Russia has maintained its “restrictor” position both for Turkey and Azerbaijan.

Military losses of Azerbaijan in Karabagh War –especially mass massacre in Khojaly on February 25-26, 1992- triggered public protests in Baku and forced Mutallibov to resign on March 6, 1992. Then, Mutallibov went to Russia. Yaqub Mammadov became the acting president of the country for a short term, till the inauguration of Ebulflez Elchibey. In the history of modern Azerbaijan, ethnic cleansing as a result of the bloody attacks against civilians in Khojaly town affected the perceptions about Armenians in Azerbaijani public and marked an eternal disengagement between two communities. A MP in Azerbaijani Parliament stresses that “the Muslim identity of Azerbaijan is one of the reasons of Karabakh conflict and Khojaly Genocide.”

The official statistics of Azerbaijan claims that:

613 people killed, including: 63 children; 106 women; 70 elderly. 8 families completely annihilated; 25 children lost both parents; 130
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children lost one parent; 487 wounded; 1275 taken hostage; 150 still missing.\textsuperscript{132}

Turkish Prime Minister Süleyman Demirel adopted an uncompanionable attitude among Khojaly issue. But, Turkish politicians especially opponent figures gave a strong reaction to the Armenian attacks in Khojaly town. In general, Turkish politicians regardless of the political spectrum have united against Armenian aggression. Despite being officially out of the conflict, some volunteer paramilitary forces went to Karabakh region from Turkey called; “Wind Union” (Rüzgar Birliği). The group is affiliated with Nationalist Movement Party (MHP) in Turkey. On the other hand, President Turgut Özal criticized the government’s policy about Karabakh saying “Armenians should be frightened” and told Financial Times that “Turkey can blockade Armenia to deter her in Karabakh”.\textsuperscript{133} “Özal also demands more decisive steps to counter Armenian atrocities in Azerbaijan. Hinting at the possibility of armed confrontation, he ponders using Turkish military forces to halt the Armenian expansion.”\textsuperscript{134}

Turkish public watched the unpleasant situations in Azerbaijan carefully. After the massacre of Azeri civilians in the Karabakh town of Khojaly in late February 1992, huge anti-Armenian demonstrations were held in Turkey, with hundreds of thousands of people demonstrating in favor of an intervention on Azerbaijan's behalf.\textsuperscript{135} Just like the demonstrations after Black January events, Turkish media gave place to the protests in Turkey. The Turkish press was filled with criticism of the government's mild stance on the Armenian advances, and generally of the

\textsuperscript{132} How It Happened, Website of Justice for Khojaly Campaign, http://www.justiceforkhojaly.org/content/how-it-happened-0 (Accessed Date: 07.03.2018)
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feeble performance of Turkey in the Caucasus and Central Asia compared to its
ing of becoming a regional leader.\textsuperscript{136}

The protests played a vital role in increasing the public awareness and created a
public pressure on policy makers to determine the political stance infavor of
Azerbaijan in 90s Turkey. Turkey continued her endeavors about Karabakh issue
in international organizations.

Fearing that a one-sided Russian mediation of the Nagorno-
Karabakh conflict was in the offing, Ankara was instrumental in
convening the Prague meeting of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) on 28 February\textsuperscript{1992}, which
confirmed that Karabakh was part of Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{137}

Recognizing Khojaly as a “genocide” in Turkey has become a burning question.
While Armenia pursues a policy about recognition of so-called Armenian genocide
as their “national aim”, Turkey has a principle not to discuss such events in
parliaments and prefers them to be discussed in the committees about history.
Generally municipalities and NGOs recognized the massacre in Khojaly as a
genocide in Turkey. There is no legal obstacle about it. A respondent delineates
the events in Khojaly as “reality of today” rather than a historical occasion. In this
regard, a MP in Azerbaijan notes that, “100 years before” is history but “20 years
before” is a twinkle.\textsuperscript{138} Likewise, another member of Azerbaijani parliament
declares that “Do not look for a genocide in the far history. Khojaly Genocide
occurred in the recent time. Let’s recognize it and investigate the other occasions
with the historians.”\textsuperscript{139} These responses indicates that, the attitude among 1915
events and mass massacre in Khojaly should differentiate. They have right
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concerning that the Convention on The Prevention and Punishment of The Crime of Genocide was adopted by the general assembly of the United Nations on December 9, 1948. According to *lex praevia*, which is one of the main principles of law, agreement or articles cannot be implemented for the events occurred before it enacted.

The public favor and sympathy to Azerbaijan in Turkey has been always in an ultimate level but it should be indicated that occupation of Karabakh disrupted Azerbaijan’s image in Turkey. Many of the people did not know anything about the political and military aspects of the situation and thought that how could 2.5 million populated Armenia could occupy the territories of 9 million populated Azerbaijan.

Just after the resignation of Mutallibov, Minsk Group was established by the Initiative of OSCE to encourage the peaceful resolution of the conflict. The co-chairs are United States of America, Russian Federation and France. The other members of the group are; Belarus, Germany, Italy, Portugal, the Netherlands, Sweden, Finland. Armenia and Azerbaijan are also in Minsk Group. As a member of the group, Turkey has always supported the thesis of Azerbaijan but because of the fact that Turkey is not in a co-chair position, function of Turkish support to Azerbaijan remained limited. Although the passivity of the group was discussed and criticized by Turkey and Azerbaijan many times. Karabakh conflict showed that “Turkey could not help Azerbaijan get rid of the pressure of the great powers and this made a road to diminish the confidence to Turkey among the community in Azerbaijan a little bit.”

The main specialty of this term is the recognition of Azerbaijan by Turkey before the other Turkic republics in Central Asia, following the demise of Soviet Union. Not recognizing Khojaly massacre as a “genocide” has been criticized time to time.
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from both Turkey and Azerbaijan but reaction of Turkish public to Khojaly massacre showed the common stance of two communities. Before Khojaly protests, Soviet intervention to Baku on January 20, 1990 had been heavily condemned by the mass protests in Turkey as it is mentioned in previous chapter.

A scholar claimed that “Mutallibov is not close to Turkey in general but in the presidency of Yaqub Mammadov was not as same as his era. In his short acting presidency term, the idea of getting involved with Turkey as a confederation was discussed in the parliament of Azerbaijan. ¹⁴¹” PFA’s political dominance soared in this term. Elchibey had reportedly even been ready to accept a federation with Turkey, and often spoke of the reunification of North and South Azerbaijan.¹⁴² As it is understood from such instances, just after Mutallibov period, the relations with Turkey and expectations increased immediately.

Turkey’s main attitude in Mutallibov era is supporting Azerbaijan with the statements in Karabakh issue but stayed distanced to intervene in the hot conflicts. Turkey’s pro-Azerbaijan tendency is quite worthy for Azerbaijan to find a state who support her in the conflict when the silence in international field was taken into account. However, Turkey could not find a chance to set the tone of Karabakh conflict because of Russia’s existence in the region, not being a co-chair of Minsk Group and Mutallibov administration’s hesitance. In this time period, Turkey’s public opinion was closer than policy makers to Azerbaijan. The recognition of Azerbaijan’s independence and the treaty signed between Turkey and Azerbaijan are symbolically valuable because of being the “first”. “One nation two states” discourse was not used but in the official documents like good neighborhood treaty; but also being “one nation” was not officially refused by two states.

¹⁴¹ Interview by the author with an academic, Ankara, 16.01.2018.

CHAPTER 6

EBULFEZ ELCHIBEY ERA:IDEOLOGICAL ASPIRATIONS

6.1 Main Peculiarities of Elchibey’s Foreign Policy

After the independence of Azerbaijan; Ebufflez Elchibey has become a leading figure in Azerbaijani politics. Elchibey, who is the leader of Popular Fronft of Azerbaijan (PFA) and a scholar was elected as a president with a free-fair election on June 7, 1992 and took an oath. The main peculiarities of his foreign policy can be seen in two documents. One of them is the election program of Elchibey and the other one is the party program of Popular Front of Azerbaijan which was adopted in their congress on January 25-27, 1992. According to the party program of PFA, the points that should be given importance in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy are as it follows;

- Solving the sources of the tension in Caucasus by negotiations,
  mutual solidarity with Caucasian people who fight for the national independence against the forces defending empire, freedom and democracy; hence establishing “Caucasian House” which aims close cooperation with them in economic, cultural and other terms,
- Providing solidarity for the freedom and independence struggle of dependent people and defending their struggle,
- Close cooperation with Turkic republics in all fields, investigating the national and moral value system correlative, establishing Turkic cultural union to protect these values for the coming generations,
- Close cooperation in all fields with the Islamic states in the world,
- Building multilateral relations with the states who have democratic regimes for developing peace, security and humanity.143

As it is understood from the PFA’s party program; the priority of Azerbaijan was the protection and preservation of independence. It is noteworthy to say that; cultural elements were seen as a leading factor in way of making relations closer with the Turkic states. Hence, the program did not neglect the Islamic identity of Azerbaijanis. It should be noted that, democracy is the other prominent point in PFA’s program.

In this point, Elchibey’s views towards other Turkic republics should be examined. He came up with democracy as well as Pan-Turkism. Rather than establishing relations with the states, he wanted to impose his idealist opinions in Central Asia. He wanted to be an example for the other states in their democratic transition after Soviet hegemony. Thus, his aspect to the leaders of Turkic republics was not so positive. In his interview with journalist Thomas Goltz, he asserted that the leadership of the Central Asian states were terrified because of his democratic administration and continued:

> When Mutallibov was restored to power on the May 14, the supporters of Islam Kerimov in Moscow were delighted – they said it is over, a ‘real democrat’ has to come to power. Now they will see what real democracy is. We didn’t die and go away. We are very much alive. Now, apparently Islam Kerimov can’t sleep at night. If we can have five months of peace, free of war with Armenian, our economy will start to develop and then you will see the democratic movement begin in both South Azerbaijan and Central Asia. It will be impossible to stop this movement. It has already begun in southern Azerbaijan.¹⁴⁴

While PFA’s program foresees a cultural union, Elchibey has an ideal to export his ideas to Turkic states as it is seen from the abovementioned interview. It can be said that, Elchibey’s personal views about foreign relations with Turkic states present more than just a “cultural union”. Supporting the independence movements in the region while being in a scarcity because of war conditions, did not seem so

---

¹⁴⁴ Thomas Goltz’s Interview with Azerbaijan President Abulfaz Elchibey, 10 June 1992.
viable. Despite his desire and passionate views about Turkic union, Elchibey slammed the presidents like Kerimov. Keeping in mind that, Kerimov ruled in Uzbekistan for decades, Elchibey’s rhetoric spontaneously became an obstacle for stable relations.

Elchibey’s election program has a similar tone with the PFA’s party program and presents a more balanced tone than his interviews. The most important points there are the emphasis on joining the international organizations as an independent and equal state. In the program, ethno-cultural union with the Turkic world has its own place. Besides, in the program the best foreign policy for Azerbaijan is the “armed neutrality”.145 His foreign policy decisions caused a threat perception especially in Iran and Russia.

6.2 The General Overview: Turkey – Azerbaijan Relations During Elchibey Era

Euphoria and ideological aspirations are important factors in bilateral relations in Elchibey’s era. In the initial years, there was a romantic atmosphere and nostalgic thirst for reconnection, reunification. Many people in Azerbaijan saw Turkey as “big brother” or “big supporter”. Turkey saw Azerbaijan as a “lost brother” or “brother who has been separated for many years”. Turkey took the premier position in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy. In contrary to Soviet autocracy, Turkey has a democratic structure and adopted Western principles. In the first years of independence, Soviet regime was delineated as invader of Azerbaijan territories but Turkey emerged as a brother who supports Azerbaijan’s territorial integrity. In accordance with Elchibey’s administration and Azerbaijani people, Turkey presented a secular model which was different from Iran. On the other side, economic projects between two countries were also on the agenda. The

conveniences about investments and tax reductions were provided to Turkish businessmen aiming to enhance Turkey - Azerbaijan economic relations by the signed agreements.\textsuperscript{146} Hence, Eximbank gave loans to Azerbaijan for the reconstruction of the country.

The major pillars of Elchibey’s foreign policy are the pan-Turkism and the ongoing war between Russia-backed Armenia and Azerbaijan in the first years of the republic. Elchibey strongly opposed to join Commonwealth of Independent States led by Russian Federation and his rhetoric about creating a union with Azerbaijan Turks in “Southern Azerbaijan”, created serious concerns in Rafsanjani’s administration in Iran. As Dilip Hiro argued;

Rafsanjani realized that in the long run, Azeri nationalism would prove as problematic for the Islamic regime in Tehran as it was proving then for the Communist administration in Moscow... The emergence of a strong, independent Azerbaijani republic — whether Islamic or not — would fan the flames of Azeri nationalism within Iran.\textsuperscript{147}

Rather than Russia and Iran, Elchibey stood closer to Western countries. Turkey remained as only loyal partner in the region for Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan saw Turkey like a geographical and diplomatic gate to Western states. While Turkey was trying to open Azerbaijan’s way to grow her relations with West, Armenian diaspora was working in the opposite direction. As a result of activities of Armenian lobby, US Congress passed Section 907 of Freedom Support Act which prohibits American assistance and aids to Azerbaijan.

Turkish foreign policy makers gave an exclusive place to Turkic republics in Central Asia after the dissolution of USSR. The newly emerged Turkic states have

\textsuperscript{146} Araz Aslanlı, Haydar Aliyev Dönemi Azerbaycan Dış Politikası, Platin Yayınları, Ankara, 2005, ss. 42-143.

become one of the priorities of Turkey. Demirel described the geography “from Adriatic to the Great Wall of China” as a “Turk’s area”. Then, Central Asia and Turkic republics started to be seen as an “opening” area. Turkish President Turgut Özal described the future attitude of the foreign policy by saying; “21st century will be the century of Turks” in 1992. But Russia has limited Turkish access to Turkic republics and her existence in Central Asia.

Ankara considers Azerbaijan the most strategically located Turkic state: a gateway to Central Asia, a potential economic partner with huge petroleum resources, and a natural ally in containing Russian influence in the Trans-Caucasus.148

In the foreign policy making processes during this era; emotional factors like brotherhood between Anatolian Turks, Azerbaijan Turks in Iran and Azerbaijan has been one of the priorities. Elchibey defined Turkish populated region in Iran as “Southern Azerbaijan” and saw Azerbaijan as the northern part of his “Greater Azerbaijan” idea. Iran perceived Elchibey’s discourse as a direct threat. Claims of “Greater Azerbaijan” was not fully accepted by the Turkish government.

In that case, even if Turkey does not seek to provoke it, Iran will inevitably view Turkey as the beneficiary in these evolving relationships that so directly affect Iran's territorial integrity, could, in turn, get into a high-stake conflict with Turkey by inciting the Kurds to greater separatism.149

It is true that there has always been a regional rivalry between Turkey and Iran and relations have always been fluctuant. However, Turkey did not want problems with Iran because of Turks in Iran but it does not mean that this area was fully neglected. Turkish government did not hamper Elchibey’s “Southern Azerbaijan” rhetoric but did not react positively. In general, this field was seen like a “mined terrain”.

148 Bölükbaşı, p. 81.

Relations with Armenia also have influence in Turkish – Azerbaijani relations. At first, Turkey recognized Armenia as an independent state and opened her borders. Turkish government agreed to sell 100,000 tons of wheat to Armenia in September 1992 which means a remarkable amount in Armenian consumption. Turkey also did not close railway connection to Armenia. Despite critics from Azerbaijan, Turkey tried to maintain a modest stance and signed a deal about supplying electricity to Armenia while blockade on Armenia was continuing. Azerbaijani foreign minister, Tevfik Kasimov characterized the energy protocol as “a stab in the back”.\textsuperscript{150} After that in a short time period the protocols were annulled. This was the first “protocol crisis” in Turkey – Azerbaijan – Armenia triangle.

An agreement was signed in the second visit of Ebulfaz Elchibey on December 2, 1992 about cooperation between two states. The agreement reaffirms the ties in history, culture, tradition, language and friendship. Such elements constitute the necessary ground for multilateral cooperation. Article 1 of the agreement gives us the information about the content of it. Agreement covers the areas of politics, economics, commerce energy, health, environment, agriculture, science, education and technic, transportation, maritime, communication, culture, informatics, statistics, tourism, sport and all other fields. Yet, there was no special emphasis on military which was the essential problem in Azerbaijan.

Elchibey’s anti-Russian ideology had also effects on financial field. Elchibey annulled energy contracts with Russia. In the first years of the independence of Azerbaijan, the relations were very positive and in the First Turkish Speaking Head of States Summit on 30-31 October 1992 in Ankara, only leader who supported President Turgut Özal’s Turkish Common Market and Turkish Development and

\textsuperscript{150} Hüriyet, 12.12.1992.
Investment Bank ideas was Ebulflez Elchibey.\textsuperscript{151} In March 1993, Elchibey sent President of SOCAR Sabit Bagirov to Ankara to make a contract for transferring Azerbaijan’s oil to Ceyhan.\textsuperscript{152} Because of the change in the presidency, this contract did not come into force but Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline would be finalized in the next decade. Starting from Elchibey era, Azerbaijan gave the priority to Turkey in transportation of oil and gas resources to the global markets. It has four main reasons;
- it is also advantageous for Azerbaijan’s interests for integrating into the West,
- there are proximities between two states in terms of culture, ethnicity and language,
- Turkey is geographically available for it,
- historical ties between two countries.

As a result, in Elchibey era, Azerbaijan wanted to reach Western markets via Turkey but it was not successful because of the complex situation inside the country. The government officials did not concentrate on the energy issues because of the war in Karabakh. During this time period, Armenia occurred as an affecting factor in Azerbaijan – Turkey relations because Azerbaijan did not want Turkey to open way for any assistance while Karabakh War was continuing. The initiatives like “wheat” and “electricity” in Turkey - Armenia relations were not positively perceived.

6.3 Tightening Cultural Ties with Turkey

In his address in Turkish Grand National Assembly on June 26, 1992, Elchibey stated that; “The struggle for democracy in Azerbaijan was made by the Popular Front of Azerbaijan. He also underlined that; with realizing the democracy, their


ideals were based upon Muhammed Emin Resulzade.\textsuperscript{153} This speech was an evidence of historical continuity from Azerbaijan Democratic Republic to modern Azerbaijan. Elchibey defined himself as “soldier of Atatürk” so it means that his personal attitude among Turkey is the prime factor. The discourse of "one nation two states" which was dictating official relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan beared features of a pan-Turkic logic in presenting Turkishness as the natural link.\textsuperscript{154}

On December 22, 1992 Azerbaijani parliament took a decision for adopting “Turkish language” as official language of the state. In order to make sense of the relationship between Azerbaijan and Turkey, cultural factors should be taken into consideration more than the previous presidency period. In Elchibey’s term, the ideologic assumptions shaped the general framework among Turkey. Besides that, in areas like culture, education and media; Turkish values were started to be adopted in Azerbaijan.

The cultural policy of the PFA government can be summed up in one phrase: the Turkeyisation of Azerbaijan.” The term; “Turkeyisation of Azerbaijan”, refers to the cultural policy pursued by the PFA government, which implemented salient policies such as broadcasting Turkish television programs, taking the crucial steps for passing to Latin alphabet, using Turkish vocabulary in speeches.\textsuperscript{155}

Adopting the Latin alphabet accelerates the mutual contacts but Turkish Latin Alphabet was not fully indigenized by Azerbaijan. Turkish Latin alphabet was not directly transferred to Azerbaijan and it delimitates in front of the mutual

\textsuperscript{153} Journal of Minutes of Grand National Assembly of Turkey, 19th Legislative Term, Year 1, Vol. 19, p. 178.

\textsuperscript{154} Burcu Gültekin Punsman, “Turkey's Interest and Strategies in the South Caucasus”, South Caucasus 20 Years of Independence, Friedrich Ebert Schiftung Publications, p. 294.

understanding. According to an Azerbaijani MP who was policy adviser of Elchibey at that time and his special envoy to Turkey between 1995 – 1998: “I think that without common alphabet, creating a common thought is very difficult. If we could have done this, we would not live such difficulties.”

Relations between two states in several fields like; economy, energy, commerce have gained currency in this term. The common values have played a determining role in bilateral relations. For example; the Great Student Project was launched in 1992 between Turkey and Central Asia. Many students came to Turkey for education and young generation who were educated in Turkey played an important role in Azerbaijan for developing fraternity between Turkey and Azerbaijan. After graduating from Turkish universities, these people started to work in the important positions in Azerbaijani state bodies. Their sympathy and knowledge about Turkey contributed to the relations. The cooperation in the field of education have continued expandingly in the following years.

6.4 Turkish Assistance to Azerbaijani Diplomacy: “A Gate Country”

In the first years of independence of Azerbaijan, Turkey’s place in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy can be summarized as an essential country who defends Azerbaijan’s issues in international area; UN and in Europe. Turkey was seen as Azerbaijan’s interpreter. Secondly, Turkey is perceived as “a country who helps Azerbaijan in her difficult times”. The best examples of that can be seen in diplomatic activities. Elchibey’s first trip to a foreign country was to Turkey for attending Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) Summit in Istanbul on June 24, 1992. During his second nine-day trip to Turkey, between 28 October and 5 November 1992 he gave a speech at the Turkic Speaking Countries Summit in Ankara on 31 October but his pro-Turkish rhetoric was not applauded by the other
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[156] Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.

[157] Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.
Turkic states. In the framework of this trip, The Embassy of Azerbaijan to Ankara was opened on November 2, 1992; between two countries, agreements on collaboration and cooperation, business, transportation, transfer of criminals were signed. In the opening ceremony of embassy of Azerbaijan, President of Turkey Turgut Özal reminded that the first Embassy of Azerbaijan in Turkey was opened by Atatürk and stated:

Azerbaijan flag; today rising in Ankara has a place in all of our hearts. All the necessary thing will be done not to fall that flag one more time. Independent and democratic Azerbaijan state will receive all kind of Turkey’s aid.

Turkey endorsed Azerbaijan’s thesis in Nagorno Karabakh issue in international meeting and organizations. Also, Turkey had significant aids to newly independent Azerbaijan while establishing diplomatic bonds with the other states. A Turkish official expresses that “Turkey helped and encouraged Azerbaijan during her integration to European/Atlantic organizations.” Ultimately, it can be said that Azerbaijan chose Ankara as a “diplomatic center”. According to Onur Öyimen’s statements with his meeting with Heydar Aliyev in April 25, 2000; during the opening period of Embassy of Azerbaijan in Germany, Turkey gave place to Azerbaijan in Turkish embassy and he has worked with Ambassador Hüseyinaga Sadiqov together. They have worked one-two years together in the same building. Then they moved to their own headquarter. A politician/academic’s words are


161 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.

162 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

also in the same direction: “After Azerbaijan’s membership to UN, Azerbaijan had no room there, but Turkey gave a room to Azerbaijan’s delegation committee in her permanent mission to UN.164” Turkish government gave instructions to all his diplomatic missions and ambassadors to help Azerbaijan’s relations. A politician/academic says that, they have gone abroad with the support of Turkey and Turkish diplomats welcomed them in the airports and picked them up to their hotels while he was working in the international relations department of parliament.165 An Azerbaijani MP also underlines Turkey’s support to Azerbaijan in diplomatic field.166 Turkey also aided Azerbaijan in terms of training diplomats in the first years of her independence. Moreover, some of Turkish diplomats started to work in Azerbaijan’s diplomatic missions. Turkey has acted as a gate country for Azerbaijan particularly in her relations with the Western countries. Both in the education of Azerbaijani diplomats and forming the infrastructure of Azerbaijani diplomatic missions, Turkey played a crucial role.

6.5 Diplomatic Solidarity Between Turkey – Azerbaijan and Karabakh Conflict

Nagorno Karabakh conflict has served a ground to regional and global actors to achieve their interest among Azerbaijan. Russia and Iran endorsed Armenia in the conflict because the ideas of Elchibey are quite far from these countries. Lack of knowledge of American elites about Azerbaijan combined with the Armenian lobby activities in US and it caused decision about prohibition of American support to Azerbaijan. On the other hand, US and Russia did not prefer a regional power to intervene in the conflict.

164 Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

165 Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

166 Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.
First of all, it should be underlined that Turkey shares the same border with Azerbaijan and because of that, she perceived a threat from Armenia during Karabakh War. Azerbaijan’s financial problems, occupation of Karabakh and internally displaced people (IDP) in Azerbaijan did not minimize the significance of Azerbaijan in Turkish foreign policy.\textsuperscript{167} Turkey and Azerbaijan continued to act in joint projects after the armed conflict in Karabakh region had come to an end. According to an academic, Turkey had both direct and indirect support to Azerbaijan in Karabakh issue but the diplomatic side of this process was reflected.\textsuperscript{168} So, Turkey officially did not play a role in Karabakh in military context but it does not mean that Turkey is completely out of the situation. “In 1993, Turkish media reported that about 160 Turkish current and retired military officers were aiding the Azerbaijani army and that Turkey had extended a 30 million dollar credit for Turkish arms to Azerbaijan.”\textsuperscript{169} Besides that, Turkey provided humanitarian aids to Azerbaijan considering the fact that nearly a million people have become internally displaced in Azerbaijan. Turkey has been instrumental in Azerbaijan solving the refugee and IDP crisis. Starting from the early 1990s, Turkey provided humanitarian aid to Azeri IDPs and set up Turkish camps in central Azerbaijan to provide relief aid to the war victims.\textsuperscript{170} Turkey sent soldiers to conflict zone for the military training and they did a good job but in general, Turkey did not have a potentiality to influence this subject.\textsuperscript{171} Contrary, a journalist supposed that “a strong country like Turkey has stood behind Azerbaijan in the international area. If Turkey was not there, developments might have gone

\textsuperscript{167} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{168} Interview by the author with a scholar, Baku, 19.06.2017.


\textsuperscript{171} Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.
through a different process.”

This point of view refers to the importance and determinant position of Turkey in Karabakh conflict even if Turkey did not send troops to Azerbaijani territories.

Turkey’s place in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy increased because Turkey was the only country who defended Azerbaijan. Karabakh issue has affected it, too. An academic underlines that, “Turkey is the sole country who has a ‘straight line’ and always sees Armenia as an occupier.” In the same vein, Turkey is the only country which closed border with Armenia. For instance; Azerbaijan’s other neighbors Iran and Georgia did not close the border with Armenia but Turkey closed the gate in response to occupation of Azerbaijani territories.

In Elchibey era, Turkey also tried to play a mediator role in Karabakh conflict but it did not work out. Because of Turkey’s close relations with Azerbaijan, it was not accepted by both Russia and Armenia. Russia tried to continue the negotiation period with Kazakhstan during Karabkah conflict. In March 1992, Turkey presented a plan which relied on a possibility of territorial swap including the following concessions;

- Sending part of the NKAO to Armenia, with the area controlling the headwaters of the river flowing to Baku and areas of Azerbaijani population remaining in Azerbaijani hands; and
- Transferring the Armenian-controlled land bridge between Azerbaijan and Nakhchivan to Azerbaijani control.

Turkey supported Azerbaijan in all international meetings for the peaceful resolution of Karabakh conflict and closed her borders with Armenia after the occupation of Kelbejar.

---

172 Interview by the author with a journalist, Baku, 24.06.2018.

173 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

Ankara did indeed undertake numerous diplomatic initiatives, mainly in the UN and at the CSCE. Turkey conveyed its views to the five permanent members of the UN, saying that Armenia was not complying with UN resolutions and that its expansionist policy was unacceptable.\(^{175}\)

Decision about “diplomatic attack” was taken during “Azerbaijan Summit” in Çankaya on July 25, 1993. In this regard, “telephone diplomacy” was launched to reorganize the stances of foreign countries against Armenia.\(^{176}\) “Telephone diplomacy” showed that Turkey was with Azerbaijan but it did not give outcomes in international field. After the attacks on the Fuzuli and Jabrayil regions, Turkey appealed UN Security Council on August 17, 1993 and opened a door to UN Security Council’s declaration about withdrawal of Armenian forces.

Occupation of Kelbajar can be marked as a milestone in Karabakh War and in Turkey – Azerbaijan – Armenia triangle. During this period, Turkey watched the steps in UN Security Council about the occupation of Kelbajar, responded with closure of her airspace and cutting railway connection. President Özal threatened Armenia and clearly expressed Turkish support to Azerbaijan with his statement on April 8, 1993:

What would happen if during military exercises three of our bombs fell in the Armenian territory? What would happen if we sent 1-2 military brigades to Nakhijevan? We are bound to Nakhijevan with an agreement. What would happen, who would do us anything, who would come to intervene?\(^{177}\)


\(^{177}\) Hürriyet, 08.04.1993.
Turkish PM Süleyman Demirel is more restrained than President Özal considering the military operation to Karabakh. Demirel tried to appeal President Bush to intervene and mediate the conflict but it does not have any significant effect on the course of the events. On the other hand, Turkey restrained to use “hard power” in Karabakh region. While affirming that Turkey has a fully pro-Azerbaijan stance, an academic advocates that “Turkish policies among Karabakh has no pro-active feature.” Turkey gave weight to policies that excluded interventionism. We can say that Turkish diplomacy had a quite pro-active vision but the official military perspective of Turkey was more passive.

Russia endeavored to keep Turkey out of the conflict so it also affects Turkish – Russian relations. Tensions between Turkey and Russia in the region were most apparent in May 1992. Turkish armed forces engaged in maneuvers when the possibility of Armenian attack to the Azerbaijani autonomous region of Nakhichevan was observed. Meanwhile, Commander of the CIS Armed Forces, Marshall Yevgeny Shaposhnikov, declared that Turkish military intervention would bring about the outbreak of a third World War. Turkish interference could remarkably change the direction of the occasions in Karabakh. However, Turkey preferred to stay out of the conflict in official level but sent military advisors to the region unofficially not to confront with Russian pressure. On August 11, 1992, Cooperation on Military Education Agreement between Turkey and Azerbaijan was signed between two states. It should be mentioned that; the agreement is about education of military staff rather than collaboration in war. An academic asserts that:

“The second turning point after recognition of independence of Azerbaijan in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations is the falling short of

---


179 Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.
high expectations. Comparing with the fact that Russia militarily supported Armenia, it remained as an “unsatisfied expectation”.  

Azerbaijan faced with the fact that, for all its shortcomings, Turkey was still the only state it could count on as an ally against Armenia.  

Like protests after the massacre in Khojaly committed by Armenian militias, the situation in the country and public anger after the occupation of Kelbejar opened a door for toppling Elchibey. Because of the instability of the country, foreign policy makers could not find a possibility to use rich energy resources as a tool in her international relations. In the foreign policy attempts all the doors were closed to Elchibey. Turkey clearly defined her pro-Azerbaijan position in diplomatic field and supported Azerbaijan’s thesis in Nagorno Karabkh conflict but Turkey’s involvement in his conflict was contradictory in some points. Turkey’s reluctance about being active in military field in Karabakh caused a frustration in Elchibey administration. In his interview with Turkish journalist Mithat Bereket which was broadcasted in TV program 32. Gün (32nd Day) he said that; he demanded helicopters from Turkey regarding humanitarian reasons, for the evacuation of Kelbejar but he was refused. For a NGO representative, “Karabakh problem could be solved in the starting phase if Turkey gave a severe response. However, at that times Turkey did not have all of these facilities. “Turkey’s Karabakh policy was shaped with good intentions but contained some deficiencies. Besides that, one of the Turkey’s prior problems in international area was the groundless allegations about so-called Armenian genocide. “Without solving these mutual questions, the opportunity of going ahead is limited”, according to an Azerbaijani
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180 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
183 Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.
MP.\textsuperscript{184} Turkey has reasons to refrain from taking military actions in Karabakh War. Cornell lists it in seven topics:

- First, the doctrine of Kemalism explicitly prohibits military adventurism abroad
- A domestic balance between opposing opinions neutralized any impulse toward strong action.
- Third, Turkey’s freedom to act was tightly limited by its ties to the West; indeed, this was perhaps its most important constraint.
- The fourth factor was Russia. Every time Turkey signaled its intention to increase its involvement in Karabakh, Moscow responded promptly.\textsuperscript{185}
- The stigma that Armenian communities in the West have succeeded in attaching to Turkey made it difficult for Ankara to put action behind its verbal support for Azerbaijan.
- Sixth, Turkey in the early 1990s was hardly a harmonious and peaceful society: its military was fighting the most vicious and powerful Kurdish insurgency in decades, and during 1992–93 the government effectively did not control large swaths of southeastern Turkey where the presence of the separatist Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) was particularly strong.
- Finally, the international reaction that Turkey faced after invading Cyprus in 1974 had imparted a lesson.\textsuperscript{186}

The main problem in Turkey’s restricted freedom of act in Karabakh conflict was the capacity problem of the country. On one hand, Turkey wanted to become a leading country in the conflict on the other hand Turkey did not favor a hostility with Russia whom she has tight commercial ties. Turkey did not prefer a disaccord with NATO and European institutions. Regarding the economic possibilities, Turkish economy was not enabled to race with global powers in any probability of escalation of the conflict. Turkey deemed Karabakh significant because of her security concerns in the region. The verbal reactions soared when Turkey faced with a threat perception especially to her border in Nakhchivan. The other

\textsuperscript{184} Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.


\textsuperscript{186} \textit{Ibid}, p. 372.
importance of Karabakh derived from Turkey’s new sight to Turkic republics. Turkey gave precedence to newly independent Turkic states and had aspirations about becoming a leader state of this geography. However, her inconclusive efforts that could not change the result of the conflict in advance of Azerbaijan disrupted her image. It should be highlighted that; the main reason of the limits of Turkey’s role was the pressure of the other states. Turkey’s forces as the second biggest army in NATO had a capability to combat both terrorism inside the country and launching border front operations at the same time. But, Turkey might pay a price for her operations.

Karabakh conflict, the lack of governmental and administrative experiences of the PFA officials, instability due to these reasons and Russia’s hostile policies against the PFA government were the basic factors which paved a way for the fall of Elchibey.\footnote{Beyazit Erkin, “The Rise and Fall of Popular Front of Azerbaijan”, TASAV, 2013, p. 8.} Elchibey emerged as a revisionist leader who openly challenges the leaders of the other Turkic republics in Central Asia. Such a tone made the relations more difficult with post-Soviet Turkic republics. The poverty in Azerbaijan reached an alarming level as it was understood from the address of Elchibey; “Tomorrow, there is no flour for the bread in the country.”\footnote{Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.} The undisciplined army of Azerbaijan and the loss of coordination between several fractions in the army defeated in some regions in Karabakh and it caused new upheaval in the country. The weakening of the central control in the country gave an opportunity to the separatist tendencies of Talishs in southern and Lezgis in northern Azerbaijan.

In Elchibey period, the Russian bases in Azerbaijan were closed and Russian troops withdrew from the country. It has also effects on Karabakh conflict. Anti-Russian position increased the Russia’s support to Armenia. Leaving the weapons of the last Russian division who left on May 26, 1993; to the leader of June 4 Coup which
should be given to the Defense Ministry of Azerbaijan was the triumph of this period. On 4 June 1993, ex-colonel Suret Huseinov marched from Ganja city to Baku with his private troops. After that, Elchibey was forced to resign. Turkey denounced its support to legitimate President Elchibey in June 4 Coup but it did not go further than a diplomatic statement. Turkey moved also slowly in terms of diplomatic involvement to this process.

Consequently, it can be said that Elchibey era passed with great expectations from Turkey but both Turkey and Azerbaijan had its own capacities in terms of engagement. The bilateral relations have experienced a capacity problem especially about Karabakh issue. Apart from Turkey, no country supported Azerbaijan in military, diplomatic and social grounds. Referring to “one nation two states” concept, it can be said that Elchibey’s presidency term was focused on the “one nation” side of this discourse. The cultural ties were strengthened and Turkish way of life was discovered more broadly by Azerbaijaniis. In Turkey, the war conditions, the political vulnerability and suffering of the people were discussed about Azerbaijan so the discussion was a bit different than in Azerbaijan. There is no doubt that Turkish people saw Azerbaijaniis as their brothers but the main direction of the discussions in Turkey is more political than cultural. Turkey’s feature of being the only country who supported Azerbaijan regardless of the shortages in Turkish foreign policy and high expectations of Azerbaijan, made a remarkable contribution in the construction of “one nation two states” discourse.

---
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7.1 Main Tenants of Foreign Policy in Heydar Aliyev Era

Heydar Aliyev pursued a “balance policy” with the regional and global actors in international relations. Rather than putting the ideological concerns as a primary issue in foreign policy, Haydar Aliyev prioritized the interest of Azerbaijan especially in politics and energy with a multi-vectorial approach. During Heydar Aliyev’s period, pragmatism took the place of ideological elements in foreign policy making mechanism. “President Aliyev saw that, Russia guided foreign policy finished the era of Mutillibov and pro-Turkey policies of Elchibey’s caused the end of his rule. These policies were not harmonized with the realpolitik.”191 He reconstructed the deteriorated relations with a new perception. After Elchibey’s presidency, Heydar Aliyev established a strong leadership. In the beginning of 90s, Azerbaijan was a young independent state which just started to improve her energy relations with Turkey, West and her neighbor countries. Domestically; first aim was to cope with the instability in the country. At first, the foreign policy makers of Haydar Aliyev administration also focused mainly on Nagorno – Karabakh conflict. Ceasefire with Armenia affected the internal stability of the country positively. According to Cabbarli; singing of the ceasefire between Azerbaijan and Armenia on May 11 1994, gave an opportunity to stabilize the domestic and foreign policy.192

---
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An experienced leader who worked in several important positions during Soviet era, Heydar Aliyev took the control of the state. He restored the authority of the state and appointed those from his hometown Nakhchivan to the critical positions. Ergun asserts that; “his term in the office between 1993 and 2003 had four major achievements: a cease-fire between Azerbaijan and Armenia in 1994; signing of agreement of Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan main export pipeline, suppression of ethno-national upheavals and elimination of any alternative power rivalries.”\textsuperscript{193}

Heydar Aliyev has focused firstly on the internal stabilization process. In politic terms; ceasefire with Armenia and in economic terms; internationalizing the energy sources of the county with a balanced attitude played an important role in this concern. Foreign policy of his era has some tenants;

- Balancing of relations among regional and global powers
- Neglecting the religious, ethnic and other identity factors in foreign policy
- Not serving a vassal state of any other regional power
- Reinforcing transportation and energy policies
- Resolution of Nagorno – Karabakh Conflict\textsuperscript{194}

After declaration of the independence, Azerbaijan has spared her energy in Karabakh War and did not benefit from the energy resources in the country. Haydar Aliyev tried to settle Azerbaijan in a detached position while preserving ties with both Russia and West. In 1993, he was concentrated on normalizing the deteriorated relations with Russia, the most salient signal of it was the re-membership to CIS. Azerbaijan accessed to CIS on September 24, 1993, on account of the fact that it would remove the internal instabilities originating from

\textsuperscript{193} Ergun, p. 74.

Russia and contribute to stop Armenia’s occupant attacks.\textsuperscript{195} Azerbaijan’s membership to CIS has met suspiciously by the opponents of Heydar Aliyev but he clarified the foreign policy direction of Azerbaijan with these words in his inauguration speech;

I want also to note that some circles try to present the alliance of Azerbaijan with CIS as a dangerous step. This is not correct. Being a CIS member, Azerbaijan will defend its independence all the time and its alliance with CIS can never prejudice its independence. As an independent state Azerbaijan will follow the way of democracy, obey the international democratic norms. We shall never re-establish the former communist ideology, communist regime in Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{196}

A new vision of relations with Russia did not mean that Azerbaijan would stay out of Western world. In the 1990’s, “Heydar Aliyev acted on the assumption that a firm relationship with the West and in particular the United States would be a strong anchor for his country’s new statehood.”\textsuperscript{197} In 1993, Azerbaijan started to develop her relations with US which were disrupted by the Section 907 of Freedom Support Act. Hafiz Pashayev was sent to Washington DC as Azerbaijan's first Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the US. In the following years of this era, US endorsement would be noticeable especially in realizing BTC. US wanted to diminish Russia’s role and take Azerbaijan out of the periphery of Russia with the West-oriented projects in 90s.

Improving relations with Russia was important for the stability in the country when the Russian role in Nagorno Karabkh was considered. Also, the West was


necessary for Azerbaijan for the economic development in terms of energy projects. Because of these reasons, Heydar Aliyev initiated a rapprochement process with Russia just after this inauguration and then started to get in touch with West. Turkey was seen as an important country in Heydar Aliyev’s period, too. Hence, Turkey’s position as a “gate country” in Azerbaijan’s relations did not diminish especially in the first half of 90s. For example, Demirel made a great effort for organizing Aliyev’s Paris visit in 1993.

Azerbaijan’s balanced foreign policy between Russia and her Western neighbors continued with allocating of Azerbaijan’s energy resources to international energy companies. Economic development of the country was built on the oil and gas resources.

They have become one of the most effective instruments at her disposal in her efforts to resolve the Karabakh conflict. First, they have served since the early 1990’s to focus the interest of the US (and later also of the European Union) in underpinning regional stability, and specifically in undercutting the influence in the South Caucasus of Russia and Iran. Secondly, the successful exploitation and the export of Azerbaijan’s oil and gas via a pipeline network beyond Moscow’s control has provided the cash needed to modernize, train and re-arm Azerbaijan’s armed forces with the possible long-term objective of launching a military offensive to win back control over Nagorno Karabakh. ¹⁹⁸

Heydar Aliyev’s foreign policy has attached importance to the Nagorno Karabakh issue. The negotiation period with Armenia was started and Azerbaijan put emphasis on the peaceful solution of the conflict. For an Azerbaijani MP:

There are four mainlines in the solution of Karabakh Conflict; international law, economic outline, demographic feature and military power.” The international institutions like OSCE, UN and NATO adopted strong resolutions about Karabakh. Azerbaijan is richer than Armenia and considering demographic force; Azerbaijan

is 10 million but Armenia is just 2 million. Azerbaijan’s military is stronger than Armenia. According to her, “Azerbaijan succeeded in all these points but the war is not only between Azerbaijan and Armenia but Azerbaijan will win by the time.”

In this regard, measuring the might of a state with her population does not seem so rational. On the other hand, the current political situation in Armenia is so complicated and the economic problem of the country have become bigger. When these two countries are compared with each other, Azerbaijan is more powerful than Armenia but the will of Minsk Group co-presidents has not made the solution possible till now.

The cultural provision of Azerbaijan was also transformed in this era. Elchibey’s “Pan-Turkism” concept was changed with Aliyev’s “Azerbaijanism”. Azerbaijanism does not refuse the Turkic ties of Azerbaijan but regarding the ethnic upheavals of Talishs and Lezgis, Azerbaijanism was built as a roof that can collect different ethnicities and cultures. Turkish culture and history were still very precious for Azerbaijan. While Azerbaijanis defined themselves officially as “Azerbaijani” the emphasis on “Turkishness” in relations with Turkey has perpetuated. In this context, being as an “Azerbaijani” was not designated a challenge to Turkism. The most important reason of implementing the Azerbaijani identity is discarding any ethnical rivals or threat in politics and daily life. By the way, Atatürk sympathy in Azerbaijan has proceeded also in Heydar Aliyev’s term. Upon Aliyev’s decree on March 9, 2001, Atatürk Centre was opened in Baku.

In his address to the First Congress of World Azerbaijani on November 9, 2001, Heydar Aliyev, characterizing policy of the Azerbaijani state, outlined priorities of this policy: The main idea of the independent Azerbaijani state is Azerbaijanism. Each Azerbaijani should be proud of his national identity, and we should

---
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develop Azerbaijanism - language, culture, national-cultural values, customs and traditions of Azerbaijan.\(^{201}\)

The re-evaluation of the cultural outlook has influenced the foreign policy of the country. The concept reflected the foreign policy of Azerbaijan as “balance policy”. Aliyev made foreign policy of the country free from any ethnic and religious factors. Unlike Elchibey’s irredentist assumptions, Aliyev worked on the territorial integrity of the country. Aliyev’s perspective which neglected the religious identity of domestic and foreign policy, was guided for protecting the country from Iran’s will of exporting of Islamic Revolution and increasing her power in religious groups. While balancing the regional and global powers, Azerbaijan enhanced her capacity of carrying out an independent policy.

7.2 Relations and Tensions Between Turkey and Azerbaijan

The relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan can be characterized on the basis of friendship and partnership referring both the cultural proximity of the communities and cooperation between states in Heydar Aliyev’s presidency term. This era also can be concerned as the beginning of the strategic cooperation between Azerbaijan and Turkey. During Muttalibov era, Turkey – Azerbaijan relations are based on the “neighborhood relations” and did not contain a priority. In Elchibey period, Turkey located on the number one position in foreign policy of Azerbaijan which was not accorded with realpolitik. At first, Aliyev’s foreign policy which was driven by his personal decisions, chose to tranquilize Russia and then made a balanced foreign policy.\(^{202}\) Turkey was seen as a balance to Russia – Iran axis in foreign policy of Azerbaijan. The foreign policy of Azerbaijan was diversified and it is true that Turkey was not the only actor. Turkey’s previous role was shared by the other regional and global actors but it does not mean that “Turkish modal” for Azerbaijan

---
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lost all its significance. The Turkeyisation period ended with Elchibey but Turkey protected its own place in the modernization of Azerbaijan. The popularity of Turkey among Azerbaijani did not reduce. Bağcı claims that; President Aliyev's well-organized "routine visits" to Turkey create a common understanding for Azerbaijan domestic as well as foreign problems in Turkish public opinion. Heydar Aliyev visited Turkey shortly after his inauguration, from February 8 to February 11, 1994. On his visit, he was accompanied by an 80-person strong delegation, reflecting the importance he attached to closer relations with Turkey.

Heydar Aliyev’s speeches delivered in Turkish parliament as a guest president are examined in the context of Azerbaijan-Turkey relations in this study. The analysis of his addresses focused on the notions that he used while describing the relations without underestimating the developments in bilateral/international relations and developments in both countries during these years. In Heydar Aliyev’s first address in Turkish Grand National Assembly on February 9, 1994, he indicated the cruciality of Turkish parliament and Turkey’s feature of being an “example” for Azerbaijan. It was worthwhile because some circles in Turkey were sceptic about the future of the relations after the beginning of his ruling era. Heydar Aliyev denounced at the general assembly of Turkish parliament in 1994: “In general, now 70 years history of Turkey is an example of an example and an experiment for independent Azerbaijan Republic. We make use of your experiences and then we will make use of them.”

In his second address in Turkish Parliament in 1997, he affirmed the same emphasis with these words;

---
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Turkey has a great democracy experience. Turkey’s existence as a republic, a democratic state, a secular state—you say “laïc” we say “secular”—is an example for all the other Turkic speaking countries. Your road that you go in your republic history is also an example for us, your state establishment is example for us, your democracy is example for us. Your laws and principles are also example for us.\footnote{Journal of Minutes of Grand National Assembly of Turkey, 89\textsuperscript{th} Session, 6 May 1997, p. 22.}

In 1997, he expanded the field of Turkish position in regard of being an example for Azerbaijan. Perceiving Turkey as an example for the Turkic world also means appreciation of Turkish experience and power. Heydar Aliyev’s views about Turkey did not change in 2001 as it is understood from his speech in Turkish parliament. He made an emphasis on the growth and strong financial structure of Turkey again, reiterated the democracy, secularism and rule of law and stated that; “…at the same time, life in Turkish Republic is an example for us, a center and a source of experience for us.”\footnote{Journal of Minutes of Grand National Assembly of Turkey, 68\textsuperscript{th} Session, 13 Mart 2001, p.481.}

In the previous term, Turkey was seen as the only modal for Azerbaijan. In Haydar Aliyev’s era, Turkey kept her significance but she is just one dimension among a multilateral concept in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy. This study demonstrates that, in Heydar Aliyev’s term, Turkey was not the only modal any more but still an important example for Azerbaijan. It should be emphasized that the relations were delineated as “one nation two states” by Heydar Aliyev. According to a MP, “it is a “message” to the friends of two countries and to the ones who do not like Turkey and Azerbaijan.”\footnote{Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijan\(i\) Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.} It can be understood as a message to Armenia in the regional scale but the evolution of the discourse did not depend just being on the opposite of Armenia. The transformation of “one nation two states” discourse has relied on common historical references and current interests.
The relations have followed stressful phases because of the war in Azerbaijani territories and countries did not focus on the cooperation in security issue. Changing of the governments in Turkey did not affect relations with Azerbaijan negatively. However, the political disputes in Azerbaijan retarded the discussion of the cooperation with Turkey because the politicians concentrated on internal affairs. It can be claimed that, the stability in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations were ensured after Heydar Aliyev’s policies. Two countries noticed that their interests were matched and a natural partnership was created between them. In this context, the historical, cultural and linguistic kindship helped improving these relations to strategic partnership. Furthermore, personal connection of the presidents had a remarkable influence on Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. As Ismailzade advocates there is a special point in relations between two countries;

For Aliyev and for Demirel, Turkish - Azerbaijani relations were more important than relations between two ordinary states. It was more like a relation between two brothers. Always noticing the positive potential of the relationship and the bigger picture rendered the relationship a special partnership, though sometimes not the most pragmatic.209

In the early years of Heydar Aliyev’s presidency, his personal dialogue with Suleyman Demirel played a determining role. Having said that, their acquaintance started in 1967, the mighty friendship between them were founded in 90s.210 As Akyol tells, Demirel was interested in even the results of Aliyev’s consultations and Turkish doctors took care of Aliyev when he had problems about his health.211 The mutual confidence and friendship between Suleyman Demirel and Haydar Aliyev moved up the relations between two countries from “personal relations


between leaders” to “institutionalized relations between states” in time. Haydar Aliyev’s visit in 1997 took the relations one step further. The beginning of the institutionalization also refers to the first steps of strategic partnership between two countries. On the 5th of May, President Heydar Aliyev was rewarded with “State Order” of the Republic of Turkey. In his speech in the ceremony, Heydar Aliyev stated: “I have already said these words, and today I am repeating: we are one nation, but two states. As a member of one nation it is an honor tome to be awarded by the leader of the other nation.”

“The ‘Declaration on Deepened Strategic Cooperation’ signed in May 1997 between Turkey and Azerbaijan to move to upgrade their bilateral relations to a ‘strategic partnership’ is of critical importance.” After the implementation of the projects like BTC and BTE, the lack of confidence drawing on coup allegations was diminished. In line with that, starting from 1999 bilateral military relations gained speed. Firstly, the emotional type relations have developed on the basis of energy and education. After that, political relations were added there. Then, military issues have come to the agenda. The main feature of this era that makes “one nation two states” discourse valuable is the beginning of expanding military cooperation and launching energy projects.
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After Suleyman Demirel, Ahmet Necdet Sezer was elected as the new president who was Chief of the Supreme Court by the court's board in 2000. Sezer was a “jurist figure” on the contrary to Demirel’s “politic character”. After Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, Baku was the second station of Sezer. “Aliyev was lucky because after former President Suleyman Demirel his chemistry with President Ahmet Necdet Sezer was also very good and Aliyev was intelligent enough to make the best of it.”

On June 11, 2000 two leaders gave a message of continuity of the cooperation in bilateral relations. In his address in Azerbaijan Milli Majlis, he put emphasis on Armenian occupation in the 20 percent of Azerbaijani territories and IDPs. Sezer reaffirmed Turkish stance in Karabakh conflict by marking: “Turkey does not consent any solution that Azerbaijan does not consent.”

He identified Turkey as a European state and Turkish position in Azerbaijan’s relations with West; “Going into Turkey from Azerbaijan and Nakhchivan is entrance to Europe”

Turkey is delineated as an opening door to Europe. In his address, he delineated the people living in Azerbaijan and Turkey as the same community with references to mutual support of two sides during the establishment period of Turkey and Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. As it is understood from Sezer’s speech, Turkey was aware of the increasing importance of Eurasia and underscored that Turkey and Azerbaijan would take their places there. Sezer’s speech also indicated that the negotiations with EU had reflections to Turkish foreign policy because 1999 was the year when Turkey was recognized an official candidate for EU. At the same time EU-Azerbaijan Partnership and Cooperation Agreement was also signed in 1999. Thus, EU was important for both countries in these years.

---
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In military field, Turkey’s membership to NATO alliance contributed to develop NATO – Azerbaijan relations. Turkey played a significant role in reaching of Azerbaijani military schools to the NATO standards. The agreements in military field which were signed between 1999 – 2000 have effects on winning a more vibrant character of military relations between two countries and increasing the potential of Azerbaijan army.\textsuperscript{219} Turkey; non-oil exporting NATO member country; acted as a gate also in military issues. Turkey is also important for Azerbaijan in terms of integration to the alliance. Turkey has been serving as a link between Azerbaijan and Partnership for Peace (PiP) program since Turkey is liaison country for Azerbaijan in NATO.\textsuperscript{220} In 1999, an agreement signed between Turkey and Azerbaijan about the statue of the Azerbaijani troops sent to Kosovo. Then NATO Secretary General Lord George Robertson thanked to Azerbaijan and emphasized the special position of Azerbaijani troops in NATO. Serving inside the Turkish battalion there had an effect in paying attention to Azerbaijani troops.\textsuperscript{221}

Turkey also supported Azerbaijan when in July 2001 Iranian military gunboats confronted a BP research vessel exploring the Araz-Alov-Sharg field in the Azerbaijani section of the Caspian Sea, which Iran demanded. The Chief of the Turkish General Staff, General Huseyin Kivrıkoglu, visited Baku soon after the event.\textsuperscript{222} Aerobatic show performance of 10 Turkish F-16s in Baku skies is perceived as a message to Iran. Some columnists in Turkey labelled it as “aerobatic
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diplomacy. This performance prevailed the close relations with Turkey and Azerbaijan but keeping in mind that about 1 million people watched it in the streets of Baku, it fostered Turkey’s prestige both in Azerbaijan and the region. Thereby, Turkish army’s “strong image” was advanced with it. Regarding regional rivalry between Turkey and Iran, it can be alleged that Turkey took a successful step. Turkey protected its feature as being an ally and appeared as a balance actor in this term. Therefore, according to an academic, “Turkey’s support to Azerbaijan should be counted as a vital case.”

Defense Minister Safar Abiyev outlined Baku's position that the establishment of a NATO base in Azerbaijan would serve to “strengthen peace and stability” in the region. The defense minister added that the Russian military presence in Armenia posed a threat to Azerbaijan and contributes to an overall lack of “Azerbaijan, Georgia to step up bilateral cooperation, security in the South Caucasus. Foreign Minister Vilayet Guliyev affirmed the defense minister’s call and stated that Azerbaijan would welcome a NATO base or a Turkish military base to bolster the region’s balance of power.

These statements are a clear message to Iran and show that, Azerbaijan was not distanced with West. NATO is a balance factor against Russia. Turkey is considered as a “regional Western neighbor” who can back Azerbaijan in case of any confrontation with Iran. In 1996, an agreement about education, technical and scientific cooperation in military field was signed between two countries. This agreement opened a door to enrich the ground of the agreement about military education which was signed in 1992. On June 10, 1996, Safar Abiyev who was the Minister of Defence of Azerbaijan defined the signing of the agreement as an
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“historical occasion” in the life of people and military forces of Azerbaijan. In 1997 another agreement concerning the regulation of the civil and military flights in their territories was signed. After signing an agreement in 2001, Turkey gave 3 million dollars financial aid to Azerbaijan. First of all, it is important because this grant indicated the enlarging concept of military cooperation. Secondly, like Nerimanov’s financial aid to Ankara Government in the first decades of 20th century, Turkey’s outright to Azerbaijan Armed Forces showed a remarkable point in the first years of the millennium.

7.2.1 Turkey’s Attempts of “Normalization” With Armenia

Turkey’s relations with Armenia have always impacts on Turkey – Azerbaijan relations which are generally negative. Turkey stopped the diplomatic relations and closed the borders because of the Karabakh War. After this initiatives, solution of Karabakh conflict has become intertwined both countries. For example, Turkish air corridor to Armenia was opened in 1995 but the border gates remained closed. In 1997, Tansu Çiller’s statements about opening of the border gates, disturbed Azerbaijan. In her tour to Kars and Iğdır, Çiller answered a citizen’s “When will the doors open?” question saying; “The keys are in Azerbaijan’s hand. We will discuss it with Aliyev and try to get it over”. This news deeply disturbed Haydar Aliyev and blamed Çiller for “making concessions to Armenia in vain”. Then, Minister of Foreign Affairs İsmail Cem and State Minister Ahad Andican went to Azerbaijan to receive Azerbaijan’s approval in the issue of border opening with Armenia on 7-8 September 1997.

---
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Turkey tried to mediate between Armenia and Azerbaijan several times but always faced with Armenian veto. Karabakh was concerned as a security issue for Turkey and solution of this conflict would serve the stability of Caucasus in line with the policy of Turkey. In the first half of 90’s, Turkey initiated her Turkic state centric foreign policy. In this regard, solving a problem of a Turkic state would increase Turkey’s prestige in Central Asia. Solution of Karabakh conflict also serves a ground for increasing the capacity of bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Normalization of Turkish – Armenian relations would also strengthen Turkey’s hand in relations with US and European countries presuming the decline of the efforts of Armenian diaspora about so called Armenian genocide issue. Because of all these reasons, Turkey had efforts in mediating Azerbaijan – Armenia conflict and normalizing Turkey – Armenia relations.

In Turkey, Armenian attacks against Azerbaijan has triggered nationalist wave and MHP who frankly supported Azerbaijan in Karabakh issue was a important political figure in organizing the public protests. One of the primary steps were taken by MHP Leader Alparslan Türkeş. Türkeş’s meeting in Paris on March 12, 1994 with Armenian President Levon Ter Petrosyan was the first dialogue mechanism established by a Turkish leader. The meeting was programmed by Armenian businessman Samson Özararat who was born in Konya/Turkey and resident in France. In his interview Özararat defines Türkeş as “a key person” in the dialogue between Turkey and Armenia. According to him, there are a few milestones in Turkish – Armenian rapprochement. Alparslan Türkeş’s acceptance to his meeting was one of the biggest steps.\(^\text{229}\) Regarding that the nationalist reaction to dialogue process from Turkey was so strong, Türkeş – Petrosyan meeting seems surprising. Trans-Caucasia Highway and prisoner exchange between Turkey and Armenia was the major topics in addition to Türkeş’s six proposals in this meeting;

- Immediate ceasefire
- Withdrawal of Armenian soldiers from Azerbaijani territories
- Vis a vis recognition considering today’s boundaries and the establishment of diplomatic relations
- Contact without intervention in domestic affairs and land demand
- Opening of Lachin Corridor, guaranting and controlling of the observer delegation
- Handling the problem in a larger time after ceasefire by leaving Karabakh conflict to later times or Minsk meeting

Turkey went on her efforts under the roof Minsk Group but she was also aware of any solution could not be found there. The international organizations like Black Sea Economic Cooperation was ineffective and four resolutions of UN Security Council did not give a concrete contribution. Both Ankara and Baku were informed about these talks but Petrosyan refrained from discussing this agenda in domestic affairs. It was not also publicly discussed in Turkey. Meetings continued in the third country; France also in 1994 within the knowledge of government but Türkçe’s groundbreaking discourse and initiative did not give fruitful results.

About Nagorno Karabkh issue; Turkish endorsement to Azerbaijan in diplomatic field was proceeded. While doing that, reconciliation with Armenia was still on the agenda. In the later Heydar Aliyev era; the “tea diplomacy” in 2002 is another attempt of Turkey to act as a broker in the peace processes. In Reykjavik, Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs İsmail Cem Azerbaijani Minister of Foreign Affairs Vilayat Guliyev, Armenian Minister of Foreign Affairs Vartan Oskanian met for discussing the regional conflict and cooperation. The trilateral format between Turkey – Azerbaijan – Armenia was proposed by Turkey in the meeting. Ankara has 4 essentials in this process; Yerevan should stop maintaining genocide allegations. She should give approval to the necessity of leaving it to historians. Armenia should remove the article about the land demand from Turkey from her
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constitution. Armenian forces should withdraw from occupied Karabakh. A security corridor should be established between Turkey and Armenia.\textsuperscript{231} If only to admit that the we will not witness any concrete results soon, just the fact of a civilized communication between the Foreign Ministers of the three countries was already a big achievement. It was difficult even to think in the past that Oskanian, Cem and Guliyev could peacefully sit at one table during a press conference and tell about the results of their meeting.\textsuperscript{232}

Besides trilateral dialogues between Turkey – Azerbaijan – Georgia; the efforts about building such a format with Armenia was one of the aims of Turkish foreign policy. According to an Azerbaijani academic/politician, it was a normal and good step taken by Turkey from her perspective but it was unsuccessful because of the fact that Armenia is “not an independent state”.\textsuperscript{233} It is true that, Armenia has been ultra-dependent to Russia and the main controversy in the failure of the mediation processes was the divergence of the approaches. Turkey and Azerbaijan have been trying to change the current situation in Karabakh region in line with the resolutions of international organizations but Armenia seem so reluctant and wanted to protect the status quo in the region. Because of that; Turkey and Azerbaijan preferred a policy of isolating Armenia from the regional projects.

### 7.2.2 1995 Coup Attempt in Azerbaijan and Its Effects on the Relations

The first important tension between Azerbaijan and Turkey occurred in 1993 but the problems were solved in a year time. In September 1993, Aliyev annulled many agreements signed between the Elchibey administration and Turkey, ordered
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Turkish nationals to seek visas before entering Azerbaijan, and dismissed Turkish military experts serving in the country.234 Aliyev thought that, the extremely pro-Turkish attitude in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy can harass global powers, especially Russia. At first, Aliyev’s actions for calming down Russia caused concerns in Turkey.

When the Elchibey government was ousted in June 1993 by the coup which, although orchestrated by Colonel Surat Husseinov, brought Heydar Aliyev to power, this development was seen as Turkey’s loss and Russia’s gain, as it was in a way a repetition of a phenomenon which had occurred in other former Soviet republics such as Georgia and Lithuania, that is a former Soviet leader returning to power. Only a year later, Aliyev courted Ankara and expressed his confidence in the brotherhood existing between the two countries.235

An academic argues that some political parties in Turkey thought that Heydar Aliyev would pursue a policy just opposite to Elchibey and approach to Russia. The time period between 1993 and 1997 can be counted as an exam for the Turkish opinion leaders. They achieved to comment about Azerbaijan in a national level rather than Elchibey – Aliyev dichotomy.236 Even if Elchibey’s discourse was more pro-Turkey than Aliyev in the first half of 90s, Turkey did not insist on Elchibey and address official remarks to Heydar Aliyev. In general, Turkey preferred the perpetuation of stability in her relations with Azerbaijan. In Azerbaijan’s foreign policy, we can observe the same behavior, too. In line with the main principles of Turkish foreign policy, Turkey did not intervene Azerbaijan’s internal affairs. It can be said that; 1995 unsuccessful coup attempt against Haydar Aliyev can be seen as an exception but the dialogue between the presidents of these states prevented it in the last phase.

---
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In Aliyev’s address in Turkish parliament on May 6, 1997, he stated that members of the several political parties participated to the coup attempt in Azerbaijan with giving their names.\textsuperscript{237} Aliyev clearly explicated his disappointment regarding this issue. According to the 1995 Susurluk Report of Turkish National Intelligence Organization (Milli İstihbarat Teşkilatı – MİT) claims that President of Turkey Süleyman Demirel was notified about the coup plot and just after that he informed Haydar Aliyev. The report claims that:

In March 1995, with the ratification of Tansu Ciller; State Minister Responsible From Turkic Republics Ayvaz Gokdemir, Director General of Public Security Mehmet Agar, İbrahim Sahin, Korkut Eken planned but the coup attempt was failed by reporting of MIT to Suleyman Demirel and President’s informing to Aliyev.\textsuperscript{238}

In Copenhagen, Demirel warned Aliyev about the necessity of turning back to Azerbaijan before than it was planned to prevent the coup attempt. Aliyev went to Baku before the expected time and took measures. The leader of the coup Rovshan Javadov who was the Commander of Special Purpose Police Unit (OMON) was killed during the incidents. Turkish Ambassador Altan Karamanoğlu and some Turkish officials were taken back from Baku administration with a private flight after huge efforts of intelligence officials and statemen.

When the relations between two states are examined, it can be noticed that after such tensions, problems were solved in a short time period and the relations have improved to a higher level. These tensions were overcome and big regional projects like BTK, BTE were initiated in Haydar Aliyev’s presidency. The beginning of this process was the Contract of the Century which means the re-distribution of energy sources of Azerbaijan.

\textsuperscript{237} Journal of Minutes of Grand National Assembly of Turkey, 89\textsuperscript{th} Session, 6 May 1997, p. 18.

7.3 Energy as a Foreign Policy Instrument

7.3.1 Contract of the Century

The balanced foreign policy of Haydar Aliyev era made itself evident in energy policies. The production from the biggest oil field of Azerbaijan; Azeri – Chirag and Guneshli was opened to the operation of the international oil companies by The Production Sharing Agreement. The main aim of these discussions was transferring Azerbaijani oil to Western markets. This agreement which is also known as “Contract of the Century” due its importance, has become the core of the energy relations of Azerbaijan. It also stays in the most important place regarding Turkey – Azerbaijan energy relations. According to a parliamentarian/academic, “if the Contract of the Century was not signed, BTC, BTE, BTK and TANAP would not be realized.”239 Energy has a distinguished place in bilateral relations. An Azerbaijani state official notes that, “relations have emotional and political aspects but energy and transportation projects make the ties of Turkey and Azerbaijan inseparable.”240 An academic denounces that “Contract of the Century can be counted as a zenith in economic relations and laid the basis of energy relations between two countries.241 Contract of the Century is important for Turkey – Azerbaijan relations because it was the first serious attempt for transforming cultural – historical ties to strategic investments. Meanwhile, Turkish energy companies found a possibility to operate in Azerbaijan and increase its profession. While internationalizing Turkish energy company, Contract of the Century has also opened a way for institutionalizing the bilateral relations. Being a part of the agreement also decreased the concerns about Aliyev’s administration in Turkey.

239 Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

240 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.

241 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.
We can say that, the core of relations in energy field is Contract of the Century and it has impressions for both sides. Azerbaijan started to emerge as a key player in energy field with the signing of this contract. This contract has paved the way for the signing of other 26 contracts with 41 oil companies from 19 countries. The biggest shareholder was BP in the contract which would be valid for 30 years. Turkey gained a 1.75% stake in the contract in the first phase. Then in February 1995, Azerbaijan International Operating Company (AIOC) was founded. AIOC was composed of 11 international companies from 11 states for the implementation of the agreements.

The Contract of the Century has underpinned Azerbaijan - Turkey energy relations. Like the other international actors, Turkey’s interest in Azerbaijan’s energy sources officially started with it. But, Turkey saw 1.75 % inadequate and insisted on having more stake in the agreement. After that, Turkey’s stake was increased to 6.75 %. On April 12, 1995, President Haydar Aliyev said these words in the ceremony of signing the agreement between Turkey and Azerbaijan in Gulustan Palace in Baku; “Taking into consideration those appeals and fraternal and brotherly relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan, Azerbaijan decided to cede 5 % of its share to Turkey.” According to an Azerbaijani MP, such initiatives created the “one nation two states” discourse and set the rules of it.

Besides its economic benefits, signing Contract of the Century has increased Turkey’s strategic importance in the region. “After Cold War era, Turkey’s role in southern wing of NATO has staggered but Heydar Aliyev has increased Turkey’s


244 Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.
role by the Contract of Century and passing BTC pipeline through Turkey”, according to a parliamentarian/academic.²⁴⁵

Heydar Aliyev used energy resources for the development of the country. Signing of this agreement was a clear echo of the balanced foreign policy. It has positive effects in the foreign policy of Azerbaijan regarding relations with Turkey. Contract of the Centrury formed a basis for the energy projects like BTC and BTE. While the negotiations with Armenia concerning Karabakh has been in a dilemma, Baku did not want to create an enemy to itself because of sharing of oil stakes. Thus, the stakes were tried to be given to different partners in a wide range.

7.3.2 Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline and Its Effects

The main aim of Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline project is transporting Azerbaijan’s oil from Azeri – Chirag – Guneshli field to Western markets. In this sense, linking Sangachal Terminal to Ceyhan Terminal means also connecting Caspian Sea to Mediterranean Sea. Totally 1,768 km long BTC runs 443 km through Azerbaijan, 249 km through Georgia and 1,076 km through Turkey to the Ceyhan Marine Terminal.²⁴⁶ Azerbaijan’s relative isolation from world markets and its landlocked location have been obstacles to the exportation of its natural resources.²⁴⁷ With this geographic atony, there has also been some political opportunities and difficulties of Azerbaijan. The main intention of the country was transferring oil resources to the West rather than Russia. In this point, Turkey has emerged as a “key country” in the region for Azerbaijan. For the transportation of

²⁴⁵ Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.


²⁴⁷ Pınar İpek, Azerbaijan: Oil Boom and Challenges, https://www.academia.edu/813070/Azerbaijan_Oil_Boom_and_Challenges, (Accession Date: 03.08.2018)
Azerbaijani oil; Russia has been insisting on Baku – Novorossiisk Pipeline and US has stood closer to Baku – Supsa line.

The Novorossiisk and Supsa routes require that tankers transport Azerbaijani oil exports through the straits in order to access the Mediterranean and, hence, the Western European markets. But the Ceyhan option would avoid the Black Sea and the Bosphorous Straits altogether.248

Moreover, Iran was not the ideal way route due to her serious problems with West. Russia was a rival of US and had their own resources. They have been either making pressure on Azerbaijan to act together in energy issues rather than entering in to a rivalry in the region in energy context. In other words; they did not want a alternative to themselves. On the other hand, Turkey as a NATO ally and a county negotiating with European Union for accession wanted to decrease its energy dependency from Russia. BTC was initiated with Iran and Russia’s opposition and American support. US prioritized the “pipeline diplomacy” in South Caucasus in mid 90s. An academic points out:

It is very well-known that all of the neighbors of these two countries do not prefer good Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. For a short time, Western countries have wanted a healthy relation between Turkey and Azerbaijan because of tending pipeline towards West. But, even in this term they did not aspire for mutual interdependence between two countries and tried to keep it in a limited level.249

The relevance of the two states in various areas for instance; history, language, culture and their similar political attitudes in the regional matters and same position among Armenia paved the way for cooperation in commercial, political, military subjects and also energy transportation. As Aras points out; “Turkey’s relations with Azerbaijan play an important role in determining relations with other


249 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
countries in the region. For instance, its relations with Azerbaijan have a significant impact on its relations with Armenia.\textsuperscript{250} As a result of this attitude, bypassing Armenia from regional projects was started with BTC. The aggressive policies against Azerbaijan in Karabakh and the offensive policy against Turkey about Armenian Genocide allegations caused isolation of Armenia in the region.

BTC is a strategic choice of Azerbaijan for transferring her energy resources. Cornell and Ismailzade advocates that, BTC is a preference of Aliyev leadership. These two authors define the impacts of BTC to Azerbaijan’s foreign relations as it is mentioned above:

The fact that Azerbaijan’s leadership has preferred this Western route over Russian or Iranian routes shows the limited nature of Baku’s trust in its northern and southern neighbors and its desire to secure the country’s independence and sovereignty with the help of Turkey and the West. It is widely believed that should BTC be completed, Azerbaijan will gradually integrate and merge with Turkey and Western Europe in the economic, energy and security fields. At the same time, BTC has been instrumental in developing and strengthening the so-called “East-West” energy, transport and telecommunications corridor. As this corridor would eventually bypass Armenia and deepen its political and economic isolation, BTC has also served as a negotiation tool for Baku in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.\textsuperscript{251}

Ankara Declaration can be counted as a first step in implementing this oil pipeline project. US Energy Secretary Bill Richardson (as an observer) and the presidents of Turkey, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan signed Ankara Declaration on October 29, 1998. This declaration implies the expression of


support to BTC. Then in November 1999, in OSCE Summit held in Istanbul, between Azerbaijan and Georgia Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) was signed. Besides these three countries, US and Kazakhstan reaffirmed their support in Istanbul Declaration. In October 2000, signing of Host Government Agreement, Turnkey Agreement and Government Guarantee were finalized between Turkey, Georgia and Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{252} All of these agreements constituted the legal, technical frame of the project. Moreover, protocols were vital to show the political will of the states. For an academic, BTC is a “reliance project” rather than a “oil project”.\textsuperscript{253} Selecting Turkey as a transit country was not a coincident for Azerbaijan. Turkey supported Azerbaijan in various fields and appeared as a trustworthy neighbor in the region. It is true that Azerbaijan has gained a high-income from BTC but the distinguished feature of this project was settling Azerbaijan’s direction towards Europe in her energy policies. By realizing this project, Azerbaijan demonstrated that she would not be a vassal state of Russia and built up a substantial alternative way for her.

In addition to all of these technical and political points, BTC was significant for Turkish community. Especially from Turkey’s perspective, realizing BTC played a role for proving a cordial approach of Azerbaijan to Turkey in economic and social aspects. BTC has served a serious amount of employment opportunities in Eastern provinces of Turkey. Hereby, it has also fostered Azerbaijan’s image in Turkey. Before, Azerbaijan was seen as a sister state in bad conditions because of war. But with BTC, Azerbaijan was perceived as neighbor country who had rich resources that Turkey benefited from. A scholar defines the “one nation two states” discourse as an “emotional infrastructure” and ties in energy and economy as a “cement” of the bilateral relations.\textsuperscript{254} In the same line, an academic delineates the


\textsuperscript{253} Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.

\textsuperscript{254} Interview by the author with a scholar, Baku, 19.06.2017.
“one nation two states” as a “historical bridge” but put an emphasis on its carriage capability. So, the capacity of the relations was improved with BTC and the other energy projects. In this regard, energy projects kept this discourse high-spirited and at the same time contributed the relations in economic, political, strategic and military fields.\(^{255}\) This is the first project that makes up the framework of strategic partnership between Turkey and Azerbaijan.

In economic terms; BTC has brought advantages to three countries. Turkey’s construction companies attended to the project and the construction of the pipeline also made way for increasing the employment potential in eastern Turkey. Besides, Turkey became a transit country with the pipeline. In Azerbaijan, BTC opened road to monetize its resources. The main importance of this pipeline is manifesting the strategic preference in energy transportation routes. Azerbaijan’s position as an energy hub and Turkey’s geographical role in energy transition have gathered in the context of BTC. While Azerbaijan’s oil has come to the agenda of the global energy market, Turkey showed that she can be efficient between Central Asia and Europe market.

Finally, in Heydar Aliyev era Azerbaijan’s route to West was charted like Elchibey’s desires but on the other side the balance with the other actors were taken into account unlike his term. The investments have prepared an extensive base for the future large scaled investments of Azerbaijan in Turkey. In this project “two states” have become under “one umbrella”. An Azerbaijani MP claims that “transferring Azerbaijani energy resources to world markets via Turkey means that; two countries were not satisfied with flowing the same blood in their veins, they also decided to flow the same ‘black blood’ (oil) in their pipes.\(^{256}\)” The project also played a functional role in operationalizing the trilateral mechanisms. “Turkey – Azerbaijan – Georgia” led by “one nation two states” has become an important

\(^{255}\) Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

\(^{256}\) Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.
example in the region. “Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan can be counted as a first serious international step not just for the bilateral relations, but also for the beginning of the interaction between South Caucasus energy sources and European region.” 257

As a result, Turkey has emerged as a transit country between European and Central Asia energy market and Georgia has become a bridge between Azerbaijan - Turkey.

7.3.3 Baku – Tbilisi – Erzurum Natural Gas Pipeline and Its Implications

The construction of BTE relied on the same concerns and interests like BTC. BTC oil pipeline is one of the biggest pipelines in the world. According to Roberts, while the BTC oil pipeline is already one of the world’s biggest and most successful mega-pipeline projects, carrying close to 800,000 barrels of oil a day, the BTE gasoline remains its “smaller brother.” 258 The main aim of the project was not different from BTC. We can say that, the type of energy resources that was transferred to West was diversified with BTE. While transporting oil with BTC, BTE was used for the transportation of natural from Shah Deniz field to Turkey. 980 km long pipeline started to pump gas in March, 2007.

The pipeline has a capacity to transfer 8.8 billion cubic metres gas per year. Shah Deniz participating interests are BP (operator – 28.8 percent), AzSD (10.0 percent), SGC Upstream (6.7 percent), Petronas (15.5 percent), Lukoil (10 percent), NICO (10 percent) and TPAO (19 percent). 259

---


Baku -Tbilisi –Erzurum pipeline agreement were signed on 12 March 2001. The significance of BTE was being as a first step of Azerbaijan’s gas accession to West. Before finalizing this project, Azerbaijan exported gas to Iran and Russia. Turkey has become a transit country in transportation of Azerbaijani gas to Europe. In this sense, implementation of BTE can be taken as the preparatory step of TANAP.

In Heydar Aliyev era, energy projects were used as a tool for economic development, reducing dependency on Russia and integrating to the West. Azerbaijan has received incomes from such projects but the main importance of two pipelines was their strategic feature. Azerbaijan’s energy policy became the major determinant of directing her foreign policy in this era. The projects were mutually advantageous for Turkey and Azerbaijan. Turkey found an alternative source to Russia in the aim of reducing gas dependency. Azerbaijan built an alternative way to Russia by selecting Turkey as a transit state. Hence, strategic partnership of Turkey and Azerbaijan in regional projects was a message to Armenia. The preference of Azerbaijan proved that Turkey played a role in connecting Azerbaijan to West not only in diplomacy, politics and military. Turkey also linked West and Azerbaijan in energy projects and it made Turkey more valuable in the region. Besides that, Azerbaijan used the transition of energy sources also as a tool for isolating Armenia in the region. While energy has consisted the biggest share in the bilateral relations, the stability has been formed in business of entrepreneurs and firms.

7.4 Restoration of Azerbaijani Economy and Trade Relations with Turkey

After fall of USSR, Azerbaijan has transmitted from state controlled socialist system to liberal market economy. This transition period started in 1991 has stirred up many economic problems.

Price liberalization begun in 1992 led to hyperinflation, which reached an annual rate of 1.664 percent in 1994. The early transition period (1991-1994) was marked by a drastic decline in national
income from 35,006 million dollar to 1.031 million dollar, the falling of the gross national product (GNP) per capita from 6675 dollar to 192 dollar, a decrease in industrial and agriculture output and acute unemployment.  

In Azerbaijan, restoration in economy began in 1996 but the trade relations were started just after her independence which was promoted by Turkey. For instance, Eximbank gave loans to Azerbaijan for restoring the structure. Since 1991, more than 2000 agreements, treaties and official documents were signed. In 1992, Trade, Economic and Technical Cooperation Agreement was signed which was followed by Prevention of Double Taxing Agreement in 1994 and Mutual Promotion and Protection of Investments Agreement in 1995.

At first, a flight was organized by the initiative of Istanbul based Turkic World Research Foundation (Türk Dünyası Araştırmaları Vakfı – TDAV) with participation of the business people to enhance the economic relations. The economic interaction between Turkey and Azerbaijan started with the shuttle trade via charter flights to Georgia. After the independence of Azerbaijan, the economic relations commenced with the border trade between Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic and İğdır city when Heydar Aliyev was ruling in Nakhchivan. In the first phase of the relations; the relations between business people were more determinant comparing with the relations between states. First business people entered into market and then states. The trade between Turkey and Azerbaijan started with charter flights continued with the border trade and then it has upgraded to the investments of business people. After all of these, states have signed high-cost energy agreements and implemented oil and natural gas pipeline projects.

---


261 Interview by the author with a former Turkish MP, Ankara, 10.01.2018.
The regulatory conditions of the business were prepared with the agreements. During Heydar Aliyev era; two agreements about reciprocal encouragement and protection of investments were signed in 1996 and 1997.  

Starting from 1995, economic facilities were put forward. States focused their attention on pragmatic business issues rather than just “symbolic brotherhood”. Aliyev’s visit in 1997 to Turkey affected business positively like many other fields. The relations have improved especially after 1997.

Starting from 1997, the two countries held joint economic commission meetings covering various bilateral economic issues, ranging from Turkey’s assistance to Azerbaijan in the development of small and medium scale businesses to transportation issues. A survey of various items on the agenda clearly indicates that Turkey was acting in the spirit of a “role model”, working to share its experience with Azerbaijan to assist the Baku’s integration with international standards.

Besides, Turkish businessmen played a vital role in entering Azerbaijan’s products to Western markets. A government official provides justification to that with four points:

- Turkey’s geographical position
- Turkey’s deeper relations with Europe
- Turkish business people’s integration to Europe
- Custom Union between Turkey and European Union.

After mid 90s, the main relations in economic issues were based on the cooperation in energy fields and Turkish engagement in agreements about oil and gas resources

---


263 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.


265 Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.
in Azerbaijan. The investments of Azerbaijan in Turkey are generally based on energy sector. On the contrary, Turkey’s potential about energy companies was not high in Azerbaijan so the investments were centered upon construction, banking system, telecommunication and technical infrastructure. Azer–Türk Bank was the first example of the cooperation in banking field which was established with the participation of Ziraat Bank.\(^{266}\) After that, many banks started to operate in Azerbaijan. The stats show that Turkish investments in Azerbaijan had placed into an important position in a short period of time. Turkey has become the largest investor in Azerbaijani non-oil sector. In the end of 2000; 1,327 Turkish companies acquire legal entity status but many of them did not work actively. 400 of them were carrying on business in Azerbaijan. The investment value of them are 1.5 billion dollars and it is estimated that 30000 people were employed by them. Turkish companies consisted 6% of the budget of Azerbaijan.\(^{267}\)

Besides close political ties, Turkey played a crucial role especially in the mid 90’s in the development of Azerbaijan. Keeping in mind that Heydar Aliyev had passed away in 2003, during his term; the economic relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan is one of the prior points in the agenda.

Between 1993 and 2001, Turkey was the third largest investor in Azerbaijan, preceded by the USA and the United Kingdom. The total value of its investments was 3.8 billion dollar, which was equivalent to 12.6 percent of all foreign direct investment (FDI). Western investments in Azerbaijan’s energy sector have clearly increased in recent years. This trend has caused a significant reduction of Turkey’s share in foreign direct investments. Nevertheless, Turkey is still one of the major investors in the country.\(^{268}\)


\(^{267}\) Ibid.

In this point, the importance of Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TIKA) should be regarded. The structures of the investments in two countries have complemented each other. Besides the subsidiary role of the Turkish and Azerbaijani investments, the other outstanding feature of the business between two countries was gaining experience and professionalizing for both sides. Most remarkably, investment in Azerbaijan offered a major learning experience in terms of the internationalization of Turkish energy companies.\textsuperscript{269} Likewise, Azerbaijani entrepreneurs learned a lot from Turkish entrepreneurs about setting up a business and especially about construction.\textsuperscript{270} Turkey has become one of the most important countries in Azerbaijan in this sector. For example, in highway, airport and energy fields, big Turkish companies took place.\textsuperscript{271}

Regarding the regional context, Karabakh conflict can be seen as a considerable obstacle and threat to the regional stability, on the other hand the mutual stance against Armenia in Karabakh conflict gathered two countries. The aim of isolating Armenia from the projects in the region has been succeeded. Armenian economy devastated by the economic embargo. The cultural and linguistic ties catalyzed the economic relations. For a journalist, “the strategic feature of Turkish investments in Azerbaijan is putting money there during the hardest times of the country.”\textsuperscript{272} Turkish assistance to Azerbaijan when the country was in economic chaos played another important role in advancing “one nation two states” discourse. In addition to the cultural ties, establishing economic ties between two countries made their relations tighter. Turkey’s foreign policy which prioritizes improving economic and political relations with Turkic republics during 90s has lent an impetus in this

\textsuperscript{269} Ibid., p. 28.

\textsuperscript{270} Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{271} Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.

\textsuperscript{272} Interview by the author with a journalist, Baku, 24.06.2018.
field. Turkey has become an example for Azerbaijan in non-oil sector. Turkish business people tended towards Azerbaijan and tried to make themselves a place in a new emerging Azerbaijani market. The entrance of Turkish private sector to Azerbaijani market increased the interactions between business people. While the link between business people have been evolving, Turkish state expenditures and credits in Azerbaijan has focused on creating a feasible economic structure and a convenient atmosphere for market economy.
CHAPTER 8

ILHAM ALIYEV ERA: STRATEGIC COOPERATION

8.1 The Atmosphere of the Bilateral Relations: Azerbaijan - Turkey

Heydar Aliyev passed away in 2003 and his son Ilham Aliyev became the president of the Azerbaijan. Ilham Aliyev maintained the main foreign policy principles of Heydar Aliyev with no doubt. In all eras, the relationship between Turkey and Azerbaijan represented a primary and special place in the foreign policy agendas of two countries. During Ilham Aliyev’s term, the main principles did not controversially change. His ongoing term’s basic arguments has been going in line with his processor Heydar Aliyev. In his speech after the presidential elections in 2003, Ilham Aliyev said that:

On October 5, Azerbaijani people who came to voting centers, voted Heydar Aliyev’s policies. They voted to peace, tranquility, progress, development and stability. In Azerbaijan, this policy has no alternatives.273

It is understood from his speech that voting him means voting Heydar Aliyev’s policies so, the foreign policy concept would remain the same. This discourse of Ilham Aliyev claims that there would not be a significant difference with the Heydar Aliyev’s term.

He paid his first visit to Turkey in April 2004. During his visit, he gave a speech in Turkish parliament. In his address, he identified the relations as “fraternal relations” and declared them as “priority issue of Azerbaijan”. Aliyev also

---

underlined the mutual perspectives of these two countries by saying; “Turkey’s strength is Azerbaijan’s strength and Azerbaijan’s strength is Turkey’s strength.”²⁷⁴

In addition to that he touched on the economic growth, social policies, integration to international institutions and democratization process in Azerbaijan. He gave an emphasis to Karabakh conflict, BTC and BTE. In his first trip, Aliyev’s cordial words indicated that Turkey’s importance in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy would continue:

I have been to Turkey several times. I am bond with Turkey and I love this country very much. I see Turkey like a motherland to myself but it is my first trip as a president. I was waiting this trip with a great excitement. Today, I can definitely say that; this visit will play a great role in evolution of the relations between two countries and proceed it to a new stage.²⁷⁵

Relations with Turkey went on in the same direction like Ilham Aliyev era. During this term, both regional and global actors have also some impacts on Azerbaijan - Turkey relations. In a certain period in Ilham Aliyev’s era, France was in the central position in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy while Turkey has protected its own importance. The most important indicator of it was the Azerbaijani president’s visit paid to France just after the elections in 2004. It had some reasons. France is a co-chair of Minsk Group and has close relations with Armenia because of the large Armenian diaspora inside the country. Azerbaijan preferred enhancing cultural and economic ties with France. An Institut Français was established in 2004 in Baku and French oil company TOTAL started to become more active in Azerbaijan. The reason of improving relations with France was finding a solution to Karabakh issue. In an interview with Paris based magazine Ilham Aliyev said these;

²⁷⁴ The Journal of Minutes of Grand National Assembly of Turkey, 14 April 2004, p. 15.

²⁷⁵ Ibid
In 1993, Heydar Aliyev also paid his first official visit to France. We pay particular attention to our bilateral relations. We are very hopeful that France will play more active role in settlement of Armenia-Azerbaijan, Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.276

Considering the first visits of Azerbaijani presidents after elections, Ilham Aliyev’s attitude changed in 2008. He paid his first visit to Turkey after elections in 2008, 2013 and 2018. It should be also emphasized that Aliyev’s first visit after becoming the Prime Minister was paid to Turkey. In addition to the importance of the visits, Turkey evolved into a pivotal country for Azerbaijan in his ongoing term.277

In 2008, he delivered one more speech in Grand National Assembly of Turkey and underlined that it was his first trip after presidential elections in Azerbaijan. This time he delineated the relations as “splendid”. Additionally, he gave information about the financial development of his country and mentioned the growing economic capacity in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. He concentrated on finalization of BTC and noted these words; “We turned legend into reality278”.

In his speech in Turkish parliament in 2008, he congratulated Turkey for becoming a member of non-permanent member of UN Security Council. Aliyev also portrayed it both Turkey’s and Azerbaijan’s success. The other prominent factor in his address was the emphasis on joint actions of the diaspora organizations of two countries. It can be asserted that, the efforts of enlarging the field of “one nation two states” discourse could be observed abroad these two countries.


277 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

278 Journal of Minutes of Grand National Assembly of Turkey, 23rd Term, 14th Session, Vol. 30, p. 599.
It is noteworthy that, only three foreign presidents have delivered a speech as a guest in GNAT and two of them are the presidents of Azerbaijan. As a president of TRNC, Rauf Denktaş addressed to the general assembly in Turkish parliament 6 times. He is pursued by 3 speeches of Heydar Aliyev in 1994, 1997 and 2001. According to the data of Turkish parliament, İlham Aliyev spoke in Turkish parliament two times in 2004 and 2008 whose presidency is ongoing at the moment. In the light of these stats, Heydar and İlham Aliyev stand in a privileged position. Such facts can also be taken as a clue of the tense interaction and close relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan which are the prominent peculiarities of being a strategic partner.

The relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan have based on institutionalized ground in a large context stretching from politics to energy. A scholar notes:

> It is true that Turkey – Azerbaijan relations are on a very high-level but the weakest point is its development upon the presidents/prime ministers. In Elchibey’s term the relations were advanced by Turgut Özal and Ebulfaz Elchibey. Then, Heydar Aliyev and Süleyman Demirel were introduced as the architects of the relations. Of course, presidents have initiatives, attempts and supports regarding the bilateral ties but improving political and economic relations upon mechanisms could give more successful results in the long term.

The mechanisms have been created both in regional level and bilateral relations. However, the role of the presidents in shaping the foreign policy is notably high in Azerbaijan and Turkey. In the decision-making processes the position of two presidents have become quite dominant in both states especially after the referendum in Azerbaijan which was held in 2016 for constitutional amendments and the referendum about strengthening the authorities of the presidency in Turkey.

---


280 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.
in 2017. In this point, the communication between two presidents is unignorable. Some respondents who were asked the relations between these countries, have touched the communication between presidents. Nearly all the answers are positive in this context. The relationship between Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Ilham Aliyev can be summarized as “nice friendship”, “brotherhood”, “good chemistry”, “positive relations”, “intimacy” according to some of the respondents.

In Ilham Aliyev’s term, the interactions between two countries have gained speed and hundreds of visits were paid in both countries in ministry, prime ministry and presidency level. All of the presidents and Turkish ministers have underlined the concept of “one nation two states” regardless of their political backgrounds. This trend did not change in Ilham Aliyev’s presidency. In this context, Turkish President Abdullah Gül attended to the parliamentary session in Azerbaijani parliament and spoke there about the relations in 2007. Gül declared that the most important denominators of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations are unity of ancestry, language and belief. According to Gül, this dimension gives the special character to the relations which cannot be seen in the relations between other countries.\textsuperscript{281} Gul also gave a cleat message to Armenia in his speech with these words:

\begin{quote}
The ones who are contended with watching the positive steps in the region and the ones who prefers to be out of the mentioned projects (BTC, BTE) will understand the cost of their mistakes are heavier than they think.\textsuperscript{282}
\end{quote}

Gul also declared that Turkey was not responsible from the obstacles that prevented establishing diplomatic relations between Turkey and Armenia. He underlined the importance of Eurasia and described Azerbaijan - Turkey relations as a “backbone


of Eurasia geopolitics”. However, Turkey’s initiative in terms of Armenian rapprochement process harmed the credibility towards Turkey in Azerbaijan. During the crisis because of the football diplomacy period, Erdoğan went to Baku and delivered a speech in Azerbaijani parliament. When Erdoğan’s address in 2009 is evaluated, like Gül he also stated that he “feels like at home with his brothers”.283 in Azerbaijan Milli Mejlis. This attitude also had a similarity with Ilham Aliyev’s description of Turkey as “his motherland” in Turkish parliament in 2004. It is worthy of note that Erdogan addressed the Azerbaijani parliament in a nervous atmosphere after Gül’s visit to Yerevan and aimed to guarantee that Turkey was standing with Azerbaijan like before. He also emphatically said that the relationship between Turkey and Azerbaijan was a “real brotherhood”. As a very good orator, he gave places to the poets Bahtiyar Vahabzade and Yavuz Bülent Bakiler and ended his speeches with the national anthems of two countries. He made references to the historical ties between Azerbaijan – Turkey. Erdoğan specified that Mehmet Emin Resulzade’s tomb was in Turkey. He emphasized the unique feature of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations and stated: “We do not let anyone turn the closeness of Turkey and Azerbaijan and common fate of two countries into a discussion subject. There should not be any place for instigation and malice between us.”284

Erdoğan’s speech can be interpreted as a confidence building effort between two sides. Because of that, he affirmed that Turkey did not give up his thesis about Azerbaijan’s Karabakh region and declared that the border gate would not open till the withdrawal of Armenian troops. He also noted the pragmatic sides of the relations citing that Turkey has become a biggest investor in Azerbaijan’s non-oil sector. His address verifies that US has played a vital role in the normalization period between Turkey and Armenia. Erdogan mentioned that the primary topic in


his meeting with US President Obama is not only Turkish – American relations. Azerbaijan – Armenia relations and Karabakh conflict was discussed there. Erdogan claimed that they reiteroted Turkey’s support to Azerbaijan and hereby Nagorno Karabakh issue entered to the near future agenda of US foreign policy. Erdogan’s speech has created a warm short-term period but Sargsyan’s visit to Turkey turned this atmosphere out to a more strained climate.

As it was previously emphasized, Ilham Aliyev pursued the same policy of Heydar Aliyev in relations with Turkey. In the addresses of the presidents, the most important issues are appeared as Nagorno Karabakh conflict, joint regional projects and immense social and cultural relations. The emphasis on the projects have grabbed larger place in Ilham Aliyev’s policies. It shows the deepening and enlarging feature of the bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan.

Except the normalization period between Turkey and Armenia, the other two topics were discussed as a burning question in Azerbaijan - Turkey relations; recognition of Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and visa regulation. In the ruling period of Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi - AK Party) led by Erdoğan, the first tension between two sides was about Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC). The issue of Northern Cyprus further increased tensions in Azerbaijan - Turkish relations in May 2004, when a scandal broke out at the session of the Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly in Strasburg. During voting on a bill that would allow the unrecognized TRNC to establish its representation at the Council of Europe, all Azerbaijani delegates except one were absent. The bill was defeated and the Turkish delegation accused their Azerbaijani “brothers” of betraying them.285 Azerbaijan’s main concern in taking such a decision was about Nagorno – Karabakh issue rather than her reluctance of endorsement of Turkish thesis. Azerbaijan has acted always carefully not to give

opportunity to recognition of occupied Nagorno – Karabakh in international arena. Like the other disputes, solving the voting crisis did not take a long time. Northern Cyprus issue was on the agenda of Erdogan’s Baku trip in June 2005. Aliyev stated that he gave instruction for charter flights to TRNC and Azerbaijani companies would open branches there. About a month later than Aliyev’s statement; first charter was arrived to Ercan Airport. The “voting crisis” did not leave a big detriment in bilateral relations. Quite the reverse, Azerbaijan’s relations with Northern Cyprus has improved in the period after this incident. Such that, a MP argues that “from the perspective of Azerbaijan there is ‘one nation two states’ discourse but TRNC can be added there easily. As a result, from Turkey’s perspective, it is “one nation three states”286 About the motto of “one nation three states”, a similar attitude can be observed in TRNC. In 2009, President of TRNC Derviş Eroğlu emphasized the discourse of “one nation two states” saddens the people of TRNC because they are “one nation three states”287 In social level, there is an affinity between Azerbaijan and TRNC and the “one nation” discourse has a board repercussion in both countries. Although positive perceptions were grown in both Azerbaijan and TRNC among each other, the problem was the narrow reflection of these perceptions to political relations. For instance, President of TRNC Rauf Denktaş’s visit to Baku in 2005 was organized as a personal trip rather than an official state visit. It can be said that, Karabakh conflict made Azerbaijan – TRNC relations more difficult in political concerns.

One of the most discussed issues in the agenda of the bilateral relations are the visa regime between two countries. Even if the procedure of getting visa from diplomatic missions of Azerbaijan in Turkey is much easier comparing with the Western countries and the other Turkic states like Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan; vis a vis visa regime is the other burning question. Turkish citizens

286 Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.

can get their visas to Azerbaijan without paying in a few days. Hence, e – visa system initiated by State Agency for Public Service and Social Innovations under the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan eased the procedures. Despite all these simplicities, the visa regime puts obstacles to a more comfortable business sphere. A government official claims that “visa free regime can contribute positively to the economic bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan.”\(^{288}\) An Azerbaijani MP gives justification to the current circumstance with security concerns regarding ISIS presence in the region and underlines that citizens of Turkey and just a few countries can get their visas from the airport. In this point, she also emphasizes the narcotic incidents in Iran.\(^{289}\) Sultanov classifies the reasons of continuation of visa regime between Turkey and Azerbaijan as it follows:

Regarding the visa-free regime demand by Turkey, here too it needs to be kept in mind that Azerbaijan is a country at war and such moves are viewed with caution. More specifically, it has been made clear through different channels that a visa-free regime towards Turkey will add legitimacy to the relentless Iranian pressure to open up the gates of Azerbaijan to its southern neighbor as well. Azerbaijan is already concerned with the influence of Iran through its substantial religious and intelligence network in the country; without the visa barrier, the situation could worsen.\(^ {290}\)

At first, the visa regulation between Turkey and Azerbaijan serves to Azerbaijan’s balanced foreign policy. The abortion of visas with Turkey would probably cause Iran’s demands of abrogation of visa regime. The sectarian influence of Iran can increase in Azerbaijan which is problematic in terms of Azerbaijan’s secular state structure and the stability of the country. Thus, Azerbaijan did not lift visa requirements however made the regulations much easier. In this point, Azerbaijan may think that, by the visa regime she can protect herself from the refugee wave which was directed to Turkey from Syria. Now, Azerbaijan hosts about 1 million

---

\(^{288}\) Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.

\(^{289}\) Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.

\(^{290}\) Sultanov, p. 43.
IDPs from Karabakh region in her territories. It should be underlined that the country did not receive sufficient funds from international organizations to handle this humanitarian issue.

In this era, the relations between both sides has continued more independent from US policies comparing with the previous terms. The “pipeline diplomacy” of US stimulated BTC pipeline to help integration of Baku to West and did not have a bad effect in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. In Ilham Aliyev’s era, US attitude about regional projects have deteriorated. It was declared that Baku – Tbilisi – Kars project would not be assisted by US because of bypassing Armenia. The American efforts in rapprochement process between Turkey and Armenia also had a negative impact. Ilham Aliyev era can be perceived as a period when the relations have improved especially in economic terms. Besides, the relations in economy have become more institutionalized. The strategic partnership which was began in Heydar Aliyev era has upgraded to high level strategic partnership. In this sense, common points in countries’ security perception were noticed.

8.2 Azerbaijan and Turkey’s Common Stance Among Their Security Concerns

The main characteristic of Ilham Aliyev’s foreign policy can be seen in two documents; National Security Concept of the Republic of Azerbaijan which was adopted on May 23, 2007 and Azerbaijan’s Military Doctrine which was ratified on June 8, 2010. The concept has drawn the outline of the foreign policy of Azerbaijan in the new millennium with references to threats and interests. The aggressive policy of Armenia is perceived as a prior threat in the document. The restoration of the territorial integrity and integration of Euro-Atlantic are seen as the two significant strategic goals. The settlement should be on these five-main bases according to Azerbaijan’s national security concept:
- Withdrawal of the armed forces of Armenia from all the occupied territories of the Republic of Azerbaijan;
- Restoration of the sovereign rights of the Republic of Azerbaijan in these territories;
- Return of the forcibly displaced Azerbaijanis to their native lands;
- Elaboration within the framework of a lawful and democratic process of the legal status, which would ensure peaceful coexistence of the Azerbaijani and Armenian communities of the Nagorno-Karabakh region and its high-level self-rule within the Republic of Azerbaijan;
- Establishment of conditions for restoring the communications and socio-economic growth of this region in the framework of the overall economic development of the country and of the regional integration processes.291

In addition to that; concept contains the regional issues about trans-regional projects, bilateral relations and the other organizations. The concept has also given a place to relations with Turkey with the words mentioned below;

Comprehensive relations with Turkey, which was the first country to recognize the independence of the Republic of Azerbaijan, and which plays a special role in ensuring peace and stability in the region, is of particular importance. Bilateral relations between the two countries sharing ethnic, cultural and linguistic affinity are further expanding and deepening at the level of strategic partnership. The contributions of the Republic of Azerbaijan and Turkey in implementing trans-regional economic projects and the efforts of Turkey directed at settlement of the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan indicate the coincidence of positions of the two countries and the advanced level of their cooperation.292

The Military Doctrine, consisted of 75 articles, is the re-evaluation of the security concept of Azerbaijan. The timing of adopting is quite remarkable because the abortive negotiations with Armenia, 2008 Russia – Georgia War, discussions about

the Western intervention of Iran and 2009 Turkish – Armenian rapprochement process have increased the security concerns of Azerbaijan. The doctrine emphasizes the probability of military operation to the conflict zone against Armenia. The document can be counted as the demonstration of the rising military might of Azerbaijan in international field. After Russia’s Gabala Radar Base’s closure, Azerbaijan did not let opening any military bases in her territories. It was reiterated in the doctrine as it follows;

Azerbaijani Republic does not allow placing of foreign military bases within its territory, except the cases stipulated in the international treaties, which it supports. However, in case of fundamental changes in military, political conditions, Azerbaijani Republic has a right to place foreign military bases within its territory or temporarily to allow foreign military participation in other form.293

“Turkey” is not specifically mentioned as an ally in the document. Doctrine also does not delineate another state as an ally. It can be interpreted as an indicator of Azerbaijan’s balance policy. In Ilham Aliyev’s era, Azerbaijan’s relations with Turkey have developed not just because of balancing Russia and Iran. At first, relations with Turkey have presented economic and political contribution to Azerbaijan. Secondly, strengthening and feeling more secure have made a way for Azerbaijan to act more independently. The military relations between two states have an ever-growing structure. Comparing with the previous eras, the relations have become deeper and the practical steps continued on the ground. Azerbaijan - Turkey military relations started with cooperation in the field of education. Then, military cooperation has gained a greater ground including economic dimension in Heydar Aliyev era. It can be argued that, in Ilham Aliyev era the military cooperation has progressed and the armies of these two countries performed several joint military exercises. For example, “Caucasus Eagle” drills were held between Turkey – Azerbaijan and Georgia have grabbed public attention of three

293 Azerbaycan Respublikasının Harbi Doktrinasının Tasdiq Edilməsi Haqqında Azerbaycan Respublikası Milli Məclisinin Qərarı, p.6.
countries. In context of NATO, Turkish and Azerbaijani armies have conducted training programs. The innovations in Turkish military sector has influences on the relations, too. Turkish Aerospace Industries (TAI) was to sell 60 combat helicopters T-129 ATAK to Azerbaijan as part of the contract for 3 billion dollars.\textsuperscript{294} For an Azerbaijani MP, the military liaison is also a message to the enemy that marks that two countries can act together.\textsuperscript{295} Turkey’s developing military industry has started to produce good quality products which were tested by Azerbaijan. An academic thinks that “security field is one of the most fundamental points and because of some reasons arising from internal and international area, conventions in the expected level have not come into force yet. For that reason, both countries should do more about it.”\textsuperscript{296} When the stats about military expenditure of Azerbaijan is analyzed, it can be easily seen that Azerbaijan’s military purchases from Russia are much more than Turkey. Russia has wanted to exclude Turkey from the South Caucasus since the beginning of the Karabakh War and preserved her control there. As a result of this policy, Turkey’s military sales to Azerbaijan remained in a lower cost. Beyond this fact, there is no exaggeration to say that Russia’s technology in this field is in a higher level than Turkey.

The indicators of the strategic partnership are not only economic investments, trade, energy/transportation projects. Also sharing the security concerns is one of the most important features of the partnership and friendship. In this context, Azerbaijan recognized PKK as a terrorist organization and Turkey supported Azerbaijan in Karabakh conflict. The main attitude of both countries is the maintenance of stability in addition to improve common cultural values. The treacherous July 15 failed coup attempt can be seen as an indication of this attitude.


\textsuperscript{295} Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{296} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.
Preserving stability and sharing Turkey’s security threats paved a way for combating FETÖ. A president of a NGO in Baku expressed that “Azerbaijani people felt very sorry and kept standing in July 15 night.” According to a statesman, “Azerbaijan set her position in the coup attempt concretely and showed that they were with Turkish state and people.” Azerbaijan has become so active in countering against FETÖ after July 15 failed coup attempt in Turkey. The operations in context of fighting with FETÖ was mainly focused on four sectors where the terrorist organization was quite strong; bureaucracy, business, media and education. According to an academic, “combating with FETÖ, which can be counted as ‘postmodern gang’, is an exam for the two countries and both of the countries passed it honorably.” Some false allegations like not recognizing PKK as a terrorist organization have confused the minds of Turkish people. The joint attitude in countering FETÖ also boosted the image of Azerbaijan.

On July 16, 2016 Ilham Aliyev sent a letter to Erdogan condemning the coup attempt in Turkey which covered cordial sentiments. Azerbaijan closed a private television channel; ANS TV because of a broadcast of an interview with FETÖ ringleader Fetullah Gülen. The shutdown of this television was even before the closure of FETÖ-linked media organs in Turkey. “Azerbaijan's National Television and Radio Council on July 18 announced on its website that it was temporarily suspending the operations of private-owned ANS television while also filing legal action to revoke the station's license.” It should be noted that Radio and Television Supreme Council (Radyo Televizyon Üst Kurulu – RTÜK) in Turkey took the similar decision one day later. Council annulled licenses of FETÖ-

297 Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

298 Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

299 Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.

linked radios and channels by consensus in its extraordinary meeting held on July 19, 2016.\textsuperscript{301} Following these occasions, FETÖ-linked newspaper Zaman was closed down on June 20, 2016. Azerbaijan's Press Council issued a statement saying: “Azerbaijan's Press Council calls for the Azerbaijani media to show sensitivity on the vital incident in (our) sister country Turkey.\textsuperscript{302}”

The other main area that Azerbaijan efficiently fights with FETÖ is education. 13 schools, 1 university and 13 prep schools linked to FETÖ had been operating in Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{303} The FETÖ cleanup in Azerbaijan was started immediately after the 17-25 December Incidents in 2013. President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan made his first foreign trip to Azerbaijan after the local elections in Turkey in April 2014. One of the top topics of the agenda was FETÖ schools. He went to Baku with a special file about FETÖ schools. While telling the recent developments before the elections, Erdoğan requested from Aliyev to take measure against FETÖ schools in Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{304} Azerbaijan noticed the urgency and reacted positively and immediately to Erdoğan’s request. SOCAR, which had already taken over the expropriated education institutions of FETÖ, announced closing down the schools. Just a few days after July 15, first private university in Azerbaijan Qafqaz University was shut down on June 20. The contracts of the academics of the university was not renewed. Elmar Gasimov, the rector of the state-run Baku

---


Higher Oil School stated that “the Turkish teachers will leave the country by the end of August”\textsuperscript{305}\textsuperscript{a} Aslanlı noted that:

When the academic circles in Azerbaijan assess the July 15th coup attempt in Turkey, they emphasize that coups constantly take the country back, suspend democracy. They criticize the coup attempt because the law goes under the influence of certain circles and the military power of the state is directed against the national will of the Turkish nation.\textsuperscript{306}

Erdoğan’s Azerbaijan visit in April 2014 was a turning point for FETÖ organization in Azerbaijan. It was said that Erdoğan gave a FETÖ list to Ilham Aliyev. After his visit, struggle against FETÖ-linked bureaucrats and business people started in the country. Azerbaijani authorities organized simultaneous operations to FETÖ suspects. Many officers were fired in government services. According to an Azerbaijani MP, “FETÖ has played a role also in Turkish – Armenian rapprochement process and there are tens of FETÖ linked organizations which want to disrupt bilateral relations.”\textsuperscript{307}\textsuperscript{a}

Operations to the main bodies of FETÖ were almost concluded less than a week in Azerbaijan after the failed coup attempt. Considering the fact that; FETÖ opened first abroad schools in Azerbaijan, it is quite noteworthy. One of the reasons was that; the ideological opinions of the FETÖ was not adopted with the principles of secular Azerbaijani administration. The second reason is idea of protecting stability in Turkey. Azerbaijan is the largest investor in Turkey regarding its activities in energy. Third, the collective actions against Turkish government \textit{bete noire}; FETÖ


\textsuperscript{307} Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.
was also a demonstration of solidarity with Turkey. Fourth, the averseness of Russia and Iran is already known. Thus, by eliminating FETÖ institutions, the Aliyev administration can score diplomatic points not only with Turkey, but also Russia and Iran.308

In Heydar Aliyev’s period; the most remarkable issue is Turkish participation to energy markets in Azerbaijan and starting regional energy projects. A Turkish official labels Azerbaijan’s Turkey choice as a transit country as a “strategic decision”.309 During Ilham Aliyev’s era; it can be seen that finalizing the projects like BTC, BTE; implementing TANAP, TAP and BTK are the primary goals. In addition to that; Azerbaijan has become a major player in Turkish market. Investments for Star Refinery and PETKIM makes Azerbaijan the greatest foreign investor in the republic history in Turkey. Besides, the fingertips of newly emerging “strategic partnership” in Heydar Aliyev’s era has upgraded to “high level strategic partnership”. The bilateral relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan has formed a basis to trilateral and quadrilateral mechanisms in the region.

8.3 The Gestures Between Azerbaijan and Turkey

The diplomatic solidarity between Turkey and Azerbaijan has proceed with the mutual supports in international meetings. An Azerbaijani MP remarked that; “when he is in foreign countries, if anyone talks opposite of Turkey, he perceives that these words are also against him.310” There has been many examples to the diplomatic solidarity between Azerbaijan and Turkey in the recent era.


309 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.

310 Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 21.06.2017.
In 2012 so called “Armenian genocide denial decision” in France triggered the anger in Turkey. GNAT Turkey – Azerbaijan Inter Parliamentary Friendship members visited Baku and demanded Baku’s support. Group member MHP Iğdır MP Sinan Oğan said government, opposition, press in Azerbaijan did everything about the issue and shared Aliyev’s statement with media:

We are brothers, we showed our support to Turkey. We see that move as an insult not only to Turkey, also to Azerbaijan and Turkic world. We do not have a concern to announce what we did to Turkish public. Do we need to advertise a brother’s help to his brother? I will call the presidents of Turkic republics. I will ask their support, too.311

Hence, Aliyev’s answer to Armenian President Sargsyan in EU Eastern Partnership Program on 24 April 2014, earned huge sympathy in Turkey. Turkey was not represented in the summit and Sargsyan accused Turkey because of “denial” of so-called Armenian genocide. After heavy critics of Sargsyan, Ilham Aliyev took the floor and said these words to Armenian President:

Unfortunately, the Armenian President has taken advantage of the opportunity to launch another attack on Turkey. It is easy to do so because there are no Turkish representatives around this table. But I am here and I can tell you why the Turkish-Armenian border remains closed.312

The special relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan also provides opportunities to both states as it was seen in 2015 G-20 Summit in Antalya. As a host country Turkey had a chance to invite one country as a guest to the summit. Turkey preferred to invite Azerbaijan. Even though Azerbaijan is not G-20 country President Aliyev paid a visit to Antalya and found a chance to meet with many


presidents. For an academic, “it's an extra opportunity and help. Azerbaijan also feels the same in NATO. Every time Turkey invites and supports Azerbaijan in the high-profile events in NATO.”

Just 2 days before the fifth meeting of Turkey-Azerbaijan HLSC planned to be held in Baku on 15 March 2016, a terror attack took place in Ankara in which 37 people died. President Erdoğan cancelled his trip to Baku because of this unpleasant situation. Then, Ilham Aliyev decided to came to Ankara during hard times in Turkey.

Turkish officials have continued to defend Azerbaijan in the international meetings. On November 21, 2016 in NATO Parliamentary Assembly Meeting in Turkey, Armenian MP Koryun Nahapetyan blamed Turkey for supporting ISIS and criticized Turkey’s pro-Azerbaijan stance. Turkish minister of Foreign Affairs Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu severely responded:

Did I occupy Azerbaijan’s lands? Did I occupy Karabakh? You occupied, why don’t you leave (occupied territory)? We gave some advice, made offers to you. We said we’ll open borders if you leave Karabakh. You said why do we put Azerbaijan as a condition? We answered Azerbaijan is our fraternal country and its problem is our problem.

During the global crisis like US President Donald Trump’s decision about opening an embassy in Jerusalem, two countries adopted a similar stance. Ilham Aliyev came to Turkey after Erdoğan’s call for an extraordinary summit of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) on the issue of Jerusalem. Even Azerbaijan has retained close ties with Israel, Ilham Aliyev did not hesitate to attend the meeting. Two countries have supported each other and declared it

313 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.

publicly not only during negotiations, also about the hot conflicts. The best example of it in recent years are “April War” and “Olive Branch Operation”. The day after the April War started between Azerbaijan and Armenia in the frontline, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan emphasized that Turkey was with Azerbaijan with these words; “We pray our Azerbaijani brothers will prevail in these clashes with the least casualties”.

In 2018, Azerbaijan strongly supported Turkey’s Olive Branch Operation to the terrorist groups in Syria’s Afrin. The spokesperson of the Azerbaijan Ministry of Foreign Affairs Hikmet Hajiyev declared that “Turkey has faced terror attacks many times and a lot of lives were lost during these attacks. Azerbaijan understands Turkey’s concerns”. Many senior officials from Azerbaijan denoted their endorsement also in meetings of international institutions. The head of Azerbaijan’s delegation to Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) Samad Samadov expressed Azerbaijan’s support to Turkey by opposing to the ideas of some members who defined the operation as “invasion”. He said these concerning Olive Branch Operation: “It is neither an invasion not an attack. It is an operation against terrorism. It is an operation launched against two terrorist organizations; PKK and ISIS and it aims eradicating terrorism in the region.”

In the final analysis, diplomatic support between Turkey and Azerbaijan used to be mainly about the technical assistance in diplomatic field and generally Turkey was the country who voiced the problems of Azerbaijan in international area. Turkey’s technical and political support to Azerbaijan in diplomatic issues were


316 Azerbaijan Backs Turkey’s Operation In Syria’s Afrin, Yeni Şafak, 23 January, 2018.

counted as an important subject. In Ilham Aliyev epoch, Azerbaijan started to speak out about the issues regarding Turkey soundly. Azerbaijan’s support in international meeting showed the close relations between two countries and at the same time increased the public favor to Azerbaijan in Turkey. Adopting a common stance against Armenia was one of the reasons in compromising this attitude but it was not the only point. Also, the security concerns of Turkey and Azerbaijan were overlapped in the region.

8.4 SOCAR’s Investments and the Energy, Logistic Projects Between Turkey and Azerbaijan

8.4.1 PETKIM and STAR Refinery

In Ilham Aliyev’s period Azerbaijan’s the concept of Azerbaijan’s “energy diplomacy” has enriched. In addition to pipelines, Azerbaijan started to invest in energy infrastructure in the region. Using the pipelines as a core instrument, SOCAR has initiated her investments in Georgia and Turkey. Moreover, Azerbaijan tried to enter the European energy market by purchasing 66% of Greek gas grid operator DESFA. The privatization of DESFA was unsuccessful because of the decision of European Commission stating a reason of the purchase was against European rules. Azerbaijan tried to become an actor in gas supply of Bulgaria. In Sweden and Romania, SOCAR’s investments are generally liquid assets which can be withdrawn in any problematic circumstance. Whereas, the situation in Turkey is different. The investments in Turkey has a long-term strategic aspect. The profitable outcomes of the pipelines and reliance on Turkey have brought about the strategic investments in Turkey.

In Turkey, the SOCAR Turkey Aegean Refinery and purchasing 51% of Turkish petro-chemistry holding PETKİM consist the greatest foreign direct investments.

318 Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.
In 2011, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Ilham Aliyev broke the ground for STAR. “In 2014, SOCAR Turkey Energy Company has signed a 3.29 billion dollar credit deal for its STAR refinery project, Turkey's biggest refinery project with an annual crude oil processing capacity of 10 million tons.” The refinery is built in PETKİM peninsula and costs about 6 million dollar. After finalizing this project in 2018, it is estimated that Azerbaijani investments in Turkey will be about 17 billion dollars. In December 2017, it was stated that 96,4 of STAR was concluded and about 1000 people would be employed there. The timing of this great investment is also remarkable. When the Western countries labelled Turkey as a risky country and reduced their investments there, significance of Azerbaijan’s investments increased. The investments of Azerbaijan in Turkey generally belong to big companies and they are mainly strategic businesses. Hence, SOCAR’s investments in Turkey encouraged thousands of small enterprises in Azerbaijan to invest in Turkey. Generally, small and medium sized enterprises of Azerbaijan do not work in Turkey like they do in Russia. For example, in service sector, restaurant, trade of vegetables and fruits, hotel management, tourism Russians are not successful and Azerbaijani has filled the gaps there. It shows the fact that the compound of Azerbaijani investments are more strategic which is appropriate for the identity of strategic partnership between two countries.

In the previous presidency terms; the relations expanded in various fields. Ilham Aliyev era can be counted as deepening of the relations between both sides. The shuttle trade and border trade in the beginning of 90’s has evolved into giant


321 Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.
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investments. Now, Azerbaijan and Turkey can be referred as strategic economic partners. It implies the rising economic affinity between two countries in light of these investments. As well as the energy projects and investment on the improving transportation facilities also gained importance. AzExport stats shows that Turkey is in the top three regarding the purchase orders from the country. A state official claims that Turkey is perceived as a country where Azerbaijan can economically and politically integrate in the future.\(^{323}\) In this regard, Aegean Port which is constructed in PETKIM peninsula enhances the maritime facilities in the region with regards to energy transportation.

8.4.2 Baku – Tbilisi - Kars: “The Heart of Iron Silk Road”

During Heydar Aliyev’s presidency, the relationship transformed from interactions relied on ideological aspirations to cooperation within the regional projects. His successor Ilham Aliyev sees Turkey as a strategic partner in the region and the projects has gained boarder ground with new projects like BTK and TANAP. A statesman notes that, “these projects are not just pipelines but also strategic projects which connect two communities.”\(^{324}\) While connecting Beijing and London, BTK which is described as “Iron Silk Road” Railway Project has increased the global importance of both Turkey and Azerbaijan. In its initial phase, this railroad is projected to carry 1 million passengers and 6.5 million tons of goods per year. By 2034 its capacity is estimated to reach 3 million passengers and 17 million tons of goods per year.\(^{325}\) The Asia – Europe connection was concluded with this line so it can be delineated as “the heart of Iron Silk Road”. BTK is a successful result of the regional trilateral mechanism between Azerbaijan - Turkey and Georgia. From Turkish aspect; the connection between Central Asian countries and Turkey was

---

\(^{323}\) Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.

\(^{324}\) Interview by the author with a statesman, Baku, 21.06.2017.

strengthened by BTK. At the same time, Azerbaijan’s ties with the West was tightened. In other words, Turkey’s relations with East and Azerbaijan’s relations with West achieved a strategic goal with the project. The agreement on launching the project was signed on 2007, it was foreseen that the ending of the project would be in 2010, it was revised many times. The Ossetia War, which negatively influenced the stability in the region, erupted in 2008. Moreover, the difficulties in the field which was not estimated during the preliminary infrastructural studies, problems with the contractors and its reflection on legal processes are the other factors. An academic notes that “Azerbaijan’s short, middle and long-term policies among Turkey has been sustaining slowly like a turtle but with decided certain steps.” These slow motion in the relations between Azerbaijani – Turkish relations do not mean that the interaction between the bodies of governments are not so frequent. Reversely, a lot of visits in several areas are organized and realized. So, we can say that short term polices are put into practice without serious problems. However, a huge budget is needed for such kind of long-term projects and some unforeseen cases can cause technical problems. Therefore, delays and taking long time of such incidents are understandable in great projects.

Here, it should be noted that BTK was constructed against the restrictions of the regional and global powers. 7-year delay of the projects has some international reasons. The project is funded by two countries’ own budget. From this context, it can be seen as a native project without any foreign support. Russia is the most reluctant country in this sense because her own routes lose its unique specialty.

BTK is be the first Caucasian railway not under Russian domination since Russian rail construction began there in the late 1800’s. The project of a railroad linking Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey was first discussed in July 1993, following the closure of the Kars-

---
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Gyumri-Tbilisi railroad in the wake of the Azerbaijani-Armenian conflict.327

It means that the Russian dominance on transportation has reduced with the project especially in two post-Soviet countries; Azerbaijan and Georgia. BTK occurs a considerable alternative to Russian routes from East to West because it is much shorter. Besides, BTK is a tool for isolation of Armenia in the region. The railway has the same features in transportation like what BTC has in energy field. BTK is “BTC of the transportation projects” but BTK is “more native” than BTC when the international reactions were observed. First of all, by the Armenian lobby effect the financial support was cut from West. Given the fact that the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars Railway bypassed Armenia, the US Congress prevented US financial institutions from providing fund for the project as a result of the of Armenia’s lobbies’ effort. On July 12, 2005, the US Congress passed a bill banning financial support for the BTK project. Therefore, the transit countries had to take on the financial funding of the project.328 The project was started in the framework of Transport Corridor Europe – Caucasus - Asia (TRACECA) project but excluding Armenia from BTK Railway Project was strongly criticized by European side and the project continued with three countries own capabilities and initiatives. Georgian part of the project was constructed with Azerbaijan’s credit to Georgia.

The project has domestic benefits for the countries and leverages to both Turkey, Georgia and Turkey for increasing the regional dominance. Keeping in mind, a short bridge called “Umid” (Hope) between Turkey and the Nakhchivan region connecting Dilucu and Sederek which was opened in 1992, it can be said that the land connection evolved into substantial regional projects. Meanwhile, the


328 Mitat Çelikpala, Cavid Velyiev, Azerbaijan-Georgia-Turkey: An Example of a Successful Regional Cooperation, Kadir Has University Center for International and European Studies Policy Brief, November 2015, p.17.
historical understanding that Aras River separates the two countries has changed into a new idea that pronounces the river has become a meeting point of the countries.\footnote{Ahmet Gencehan Babış, Kardeşliğin Demir Bağları: Bakü – Tiflis – Kars Demiryolu, TÜRKSAM, 28.11.2017, \url{http://www.turksam.org/tr/makale-detay/1565-kardesligin-demir-baglari-baku-tiflis-kars-demiryolu} (Accessed Date: 20.12.2017)}

It can be also said that; Turkish – Azerbaijani relations which places in the core of Turkey – Azerbaijan – Georgia trilateral mechanism, is the locomotive of the railway project. One of the most remarkable features of this project is its funding. Mainly, financial resources of Azerbaijan and Turkey are used in the construction of BTK. It shows the growing capacity of the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Two countries have reached a potential that can shape the region. While serving economic benefits to the countries, the impact of the region in global affairs increased with this project. Azerbaijan - Turkey corridor in the region has become connector of two continents.

### 8.4.3 Trans Anatolian Pipeline Project (TANAP)

In Ilham Aliyev’s era, brotherhood of these two states has eased the cooperation in several areas in both policy and economy. Two states have participated in many transportation and pipeline projects which have made their ties stronger. Azerbaijan’s rich energy sources and Turkey’s strategic position between West and Azerbaijan opened a door to construct new pipeline projects like TANAP which are important not only for these two countries but also for their region. The strategically important BTE and BTC were just an opening way to West but TANAP is an instrument in tangible integration with European market. Such energy and transportation projects can be also counted as a “security belt”.\footnote{Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.}
The initial capacity of the pipeline is about 16 bcm. The capacity of TANAP will annually exceed 31 billion cubic meters of gas in 2026.331 With such projects, Azerbaijan aims to become a leading actor in energy field in the region utilizing her resources. With the establishment of TANAP, Turkey wants to enrich the importance of her geo-strategic position among energy corridors. Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev came to attend the opening ceremony of approximately 10 billion dollar cost TANAP with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan on March 17, 2015. Turkish President Erdoğan’s words in the ceremony claim this fact: “We plan to establish Turkey as the energy distribution hub of the region.”332

On the other hand, European Union wants to decrease its dependence to Russian gas with TAP which is the European phase of TANAP. However, 10 bcm which represents just 2 per cent of the 500 bcm Europe consumes every year. Russia’s Gazprom sells 15 times that amount to Europe.333 This data shows that TAP is an alternative but current potential of it is not enough for the rivalry. The decision for TANAP is a “win-win” project in the region. According to Punsmann, “TANAP is likely to remove bilateral relations from the realm of emotions, and clearly mark out the interests of both sides, thus transferring cooperation between the two states onto healthier ground based on win-win pragmatic dealings.”334

The “energy diplomacy” of Azerbaijan brought her to an exclusive stage. While establishing energy ties with Turkey and Georgia, Azerbaijan preserved her bonds
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with Russia. According to an Azerbaijani MP, “Ilham Aliyev was forced to realize Nabucco project but he did not prefer it.”

Azerbaijan became the only country who exports energy to three countries; Turkey, Georgia and Russia. As it is known that Turkey is an energy-dependent state, TANAP appears as an alternative to Russia, Iran and Iraq from Turkish perspective. Turkey’s overdependence to Russia encouraged her to diversify the routes of energy supply. The instability in the northern region of Iraq always keeps Turkey’s suspicion alive and the opinion divergence between Turkey - Iran can emerge so often about regional and global affairs. In the first phase of TANAP’s construction, it was defended that TANAP could be a “game changer” in Turkey’s relations with EU. Unfortunately, the bilateral tension between Turkey and several EU countries have emerged and the relations have become more problematic. TANAP was not given opportunity to solve them. Theme of the conflicts is generally about politics and continue totally in a different line.

A statesman asserts that “TANAP has changed the landscape of the region in terms of energy and contributes to increase Turkey’s and Azerbaijan’s strategic importance.”

The Southern Gas Corridor (SGC) is planned to expand with the implementation of TANAP. With its control over TANAP, Azerbaijan appears to be calling the shots over the initial running of the SGC. Ankara will benefit from transportation revenues, but Turkey as a transit state will have little say over which gas from what sources enters TANAP. Comparing with Turkey, Azerbaijan seems like more dominant actor in the project. It is normal because Azerbaijan’s sources and gas sector is more developed than Turkey. Currently, SOCAR holds

---
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58 percent, BOTAS 30 percent, and BP 12 percent of the shares in the company. When the stakes of the energy companies of Turkey and Azerbaijan are summoned, it is seen that 88 percent of the stakes belong to these two countries.

BTE pipeline between Turkey – Azerbaijan – Georgia trio can be seen as a practice of TANAP. BTE’s scale has been enlarged by TANAP. All of the previous projects have ended in Turkish territories but TANAP interlinks with TAP at Turkish border and accesses to EU member countries. Constructing the pipeline with the budget of Turkey and Azerbaijan can be seen as the sign of Azerbaijan’s development in 25 years.

8.5 Zurich Protocols with Armenia: A Break Up or A Better Restart

8.5.1 “Football Diplomacy”

Zurich Protocols caused the biggest crisis in Azerbaijani - Turkish relations. The rapprochement process between Turkey and Armenia is seen as “an insincere attempt”, “Armenian desire to split Turkic world”, “useless economic effort”, FETÖ action”, “ill effect”, “true decision but cannot explained to Azerbaijan properly” and “a discourage”. The bilateral relations have lost momentum during the time between the start of the football diplomacy and the establishment of High-Level Strategic Cooperation Council with Azerbaijan.

“Football diplomacy” started with Turkish President Abdullah Gul’s visit to Yerevan upon Armenian President Serj Sarkisyan’s invitation on September 6, 2008. Two presidents watched 2010 World Cup qualifying match between Armenia and Turkey together. It was the highest-level visit to Armenia paid by a Turkish official. President Gül was the second senior Turkish official who have been to Yerevan. 73 years before that, Prime Minister İsmet İnönü paid a visit to
Yerevan for 5-6 hours to have a breakfast there.\textsuperscript{339} Both İnönü’s and Gül’s visit are programmed as working visits rather than official visits.

Despite the protocols, Azerbaijan - Turkey ties were never totally cut. On November 5-6, Aliyev paid his first visit after the elections in Azerbaijan and gave a speech in Turkish parliament. He underlined the featured bilateral relations as it follows; “Really, Azerbaijani - Turkish relations are an example in world. I do believe that; there is no sincere and nice relationship between any other countries in the world.\textsuperscript{340}” While Heydar Aliyev delineated Turkey as an example for Azerbaijan, İlham Aliyev figured Turkey – Azerbaijan relations as an example in international relations. So, the concept of being an example has changed because Azerbaijan reached a potential to establish more strategic relations with Turkey. Unlike the previous speeches of Azerbaijani presidents in Turkish parliament; İlham Aliyev focused on the projects realized by Turkey and Azerbaijan like; BTC, BTK and BTE rather than defining the brotherhood between two states and did not say anything about the Turkish - Armenian rapprochement process. The content of Aliyev’s address also indicates the transformation in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. He also gave information about the development process in Azerbaijan, peace process about Karabakh and expressed his intention to do more in regional projects:

Today’s reality is that; as a result of strengthening Azerbaijan - Turkey, increasing our economic and political potential a new condition is created in the region. Today, we should enlarge the frameworks of cooperation in Caspian Sea and Black Sea.\textsuperscript{341}


\textsuperscript{340} The Minutes of Grand National Assembly of Turkey, 14\textsuperscript{th} Session, Vol. 30, November 6, 2008, p. 599.
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The visits of Azerbaijani MPs were continued but İlham Aliyev cancelled his visit to Turkey for Istanbul Summit of the Alliance of Civilizations in early April, 2009. It was counted as an indicator of the tension between Azerbaijan - Turkey and Western pressures on rapprochement period. Soon afterwards, the joint statement of Turkish, Armenian and Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a joint statement on 22 April 2009. Due to statement:

The two parties have achieved tangible progress and mutual understanding in this process and they have agreed on a comprehensive framework for the normalization of their bilateral relations in a mutually satisfactory manner. In this context, a roadmap has been identified.\(^{342}\)

In this period Turkey tried to protect his close attitude to Azerbaijan. Minister of Foreign Affairs Ahmet Davutoğlu went to Azerbaijan after OIC Meeting in Damascus with his Azerbaijani counterpart Elmar Mammadyarov in the same plane and stated that “like one nation two states we have become one nation two delegations.\(^{343}\)” However, such delineations did not play a great role in winning Azerbaijan’s confidence while negotiations with Armenia was going on.

On October 10, 2009, the protocols between Turkey and Armenia were signed with 3 hours delay in Zurich. “US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton later said the US would build on the ‘milestone’ that had been achieved but admitted ‘concerns on both sides’ had delayed the signing.”\(^{344}\) “Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, European Union Foreign Policy Chief Javier Solana, and French Foreign Minister


\(^{344}\) Armenia and Turkey Normalise Ties, BBC, 10.10.2009, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8299712.stm (Accessed Date: 30.112017)
Bernard Kouchner attended the ceremony in Swiss capital Zurich."345 Two protocols; “Protocol on the establishment of diplomatic relations between the Republic of Armenia and the Republic of Turkey” and “Protocol on development of relations between the Republic of Armenia and the Republic of Turkey” were signed.

When the protocols were analyzed, it can be seen that there are some ambiguities. According to the protocol on the establishment of the diplomatic relations; “the mutual recognition of the existing border between two countries as defined by the relevant treaties of international law”346 was confirmed by the parties. However, Armenia did not change the articles in her constitution which clearly demands Turkish provinces and defines them as “Armenian lands”. The Declaration of Independence of Armenia is also against this sentence. Non-intervention in internal affairs of other states, territorial integrity and inviolability of frontiers were reconfirmed in the protocol. But, Armenian occupation in Karabakh and 7 Azerbaijani districts is not harmonious with this point. Moreover, the most serious problem is the article about decision to open the common border and establishing diplomatic relations. The main reason of closing border checkpoints and cutting the diplomatic ties are the Armenian occupation in Karabakh. However, protocols mean that Turkey came to the negotiation table without any pre-conditions about this issue. According to a representative of an NGO in Baku, Azerbaijan’s expectation was signing protocols only under the condition that Armenia withdrew its troops from the occupied territories.347
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A politician/academic argues that “the protocols were the Western attempt for kicking Turkey out of Caucasus aiming to increase their own hegemony because the deterioration of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations strengthen Iran, Russia and Western countries in the region”. An academic summarizes this protocol period with these words; “losing Azerbaijan and not getting better with Armenia”. Just because, a strategy about normalizing Turkish – Armenian relations which is against Azerbaijan cannot be counted as a successful attempt in Turkish foreign policy. It is true that; Turkey - Azerbaijan cooperation has harmonized well in the region and forsaking it could have reduced the capacity of these two countries.

A director of a think-tank mentions that the development of relations in security, politics, economy and in humanitarian context are abreast. While enlarging the field and deepening the concept of the relations, Turkish stance in Karabakh conflict has remained same. Turkey continued to support Azerbaijan. It is noteworthy that a Turkish official defines the issue as a “common problem” for both countries and mentions the necessity of reviewing Minsk Group’s structure which did not find a solution to this problem for 25 years. An Azerbaijani MP asserted that “Turkey has no Karabakh policy in general but she has given reactions to Russia’s Karabakh policy.” We can say that Turkish stance towards Karabakh issue is one of the most important points in ensuring the mutual reliance in political concerns. Turkey’s peculiarity of being the single country which supports Azerbaijan during and after the conflict has supplied a convenient ground for improving the friendship for both sides. Turkey’s initiative for the normalization with Armenia were not suitable for Turkey’s thesis.
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The change in Turkey’s traditional point of view has confronted with a highly skeptical insight of Azerbaijan. An academic underlines that the negotiations are in deadlock and Turkey needs to develop kind of a model or a trilateral strategic initiative to change Armenian attitude but while doing these Turkey should not hurt Azerbaijan.\(^{352}\) Many respondents who gave answers in my in-depth interviews think that it was not the way that Turkey could solve such a problem.

A representative of a Baku based NGO notes that Turkey should be in the central position during the negotiations.\(^{353}\) From the negotiations it can be understood that, Armenia was in the central position because of the Western mediation. Integrating Armenia to West is the main objective according to Western envisage. Turkey was a tool in this Western-made strategy.

### 8.5.2 Tension in Bilateral Relations and Reactions from Turkey and Azerbaijan

The social, linguistic, historical and geographical proximity opened a door to come up with solutions to crises between two sides. As a reaction to Armenian invasion of Azerbaijani territories, Turkey closed her borders with Armenia and her diplomatic relations were pending. US-initiated, Swiss-mediated “normalization” process between Turkey and Armenia deteriorated Azerbaijani - Turkish relations but recovery period started in a short time. The greatest crisis since the beginning of the relations is experienced by the states because of the rapprochement efforts. The first reason of this circumstance is deeply rooted problems between Turkey and Armenia derived from so-called genocide allegations. Second is the ambiguity of Azerbaijan’s position in new era Turkish-Armenian relations. Concerning the occupation of Karabakh; Armenia’s tough stance never changed in this process. It
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can be said that; Turkey did not estimate the reaction of Azerbaijan correctly.\textsuperscript{354} In general, there was no profit / loss analysis regarding this process. Third factor is the lack of information in Azerbaijani side about the dialogues. Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (FSB) official Bondarenko’s visit to Azerbaijan can be marked as a turning point. During this visit he apparently met with President Aliyev to inform him about the Turkish-Armenian talks.\textsuperscript{355} It caused a frustration in Azerbaijan side and paved way for occurring connection/communication problem between Turkey and Azerbaijan. For an academic, “the lack of coordination” between Turkey and Azerbaijan has deepened the crisis. Azerbaijan saw itself out of the Armenian opening equation and felt betrayed because of this. Then Armenia, Western countries, some dynamics in Turkey and Russia used it as an item of sabotage and provocation.\textsuperscript{356} Fourth is the failure of gaining Turkish public will. The majority of Turkish people thought that historical enemy Armenia was preferred over their close brother Azerbaijan. Another academic asserts that, anything against Turkey in Azerbaijan and anything against Azerbaijan in Turkey cannot be done.\textsuperscript{357} In this point, an Azerbaijani official states that “any wrong steps opposite of the other one in any country would not be accepted by the public of that country.”\textsuperscript{358} Fifth and the most important deficiency of this policy is absence of a long-term strategy. The global powers forced Turkey to start the talks to open borders but neglected the national and regional conditions. Lastly, although the Turkish foreign policy has a rich theoretical background, “zero problem with neighbors” policy is not suitable for current situation in the region. As a result of these points, the heaviest crisis was experienced between Turkey and Azerbaijan.
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An academic from Azerbaijan defines the process as “a discourage in the relations after 120 years.”\textsuperscript{359}

The main opposition party CHP and nationalist opposition party MHP sharply criticized government’s policy. Another opposition; pro-Kurdish DTK supported the process. Besides, business circles defended Turkey’s recently changed Armenian policy. Turkish bourgeoisie was in favor of these initiatives. Turkish wealthy business people represented by TUSIAD and business circles like MUSIAD endorsed the process with their statements. In Azerbaijan both government and opposition parties were against Armenian opening policy of Turkey. In the early years of AK Party government, the pivotal point of foreign policy is EU accession. Then, the orientation of Turkish foreign policy was directed to Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region with beginning of Arab Spring. Turkey endorsed Azerbaijan in UN Security Council non-permanent membership elections, contributed the establishment of Turkic Council, accomplished regional projects in South Caucasus, organized officials visits to Baku often. Even though, South Caucasus never became a premier topic.

When the attitudes of international actors are observed; EU, US and Russia’s support can be seen. The initiative was driven mainly by US. Russia used this process to enhance its relations with Baku. “Azerbaijan was frustrated by what it saw as a shift in US regional engagement, whereby the Georgian-Azerbaijani tandem was replaced by a focus on the Turkish-Armenian rapprochement.”\textsuperscript{360} Russia’s intervention to Georgia was also an influential factor in a new search of West. Russia was a hegemon actor in Caucasus and Iran was an undesired party. One of the main struggles was taking Armenia out of this triangle. Azerbaijan has been using Western route as a main energy. Considering that, Armenian normalization process served an opportunity for Russia to sign energy contracts
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with Azerbaijan. In addition to the political attitudes, the civil society of Turkey was financially supported for the preparation of the normalization process. The Turkish-Armenian Reconciliation Commission, started in July 2001 by David L. Phillips, director of the Program on Peace Building and Rights at Columbia University’s Institute for the Study of Human Rights and the Turkey-Armenia Business Development Council were important in initiating the links between the two countries and opening space for engagement by the civil society groups.\(^{361}\)

According to a director of a think-tank, “there was a huge financial flow during Turkey – Armenia normalization process both from EU and US which is about 5-6 million dollars per year. In Turkey, there were many NGOs propagating for them and actively working for the opening of the borders between Turkey and Armenia.” In the same line, a professor argues that, EU funds were used especially in NGO field for creating the convenient atmosphere for normalization between Turkey and Armenia.\(^{362}\) But, the pleasing fact is that; the many NGOs in Turkey opposed this initiative without recieving even one qapik (coin).\(^{363}\) Regardless of the opinions of the ruling elites, Turkey – Azerbaijan relations is the epiphany of “one nation two states” discourse. If anyone from any state recants from it, he/she will face with the public reaction.\(^{364}\) It reveals that “one nation two states” discourse depends on the grassroots of Turkish community and therefore reshaping it with financial tools in a short time is almost impossible.

Women Azerbaijanı parliamentarians; Ganiye Pashayeva, Guler Ahmadova, Lale Abbasov, Gültekin Hajibeyli, Melihat Ibrahimqızı and Aynur Guliyeva visited Turkey to meet with the leaders of political parties and state officials including
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President Gül and Speaker of Turkish Parliament Köksal Toptan, visit NGOs and tell Azerbaijan’s opinions to media representatives in April 2009. During their visit, media gave an important attention, invited them as a guest speaker to TV programs and broadcasted many of their activities like never seen before. Azerbaijani MPs also met with representatives of Turkish newspapers Radikal, Ortadoğu, Hürriyet, Türkiye, Yenicağ, Sabah, Tercüman as well as Star, TGRT, TV 8, Avrasya, Sky Turk and other TV channels.\(^{365}\) Pashayeva told Azerbaijan’s view about the normalization process between Turkey and Armenia on Show TV’s *Siyaset Meydanı*, Haber Türk’s *Teke Tek* which are the most watched discussion programs in Turkey.

The delegation visited the Speaker of Turkish Parliament Köksal Toptan and gave him a soil which was brought from Karabakh, the books about Karabakh and a carpet as a gift. Toptan stressed the discourse of “one nation two states” in the meeting and underscored that the opening of the borders gate was impossible while 1 million people deported from Karabakh have been still suffering.\(^{366}\) Guler Ahmadova asked to build a momentum in Çanakkale for Azerbaijanis who fell martyr with Turks. Azerbaijani MP Pashayeva reiterated two conditions of Azerbaijan about the opening of border; Armenia should end the occupation in Azerbaijani territories and recognize Turkey’s territorial integrity. Besides, she said that the opening of the borders with Armenia was a disappointing factor for Azerbaijani public. Pashayeva stated “Unless the occupation in Azerbaijani territories finishes, this border should not be opened. Otherwise, our people will sadden.”\(^{367}\)


\(^{367}\) Ibid.
Gül accepted the delegation of Azerbaijani parliamentarians after their meeting with Köksal Toptan, CHP Leader Deniz Baykal and MHP Leader Devlet Bahçeli. Gül soothed the delegation and emphasized that Turkey was with Azerbaijan and Turkey was not doing anything behind her. In the meeting Azerbaijani MPs said to Gul that; “Opening borders means ignoring Azerbaijani - Turkish brotherhood.” This visit did not influence positively to bilateral relations. After a short while, Erdoğan’s speech was striking in 50th AK Party Widened Provincial Chairmen Meeting;

Factious elements do not stand by and are working. Somebody came here from Azerbaijan. They want to create trouble here with lies and fake things. Somebody goes to Azerbaijan from here to create trouble with lies and fake things. We will be sad if the high-level administrative staff will be deceived.

Later on, a newspaper alleged Recep Tayyip Erdoğan said that Azerbaijani women MPs have relations with “deep circles” in Turkey. Then, MHP MP Şenol Bal who invited Azerbaijani MPs, castigated Erdoğan and reacted saying that; ‘He should tell what he knows.’ Azerbaijani MPs also declared that they felt discomfort with this news. Afterwards, Turkish Prime Ministry and Turkish Embassy in Baku denied the news. As a result, the tension has decreased. This visit aimed to gain Turkish public’s authority and show that Armenian opening has


been going on without Azerbaijan’s consent. Turkish media was used by the visiting delegation so properly and the figures from the ruling party and opposition confirmed that the borders could open only if Armenia would withdraw from the occupied Azerbaijani territories. Symbolic gifts like the soil of Karabakh region were concentrated on reminding the Armenian occupation. Turkish government did not welcome this meeting but at the same time Erdoğan did not choose to increase the tension with high-level Azerbaijani officials.

Although Turkey and Armenia do not have diplomatic relations, behind-the-scene diplomacy continues between both sides. Groups within the two states approve or oppose to these secret talks. Turkey’s response to Iran’s mediation offer, i.e. that “we already talk to Armenia,” uncovered the hidden diplomacy.  

Despite the formal dialogue process was recently announced; the talks had been continuing in the backstage.

8.5.3 Flag Crisis

The first stage was met with public opposition from both Turkey and Azerbaijan. Nevertheless, the second stage of football diplomacy was more problematic. The decision of banning Azerbaijani flags in Bursa Atatürk Stadium disturbed the majority of Turkish population and got negative reaction of Baku. Turkey could not manage the situation and tell it properly to media and public. Before the game on September 14, the developments became a puzzling issue. At first, Bursa Mayor Şehabettin Harput who was arrested in context of FETÖ investigation in 2016 stated a week before the match that: “This is not a struggle that Turkey made in cooperation with Azerbaijan. Thus, coming with Azerbaijan flag will be supremely

---

false. Then another statement from Bursa Mayor indicated that the flags would not be inhibited. After that, UEFA President Michel Platini discussed the issue with the UEFA Vice President Şenes Erzik and a FIFA delegate told that negotiations with the security forces were going on to restrict the entrance of Azerbaijan flag. The last decision of Turkish authorities was in favor of prohibition because of the directives of FIFA. It triggered Azerbaijan’s anger and Turkish flag in Martyrs Alley in Baku was removed. In Atatürk Stadium; Turkey won Armenia but lost Azerbaijan. Turkey put a ban on Azerbaijan flags in Bursa and Azerbaijan gave a heavy reaction to this move by lowering Turkish flag in Baku. Flag crisis is an exception in Azerbaijan – Turkey relations but is a routine in Armenia. It should be noted that Turkish flag was burnt during the so-called genocide protest on 24 April, 2009 in Yerevan and frequent insult to Azerbaijan flag in Armenia is very well-known.

For a professor, the emotion in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations is disproportionate and the ties are very intertwined. For this reason, a very little mistake can cause big problems. Azerbaijan’s first reaction to Turkey’s statement about Armenian opening was the closure of Turkey’s Religious Affairs Administration’s Mosque in Martyrs’ Alley by the reason of restoration. “Flag crisis” was the zenith of the tensions between Turkey and Armenia during rapprochement period. Azerbaijan’s ruling New Azerbaijan Party (YAP) claimed that FIFA did not have such prohibition methods. YAP MP Mubariz Gurbanli said these:

---
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I believe Turkey's decision was very wrong. When the flag of so-called Nagorno Karabakh Republic was raised in Yerevan, the Turkish side did not express their protest. Why were they silent? Why did not FIFA respond? This flag was the flag of non-recognized separatist and criminal regime.  

The flag crisis marked a turning point in the Turkish-Azerbaijani-Armenian dynamic. Prior to the insult at Martyrs’ Alley, Turkish public opinion was for the most part pro-Azerbaijani. The flag crisis has caused a disappointment in Azerbaijan and criticism in Turkish opposition. Right wing MHP Leader Devlet Bahçeli came to the parliament with a rosette of Turkish and Azerbaijani flags and said that; “Even if you put on Azerbaijani flag in stadiums it is in the parliament.” CHP Leader Deniz Baykal adopted the same attitude who is a leftist politician in Turkey. He emphasized that these words in his speech; “While PKK flags have been waved in the borders, Azerbaijan’s flag was prohibited in Bursa.”

The reactions from Azerbaijan revealed the disillusion there. The speaker of Azerbaijani Parliament Oktay Asadov also declared that he felt humiliated because of the flag occasion in Bursa. Following the football match in Bursa, Azerbaijan responded with sending a note to Turkey and removing Turkish flags in Martyrs’ Alley in Baku on October 15, 2009. Afterwards, tension escalated when Turkish flag in front of Religious Service Office of Turkish Embassy in Baku was removed.

---
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Turkey chose to send a note to Azerbaijan about this issue. High-level officials also responded to such incidents in Azerbaijan. State Minister Egemen Bağış compared flag crisis with Cyprus issue and declared that Turkey never gave an attitude to Azerbaijan because of not recognizing Northern Cyprus. While saying these, he did not openly challenge Azerbaijan and put an emphasis on the “one nation two states” discourse. During this time period, the tendency in Turkish media among Azerbaijan has traced a negative tendency. For example, Turkish journalist Soli Özel expressed that Azerbaijan was unjust in Armenia issue and removing Turkish flags was a serious action mistake. Conversely, an elder diplomat and CHP Vice Chairman Onur Öymen asserted that signing protocols was a wrong. According to Öymen, if things continue to happen like this, the brotherhood will be broken down. Cihan Paçacı from MHP said that, Turkey and Azerbaijan are “one nation two states” however such behaviors can harm both states. He thought that both Turkey and Azerbaijan acted incorrectly during this period.

In the time of crisis, Azerbaijan’s tone became firmer. In line with that, Azerbaijan introduced her gas resources as a foreign policy tool. The “flag crisis” between Turkey and Azerbaijan paved a way for “gas crisis” between two states. Ilham Aliyev stated that, Azerbaijan has been selling gas to Turkey for one third, 30 percent, of the market price. Then Aliyev noted: “We want to sell our gas for a price close to the market price, if not for the market price. If we are not paid equal to the price paid for Russian gas, then let it be 8 percent, 10 percent lower, but not 50 percent lower.”

---
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From this perspective, it can be claimed that the rapprochement process had brought an extra financial burden to Turkey. Besides, Assistant to the President for Public and Political Issues, Department Head Ali Hasanov claimed that the flags were removed in the context of a law that regulates the places of the foreign countries in Azerbaijan. Hasanov said removing flags is not a reprisal to the events occurred in Bursa and also told that Turkey should think about it when Azerbaijani flags were thrown into rubbish.\(^{388}\) During the nervous times, some Azerbaijani parliamentarians came up with a request of declaring 15 September as “Turkey – Azerbaijan Friendship Day” to end this crisis.\(^{389}\) As it is understood from this proposal, the efforts of finding a solution and decreasing the tension did never come to an end in this period. The frustration in Azerbaijan was tried to be compensated by such suggestions to amend the ties and turn back to the old days.

In October 2009, a parliamentary delegation from Azerbaijan came to Turkey again and met with Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. Samad Seyidov expressed the gladness of the delegation after the meeting.\(^{390}\) Moreover, other members of the delegation answered the questions of the press. Member of the Azerbaijani delegation to PACE Gültekin Hajibeyli said Azerbaijani-Turkish brotherhood would never end; “This is genetic and everlasting brotherhood”\(^{391}\). Replying the question “If Turkey
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doesn’t keep its promise, what Azerbaijan will do”, member of the delegation Fazail Aghamali said:

It will end the brotherhood, friendship and strategic partnership between Azerbaijan and Turkey. Turkey will become an ordinary neighbor country for Azerbaijan. What Turkey will feel, if Azerbaijan establishes relations with PKK. Armenia hurt Azerbaijan more than PKK. 392

As it is clearly understood from this statement, the perception in Azerbaijan among Armenia is no more different than a terrorist organization because of the suffering in the war times and the mass massacres of Azerbaijani people starting from the beginning of 20th century. The point that Turkey missed was the explicitness of the failure of the process since Azerbaijan’s view on Armenia has not changed yet. The formal Azerbaijani thesis about the protocols refers that the process should be taken forward in line with Karabakh issue. While one of the members of Azerbaijani delegation put emphasis on the strength of the relations another one warned about the brotherhood could have an end. he delegation expressed not only rich concept of the relations but also called Turkey to keep her promise. Finally, it should be underlined that the main problem of the football diplomacy is the lack of conversation and coordination with Azerbaijan. No mechanism was built during the process to hear Azerbaijan in this concern.

Azerbaijan’s response triggered a reaction in Turkey and “one nation two states” discourse was started to be questioned. In a short time, flag crisis was solved and Turkish flag was raised. An Azerbaijani statesman emphasizes that protocols show that any third party cannot intervene into Turkey – Azerbaijan relations because root of the relations are formed by the peoples. 393 An Azerbaijani MP points out the fact that; “governments come and go but communities in two countries are
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forever. Treating a heart break among people is impossible. If the crisis between Turkey and Azerbaijan took longer, there would be a frustration among people but it did not take such a long time.”394 About a week later, Turkish flags were raised again. The Chairman of Turkish Parliament Foreign Affairs Committee Murat Mercan emphasized the happiness of him and Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs Spokesman Burak Özünergın, told that unpleasant developments were just a parenthesis and closed in this morning on October 29, 2009.395 The process showed that the status quo cannot be changed in the region without Azerbaijan’s approval. Thanks to the main framework of “one nation two states” discourse both sides abstained from detrimental statements which could disrupt relations.

8.5.4 The End of Rapprochement Period Between Turkey and Armenia

The “balance factor” and “energy card” in Azerbaijani foreign policy showed itself during normalization process. With regard to Baku’s trump card, on October 14, 2009, the SOCAR signed an agreement to sell 500 million cubic meters of gas a year to Russia’s Gazprom starting in 2010, at a price of 350 dollar per thousand cubic meters. Turkey ensured that Baku’s demands should have been met in her negotiations with Armenia otherwise Azerbaijan would continue to come close with Russia and send her Caspian energy supplies elsewhere. The threat and concrete action posed significant political and economic sanctions as punishment for Turkey’s policy shift.396 Even though, it should be stated that, Azerbaijan has sold Turkey oil at a low oil price for a long time.

394 Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.
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One of the theses in this period was the possibility of economic boom in Turkey’s eastern provinces because of beginning the border trade with Armenia. Comparing with the huge projects realized with Azerbaijan like BTE, BTC, BTK and TANAP the regeneration of economic ties with Armenia would remain very weak. An Azerbaijani parliamentarian make references to the importance of oil, natural gas, logistical projects in global economy and mentions that selling tomatoes, potatoes, pastas and clothes to Armenia is not profitable and beneficial for Turkey. For a government official, “protocol process between Turkey and Armenia did not have a negative effect on trade between Turkey and Azerbaijan.” The business people were not intensively affected from that but it had effects in Turkish energy sector because Turkey used to buy Azerbaijani gas in a very cheaper price before the football diplomacy period.

Turkey served the withdrawal of Armenian forces from Nagorno – Karabakh as a precondition which was refused. In Armenia, the protocols were first examined by the Constitutional Court and passed. Speaking of the constitution, it should be mentioned that Article 13 of the Armenian Constitution defines Ağrı Mountain which is within the borders of Turkey, as the national symbol. Moreover, it should be notified that Armenia’s Military Doctrine defined “the strategic alliance of Turkey and Azerbaijan” as an “external threat”. The ratification issue of protocols in Armenia has become an enigma. The Constitutional Court of Armenia decided that the protocols are in conformity with the Armenian Constitution on January 12, 2010. However, the reluctance of Armenia was prevailed in the ratification of Armenian parliament. On April 22, Armenian President Serzh Sargsyan issued a decree whereby the ratification procedure of the Armenia-Turkey protocols on normalization of relations between the two countries
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“suspended”. Accordingly, on April 26, the bill on ratification of these protocols was withdrawn from the agenda of the National Assembly. In a televised message on April 22, Sargsyan declared that this decision was made due to the policy of Turkey “to protract time” aimed at undermining the process of ratifying the protocols “in a reasonable time and without preconditions”, as previously agreed. Later in 2012, speaking to the Armenian youth, Sargsyan said “We took back Karabakh, it is up to you to take back Ararat”, which drew heavy reaction from Turkey and signaled that the process was now over. Another piece of evidence regarding the lack of sincerity in the process, which became known as “football diplomacy” because presidents Abdullah Gül and Serj Sargsyan watched football matches in Yerevan and Bursa together, was that the Mount Ararat symbol on the logo of the Armenian Football Federation was removed before Gül’s visit and reinstated afterwards. Similarly, upon being invited to the 100th anniversary of the Victory at Çanakkale in 2015 by Turkey, Sarkisyan responded “Before holding commemorations, Turkey should recognize the genocide”. The lack of mutual trust was never alleviated in the process and allegations of so-called genocide continued with Armenian Foreign Minister Edward Nalbandian finally gave the signals of finalizing the process by saying ‘We’ll greet spring 2018 without the protocols.’ Despite all this, Turkey did not want to be the side leaving the table and the protocols were kept on the agenda of the Foreign Affairs Commission of the GNAT.

The protocols were signed during the 23rd legislative period of the GNAT ad in keeping with procedure, they were debated by the GNAT Foreign Affairs Commission before being presented to the general assembly. Although Armenia had announced their suspension, the protocols were kept on the commission’s agenda, in order to show the world public that Turkey is not the party avoiding understanding. The protocol on the establishment of diplomatic ties and

400 Armenia Suspends Ratification Of Protocols With Turkey, CACI Analyst, 29.04.2010 http://www.caci analyst.org/publications/field-reports/item/12048-field-reports-caci-analyst-2010-4-29-art-12048.html (Accessed Date: 03.11.2017)
development of relations which were brought before the Commission on Foreign Affairs for the first time on October 21, 2009, were also brought before the commission on October 1, 2011, in the 24th legislative term. As the 25th legislative period was under a temporary government; no crucial undertakings were carried out. 26. They were brought before the Commission on Foreign Affairs again on February 18, 2016, in the 26th legislative term. During this time, with the efforts of the Armenian diaspora, the draft bill criminalizing the denial of the so-called genocide was accepted by the French parliament in 2011, Turkish flags were burned in Armenia on April 24th which is commemorated as the anniversary of the so-called genocide and Armenian representatives continued their hostile attitude and statements against Turkey on international platforms. In addition, Armenia did not end its occupation of Azerbaijan’s Karabakh region, which was the reason why Turkey has closed down its border crossing and continued its massacre of civilians. In 1993, with Armenia in difficulties, Turkey has sold wheat and played an important role in the provision of electricity. In 1995, Turkey had opened up its airspace to Armenia, with no change of attitude on the Armenian side. Most recently, the Armenian diaspora has held joint meetings in the USA with members of the PYD on Operation Olive Branch which Turkey undertook against terrorist positions in Afrin. Armenian diaspora also took poor relations between Turkey and the Netherlands as an opportunity and expended a lot of effort to get the so-called genocide recognized.401 In a short time period, Zurich protocols and “football diplomacy” were failed. However, residues were left on the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Academics mention that, a little bit of suspicion has left on Azerbaijan’s side in case of repeating this period.402 “If a similar crisis is experienced between Turkey and Azerbaijan, the relations will not be like before” says an academic.403


402 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.
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First, the protocol crisis seemed like a break up between Turkey and Azerbaijan, but later it was understood that the end of the crisis was a better restart. An academic put forward that, such crises do not have a capacity to influence Turkish – Azerbaijan relations. But, it should be noted that it was the most serious crisis ever. The crisis did not take a long time and relations have recovered in a short period. The officials hesitated adopting a sharp discourse while criticizing each other. In this point the economic projects, historical relations and cultural interactions between sides have played a significant role. “One nation two states” principle was used to protect the core of the relations rather than symbolizing a development in this term. Despite of the criticism, no hostile remarks were mentioned both from Azerbaijan and Turkey. The rapprochement process and reactions of Azerbaijan brought Turkish foreign policy to a preference between Azerbaijan and Armenia. In this regard, Armenia’s potential of economy was quite little and did not serve an opportunity to Turkey. Moreover, historical, cultural and social factors are all in advance of Azerbaijan. Like the previous tensions occurred between the two sides; the trend in bilateral relations was pursued on a higher level, the fraternalism between two sides was not destroyed, reversely gained strength. Besides, in energy field, cooperation actives have become more immense. The dialogue mechanism has turned into a high-level strategic cooperation.

8.6 Establishment of High-Level Strategic Cooperation (HLSC) Between Turkey and Azerbaijan

In Azerbaijan – Turkey relations, one of the most phenomenal success achieved by these two countries are establishment of the HLSC.

The comprehensive development of collaboration with its strategic partners is one of the priority directions for Azerbaijan’s foreign
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policy. Since its independence, Azerbaijan has signed treaties of strategic cooperation with 17 different countries.\textsuperscript{405}

These 17 countries include countries from Europe, Turkic world and post-Soviet countries. After the unsuccessful rapprochement period between 2008 – 2010, both Turkey and Azerbaijan understood the strategic importance of their brotherhood better. After Russian intervention to Georgia Azerbaijan felt the threat near her borders and during the US initiated normalization process between Turkey and Armenia, she drifted toward Russia as a result of her balance policy. However, in this time period Russia enhanced her dominance in Armenia. Armenia houses a Russian military base in its territory, with a lease that was extended to 25 years by a landmark military deal in August. Russia then announced that it had deployed the S-300 missile defense system to Armenia in the same month. Meanwhile, no such plans were made for Azerbaijan, and Baku was increasingly nervous about the budding Armenian-Russian security relationship to its immediate west.\textsuperscript{406} The immense Russian – Armenian ties made Azerbaijan re-think about the regional circumstance and opened a road to revive Azerbaijani - Turkish closeness. Furthermore, high level strategic cooperation between Azerbaijan and Turkey can be observed as a natural result of the high-cost projects. For Ibrahimov, the more developed economic capacities the more quality in the bilateral relations between Azerbaijan and Turkey. He asserts that: as Azerbaijan’s and Turkey’s economic capabilities have developed, the quality of relations between the two countries have also changed. Formats are being sought for creating stronger relations between the sides.\textsuperscript{407}

\textsuperscript{405} Habibleyli, p. 37.


The improving business between two sides and the high energy investments have stirred up the new institutional mechanisms. Aliyev visited Turkey on November 17, 2010 for the 10th Summit of Turkic-Speaking Countries which was held in Istanbul. During his visit, a framework agreement for the high-level strategic cooperation was signed. So, the relations have reached the peak of the institutionalization level. In the ceremony, Erdogan cited to “one nation two states” discourse and Aliyev put an emphasis on these words:

This is a legal and, at the same time, very genuine document. This is not merely an agreement between two states. It is a work that unites hearts and peoples and expresses our good intentions. It will make us wealthier and happier. 408

On December 21, 2010; 10 years valid document was put to the vote and passed with 93 for. Reversely, just 1 one Azerbaijani MP voted against it. The meetings were started to be held since 2011. Establishment of the high-level strategic cooperation council between two states indicated the close partnership. A Turkish official admits that the relations are better now incomparably. 409 According to an Azerbaijani official; protocols resemble a virus and made the immune system of the relations healthier now. 410 As it is understood from there, the officials of both sides think in the same direction about the improvement in relations after football diplomacy period.

Strategic partnership of the countries covers several fields but the most noteworthy point in the high-level strategic cooperation agreement is the security point. Both Turkey and Azerbaijan pledged that they will support each other “using all possibilities” in the case of a military attack or “aggression” against either of the


409 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.

410 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.
countries. Plans to upgrade hardware for joint military operations, cooperation in “military-technical” areas, joint military exercises and training sessions are also specified, but details are not provided.\footnote{Azerbaijan-Turkey Military Pact Signals Impatience with Minsk Talks – Analysts, Eurasianet, 18.01.2011, \url{https://eurasianet.org/s/azerbaijan-turkey-military-pact-signals-impatience-with-minsk-talks-analysts} (Accessed Date: 20.03.2018)} It reminds UN Charter Article 51 which gives the right of collective self-defense to the member states. It was understood that, Turkey has determined her side next to Azerbaijan in any possible attack of Armenia to Azerbaijan. It also means upgrading of the military ties between two countries. The military exercises like “TURAZ Hawk” in Konya and “TURAZ Eagle” in Nakhchivan are the most remarkable developments. The military relations which was started with the education of soldiers in Azerbaijan and then Turkey built a bridge between Azerbaijan and NATO. The military relations gained ground in Haydar Aliyev’s period. The mutual actions, financial aid and technical transfer from Turkey were built up the distinguished part of the relations. The military assistance has turned into a military partnership and with the establishment of HLSC. The strategic concept of this military cooperation was formed even though it was still not tested in any hot conflict.

Economic relations have also gained ground after HLSC. As of 2018, there are about 3,000 Turkish investors while about 2,000 Azerbaijani business people are active in Turkey. A Turkish official claims that, “the economic ties between two countries are found on trade and then investments about production has taken place.”\footnote{Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.} According to an Azerbaijani parliamentarian, “economy plays the substantial role in bilateral relations between Azerbaijan and Turkey. Implementing Turkish experience of market economy in Azerbaijan led to a progress in economic cooperation.”\footnote{Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.} Here, a state official specifies the fields that economic partnership can grow easily like; information technologies, banking
system. He also underlines that removing barriers would enhance the economic potential.\textsuperscript{414} For an academic:

Azerbaijan is not so favorable for Turkish investors because of bureaucratic and maybe some corruption problems. Issues related with the related to lack of competitive environment may affect this attitude. So, Azerbaijan needs to change and reform to open up to Turkish investors.\textsuperscript{415}

The problems between Turkey and Azerbaijan are generally technical issues that can be overcome by the government experts rather than complex political issues. Considering the economic relations, a government official from Azerbaijan says that the “concept is compatible with the political processes but some practical implementations should be done in economic terms.”\textsuperscript{416}

Some statements\textsuperscript{417} disclose possibility of trade in national currencies between two countries. The plunging of Turkish lira after the crisis with US in 2018 prompted Turkey to focus on this issue. In this regard, Azerbaijan is one of the most likely country that Turkey can realize this strategy.

When the trade between Turkey and Azerbaijan in 2017 is examined, it is seen that Turkey places in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} place after Russia with 1.273.709.100 dollars in Azerbaijan’s imports and similarly, in exports of Azerbaijan, Turkey has the 2\textsuperscript{nd} place with 1.366.337.100 dollars after Italy.\textsuperscript{418} While the first country changes in Azerbaijani trade, Turkey keeps in her position in her import and export. It should

\textsuperscript{414} Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.
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\textsuperscript{416} Interview by the author with a government official, Baku, 22.06.2017.


be noted that, membership to CIS positively impacts to economic relations between Russia and Azerbaijan in addition to Russia’s historic presence in the region. Concerning Italy’s primary position, energy plays a key role. Meanwhile, the 2017 official statistics of Turkish trade shows that export to Azerbaijan is 1.356.999.000 dollars that indicates Azerbaijan is ranked as 25th in the list and the import from this country is 350.870.000 dollars which means that Azerbaijan is 60th place in Turkey’s imports. The statistics disclose the fact that, Turkey’s position in Azerbaijan is more important than Azerbaijan’s in Turkey. At the same time, it reveals the asymmetrical feature of the trade relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan.

In the aim of improving the trade capacity, Dilucu Border Gate was modernized in 2015 and re-opening of it enhanced the economic potential between Nakhchivan and Turkey. In October 2017 Turkish Minister of Economy Nihat Zeybekçi announced that Turkey would give incentives to businesses in Nakhchivan for selling their products in Turkey without taxes. “We will allow the purchase of 43 products from Nakhchivan as if it is trade from inside Turkish borders,” said Zeybekçi. In addition to the great strategic investments, border trade has taken steps after these regional projects Consequently, tight ties have formed an appropriate stage for upgrading the relations from bilateral to multilateral aspect.

8.7 Formation of Trilateral and Quadrilateral Mechanisms

“One nation two states” has become the most referred discourse and underlaid the high-level strategic partnership. The deepening and expanding process of the bilateral relations directed two states to make regional policies. In this regard,


Turkey – Azerbaijan relations have consisted a fertile ground for regional multilateral mechanisms. The first example of it is Turkey – Azerbaijan – Iran trilateral meeting in Azerbaijan Turk-populated Iranian city Urmiyah in 2011. This meeting was followed by meetings in Nakhchivan, Azerbaijan in 2012, and Van, eastern Turkey in 2014, Ramsar, Iran in 2016.

The comprehensive step was taken with Trabzon Declaration on June 8, 2012. Bypassing Armenia has presented Georgia as a reliable partner in the region for both Turkey and Azerbaijan. For realizing the goals in energy and transportation fields, Tbilisi has become a link between Ankara and Baku. Considering Azerbaijan and Georgia, it can be said that the integration of international institutions have almost concluded. Moreover, after the hot conflicts like the war in Karabakh, Abkhazia and North Ossetia, regional stability was provided by these countries again. Especially, Russia – Georgia War in 2008 has dramatically changed the security perceptions in the region. This conflict showed the low effect of EU in the region and Georgia selected route of Turkey for accessing to West despite Russia’s increasing pressure. For Azerbaijan, transferring oil and natural gas to Western markets via Turkey and Georgia and forming a mechanism without Armenia could be a meaningful message. From Turkish side, increasing her influence and enhancing stability in his periphery were remarkable points. The fruitful consequences of energy and transportation networks have contributed to the mutual interest and future aspirations of the countries positively. Çelikpala and Valiyev argues that:

Through these mechanisms, it is possible to achieve the agreed upon objectives and which legal and institutional measures to take and how to overcome gridlock by discussing them at the most top-level. These mechanisms have also allowed for trilateral presidential or ministerial meetings as well as trilateral business council meetings with the participation of both public and private sector representatives. The declarations and statements issued after these meetings could be regarded as documents that demonstrate how the parties perceive this cooperation and whereby their public and the
international community are informed about the improvement of this partnership.421

An Azerbaijani official notes that “strengthening Azerbaijan and Turkey means reinforcing the multilateral mechanisms in the region which can contribute to security.”422 Azerbaijan - Turkey cooperation has created a unique model of regional cooperation in Southern Caucasus, Khazar and Black Sea basin.423 Somehow, an academic claims that “the neglected part of the relations is the connection between Caspian and Black Sea. Turkey and Azerbaijan have taken mutual foreign policy steps in the region. Both countries have serious attempts in Turkic Council which is consisted of Central Asian states. Not only with bilateral relations supporting the trilateral and quadrilateral mechanisms are certain parts of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. It also makes a way for Georgia’s development. Besides, a director of a think-tank figures out the fact that the cooperation of Turkey and Azerbaijan is not against a third party.”424 An academic underlines that, Turkey – Azerbaijan relations shape wealth and security in the region. On the other hand, he emphasizes that the topics about Meskhetian and Borchali Turks should be announced in this point. The investments especially in agricultural and animal husbandry has paved a way for the economic integration.425 The mechanism attached importance to the military issues to prevent any possible threat to the pipelines and railways. Eternity – 2017 military exercise between these three countries can be given as a best example of it.
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After Turkey – Azerbaijan – Georgia trio, on May 26, 2014 the foreign ministers of Turkey, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan gathered in Baku. The parties issued the Baku Statement after the meeting. Taking into account that both Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan are energy-rich countries, Baku Statement “underscored the importance of expansion of relations in mentioned spheres and participation in joint large-scale projects with the aim of ensuring the energy security and energy diversification.” Talks cover several fields in international relations but “identity of Turk” consists a potential of improving the cultural heritage.

Turkey - Azerbaijan – Georgia mechanism has been a good example for the other trilateral mechanisms. Turkey-Azerbaijan-Georgia and Turkey-Azerbaijan-Turkmenistan trilateral meetings are elevated to the level of presidents. Lastly, Turkey – Azerbaijan – Pakistan’s ministers of foreign affairs have gathered under one roof to discuss the regional issues on November 30, 2017. The meeting of “three crescents and stars” can be analyzed as an implication of the historical fraternity and forming a new front against Armenia in view of the fact that Pakistan does not recognize Armenia as a state. Hafızoğlu argues that; Azerbaijan’s support for Turkey and Pakistan can be considered as an example of Islamic solidarity against the Armenian aggression.

After implementation of these quadrilateral mechanisms, a new quadrilateral format was born in 2018; Turkey-Azerbaijan-Georgia-Iran. As it is stated in the press release of Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs:

Quadrilateral Cooperation Mechanism is complementary to Trilateral Cooperation Mechanisms between Turkey-Azerbaijan-


Georgia and Turkey-Azerbaijan-Iran and aims to create a new synergy in our region on the basis of mutual benefit and common interests. The concept and field of this multilateral mechanisms can be extended.\textsuperscript{428}

After the meeting in Baku, a statement regarding this quadrilateral format released. In addition to the transportation, regional security and energy issues, economy has grabbed an important place in the Baku Statement of this quadrilateral meeting. The clues of endorsing the neighbors in some international bodies were also decided in this meeting. It was stated that:

Agreed to positively evaluate the candidatures of four countries in the international or regional organizations and in this vein, welcomed the candidature of Baku for hosting World EXPO-2025; further took note that Baku is also candidate city for hosting Annual Meetings of the Board of Governors of the World Bank Group (WBG) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 2021.\textsuperscript{429}

In future, these quadrilateral formats can be also built in different versions. According to an academic, a quadrilateral mechanism between Turkey, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Russia can help solution of Karabakh conflict.\textsuperscript{430} Turkey and Azerbaijan’s role in the region has enriched by the multilateral mechanisms. It has effects on decreasing the role of global powers. These mechanisms have constituted an appropriate base for the discussion of the problems and the possibilities of the partnership. In this regard, these mechanisms helped countries to handle regional problems. Meetings of high-level officials from Turkey – Azerbaijan – Georgia, Turkey – Azerbaijan – Iran, Turkey – Azerbaijan –

\textsuperscript{428} Press Release Regarding the First Quadrilateral Meeting of Foreign Ministers of Turkey-Azerbaijan-Georgia-Iran, Turkey Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 12.03.2018, \url{http://www.mfa.gov.tr=no_no_70_turkiye-azbaycan-gurcistan-iran-disisleri-bakanlari-dortlu-toplantisi-hk_en.en.mfa} (Accessed Date: 04.04.2018)
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Turkmenistan, Turkey – Azerbaijan – Pakistan increased the importance of strategic partnership of Turkey and Azerbaijan. It is important because trilateral mechanisms show that the stability and strategic partnership between Turkey – Azerbaijan bilateral relations are effective in determining the direction of the regional relations and multilateral mechanisms.

8.8 Interaction Between Azerbaijan and Turkish People

When the answers of the respondents are analyzed it can be seen that Azerbaijan’s image in Turkey is “not objective”, “good”, “very positive”, “brother”, “opportunist merchants”, “Russified”, “rich state” and “oil country”. The evaluation level of Turkish policies in Azerbaijan has also changed by the years. Once upon a time, Turkey – Azerbaijan relations have emerged as a topic which grabbed the attention of opposition parties and elites. But, now relations have become an involving issue of the ruling party and the community in Azerbaijan. In this point, an academic claims that the people educated in Turkey has also played a crucial role.431 According to 2017 Results of the Survey on Turkish Foreign Policy which was conducted by Kadir Has University, the stats show that Azerbaijan was the most reliable country and closest friend.432 When asked “Which country is Turkey’s closest friend?”, the participants once more ranked Azerbaijan first, with a 12 percent increase from the previous year. In 2016, 59.3 percent defined Azerbaijan as the ‘closest friend’ while 71.3 percent agreed on the amity between Azerbaijan and Turkey in 2017.433 An Azerbaijani official argues that,
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regardless of political views and different regions in Turkey, Turkish public stands by Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{434}

Turkey’s image in Azerbaijan is a “strong country”, “reliable partner”, “number one”, “sister state” and “more conservative”, “nationalist”. It can be seen that; Zurich Protocols caused an image problem of Turkey in Azerbaijan and tried to be manipulated by the global actors but the consciousness of Turkishness is so high in Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{435}

For an Azerbaijani parliamentarian, in the last years, Turkey’s effectiveness in the region has reduced comparing with the previous periods.\textsuperscript{436} But, a director of a Baku based NGO points out that Turkey geo-politically stays in the intersection of global powers’ interests and has transformed into a country who has a say in the region.\textsuperscript{437} According to an Azerbaijani parliamentarian and an academic from Baku, one of the most important feature of Turkey is her strong army. At the same time, a parliamentarian underlines that he is against Turkish army’s falling from grace because it was born from the heart of nation. He underscores these words; “Turkey is always right even if she is not. That is all about our look to Turkey.”\textsuperscript{438} An academic put an emphasis on the democracy and the high-level national feeling in Turkey as Turkey’s most vital specialties from Azerbaijani perception.\textsuperscript{439} In the same line, another academic said that patriotism and nationalism of Turkish people
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are appreciated by Azerbaijanis. Likewise, for a different academic, Azerbaijani people perceive Turkish people as “enthusiastic and stubborn”.

Generally, people in Turkey think that Azerbaijan is not very democratic because first Heydar Aliyev and then his son Ilham Aliyev became president. People might think that Azerbaijan has authoritarian system of governance. Some people who haven't been to Azerbaijan they assume that Azerbaijan is less developed. On the opposite but those who travel there say that Azerbaijan is much more secular and much more different than Turkey. A scholar noted that:

Azerbaijan image in Turkey was bad during 1991 – 1995. Azerbaijani people were perceived as “an opportunist merchants who wanted to maximize their incomes”. It was created by the intelligence services of the foreign countries but then this circumstance was noticed by Turkey and corrected by the messages in several fields especially in cinema. It can be said that the social recognition between two sides were started after 1995 and in 2000’s. In Azerbaijan, people began to know Turkish culture better with the translation of Turkish books. In this regard, Nobel Laureate Turkish scientist Aziz Sancar has become a good figure.

The people of Turkey and Azerbaijan have a big sympathy to each other. The linguistic proximity and the historical kinship are the main factors in this regard. In last decade, the sport contests have paved the way for increasing the sympathy. Some athletes celebrate their victory with the flags of Turkey and Azerbaijan. Galatasaray’s UEFA Cup Championship was the clearest example of it in 2000. Azerbaijani TV reported that the streets of Baku were in uproar after the game, celebrating an event "the Turkic world should be proud of", in the words of the
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Turkish ambassador.\textsuperscript{444} Turkish national football team’s successes were also celebrated enthusiastically in Azerbaijan. In 1\textsuperscript{st} Europen Games in Baku, Turkish wrestler Riza Kayaalp waved a salute with Azerbaijan and Turkey flags after winning a gold medal in 2015. Then, Ramil Guliyev won the gold medal and he wore the flags of two countries on his lap of honor in men’s 200 meter in London Olympics in 2017. Ilham Aliyev sent a letter to Ramil Guliyev and remarked the following sentence “It is gratifying that you raised the flags of Azerbaijan and Turkey following your victory.”\textsuperscript{445} In Eurovision song contests which Turkey participated; “Azerbaijan’s 12 point” to Turkey became a routine. The winner of 2011 Eurovision Song Contests were Azerbaijan. Eldar Gasimov and Nigar Jamal took the floor with Turkish and Azerbaijani flags and stated that Turkey and Azerbaijan are two states one nation. Moreover, in social and scientific context, Aziz Sancar’s opinions about Turkic world has gained a great sympathy in Azerbaijan.

As well as the happy moments, the reaction of Turkish public after the unpleasant events and problematic times should be counted as a determining factor. After Black January events, mass protests were organized can be seen as a solidarity message of people of these two countries. For example; Azerbaijan Culture Association’s efforts gathered 10 thousand people in the center of Istanbul. Again in 2012, tens of thousands came to Taksim Square in Istanbul for the commemoration of Khojaly massacre. After Van Earthquake in 2011, Azerbaijan was the first country that sent aids and search & rescue teams. Ministry of the Emergency Situations of the Republic of Azerbaijan organized the support after Ilham Aliyev’s order. Azerbaijan was one of the three countries that Turkey accepted her supports.

\textsuperscript{444} Turkish papers hail ‘historic’ win, BBC News, 18.05.2000, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/753730.stm (Accessed Date: 06.11.2017)

Especially, Khojaly Genocide has a great effect for mobilizing the public pressure of awareness for Azerbaijan in Turkey especially during the anniversary times. Many exhibitions, conferences, meetings and protests for commemorating Khojaly Genocide can be analyzed as a “mutual answer” of Turkey and Azerbaijan against Armenian allegations concerning 1915 events. However, it does not mean that everybody in Turkey knows about the historical occasions like Black January and Khojaly Genocide. The promotion of these events in Turkey are not enough and in some regions in Turkey, they are not known well.446 A parliamentarian/politician says that, “Turkish and Azerbaijani NGOs can do better jobs about presenting the genocide in Khojaly and Armenian military aggression against Azerbaijan, to the world community. I see deficiency here…”447 A president of a NGO mentions that it is important to organize events about these topics in the “third countries” and Turkish and Azerbaijani NGO’s should bring these cases to UN institutions.448 However an academic mentions that, till the Zurich Protocols, Azerbaijan has thought that there was no need to be made an effort among Turkish public opinion but after this process working on the Turkish public opinion has emerged a necessity.449

In this point it should be remembered that; some intellectuals had endeavors for the normalization of the relations between Azerbaijan and Turkey so, it is was not only experienced on a political level. Some people also visited Armenia before this high-level meeting but no goals achieved. According to Esenyurt Mayor from CHP; Gürbüz Çapan’s statements in Ergenkon trial, “public diplomacy” between Turkey and Armenia led by him in 1995. He asserted that the trip was organized

446 Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.

447 Interview by the author with a politician/academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

448 Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

449 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
by the directives of MIT. Demirel and Çiller were informed about the visit paid on June 1, 1995. He advocates that the current “public diplomacy” talks were rooted in 1995 meetings.450 About the same issue columnist Oral Çalışlar wrote that; “in 1995, we went to Armenia with Esenyurt Mayor Gürbüz Çapan, Cengiz Çandar, Zeynep Atıkkın and Taner Akçam. At that time president was Levon Ter Petrosyan. We met with all leading politicians including Ter Petrosyan.451” The visit can be analyzed as a step in terms of civil society but the contacts did not affect the bilateral relations between Turkey and Armenia remarkably and Turkey – Azerbaijan relations negatively. On the other hand, no goal was accomplished after this visit. This delegation was comprised of politically left oriented figures. From these efforts, we can conclude that, state bodies in Turkey has tried to activate many people who has various political backgrounds even so all of them were met with the aversion of Armenia.

The public precision among Azerbaijan is the prior to all other countries but the knowledge about Azerbaijan is so low in Turkey. Almost all of the participants think that, the community in Azerbaijan knows more about Turkey than the community in Turkey knows about Azerbaijan. The answers show that Azerbaijani people are more aware of the events and the recent agenda in Turkey. While an academic has noted that Azerbaijan is being followed in the metropoles in Turkey, another academic stated that he witnessed many people in the villages in Azerbaijan watching Turkish news and also soap operas. In Azerbaijan, the ratings of Turkish channels are so high and it serves Azerbaijani people to understand the developments in Turkey. In Turkey, “Azerbaijan” sounds so warm to everyone but the main information about the country is not very well-known. A statesman stresses that, when an Azerbaijani in Turkey gave an answer to the question


“Where are you from?”, they are welcomed by Turkish people with respect.\textsuperscript{452} In this regard, it should be noted that; "one nation two states” has a social meaning to bring two countries together. But Turkey and Azerbaijan are two distinct countries, Azerbaijan doesn't know much about Turkey and Turkey doesn't know much about Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{453} An academic states that, people always wonder about a more developed country. Turkey is more developed than Azerbaijan and it is normal that Azerbaijanis know more.\textsuperscript{454} Notwithstanding, another academic claims that a country who knows most about Turkey in the world is Azerbaijan but he also admits that Turkey knows about Azerbaijan less than Azerbaijan know about Turkey.\textsuperscript{455}

According to respondents of the interviews in the context of my field work; media is an “important”, “remarkable” and “serious” factor in compromising the public opinion about Turkey in Azerbaijan. Turkish television programs, debates and especially soap operas are attention-grabbing in Azerbaijan.\textsuperscript{456} Before, Azerbaijani people used to follow Russia but now it was not the same.\textsuperscript{457} Now, it seems that Russian dominance in Azerbaijani culture has diminished. According to chairman of a think tank in Azerbaijan, Turkish media generally spare their time for the processes in Europe and do not concentrate on Azerbaijan or the leftist, liberal motives of Turkish media made them directing into West. A chairman of a NGO asserts that:

\textsuperscript{452} Interview by the author with a statesman, Baku, 21.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{453} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{454} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{456} Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{455} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{457} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.
If Turkish media showed the bloody incidents in Azerbaijan properly, Turkish people would stand up for that. Turkey has no media institutions like CNN, BBC or Al Jazeera. Because of that Turkey shares the information inside herself. Absence of world-wide known media agencies also restricts the potential of telling themselves to the world.\textsuperscript{458}

A director a think-tank notes that “some of his friends in Turkey told him that they opened Azerbaijani state television Az Tv to listen traditional Azerbaijani music mugham.”\textsuperscript{459} In a similar way, An academic and a statesman argue that “Turkish people listen Zeyneb Khanlarova and Reshid Behbudov.”\textsuperscript{460} Another statesman thinks that, there should be more emphasis on Azerbaijan in Turkish mass media.\textsuperscript{461} On the other hand, an academic imparted that there was a big difference between knowledge and emotion during 90’s because of the fact that communicational instruments were weak but in the last 15 years people in Azerbaijan have identified themselves with Turkey.\textsuperscript{462} In this point, the intertwined identity of the bilateral relations implies the necessity of being careful. For instance, a comedy movie Recep İvedik 5 caused an annoyance because a character who wears a sport gear with Azerbaijan flag was punched. The scene was not perceived not only as a comedy and both countries understood it as a humiliation of Azerbaijan. Then these scenes were taken out from the movie.

An academic notes that, internet, rising number of trips to Azerbaijan have played an important in finding out the facts about Azerbaijan. An statesman argues that, “after realizing our facilities in Eastern Anatolia, Azerbaijan can be discovered more because there are extensions of natural assets in Turkey which can create a

\textsuperscript{458} Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{459} Interview by the author with a director of a think-tank in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

\textsuperscript{460} Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.

\textsuperscript{461} Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.

\textsuperscript{462} Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06. 2017.
tourism potential in Azerbaijan.” From this point of view, tourism can be the other alternative to increase the interaction between two sides.

Recently, internet resources have become other important field for social contacts. It also contains a high risk of manipulation by Armenian lobby. Some cliques who do not want a healthy Turkey – Azerbaijan relations sign up Facebook with the fake accounts and add friends from Turkey and Azerbaijan. Then, they start sharing ideas which can discredit the bilateral relations. By making public diplomacy policies, Azerbaijan should avoid such movements.

The students who came to Turkey for education in Turkey gave an impetus to bilateral relations. Turkey’s “Great Student Project” which started in 1992 was the first serious step of the interaction in education field. In the beginning of 90's when majority of the people in Azerbaijan were very poor. In this regard, these scholarships were very helpful. Nevertheless, the capacity and providing inadequate opportunities to students in this context was broadly criticized. Even today many Azerbaijani go to study in Turkish universities because Turkish universities are good but the concept of students has also changed in line with the development of Azerbaijan. Now, mid-level Azerbaijani go to Turkey but upper level ones who have enough money and can speak fluent English prefer Europe. However, an academic underlines that studying in a university in Turkey like METU and Boğaziçi University is still very prestigious. The accreditation of Azerbaijani universities by Council of Higher Education in Turkey has opened a door to several problems. But education plays a vital role in increasing the

463 Interview by the author with an ambassador, Baku, 23.06.2017.
464 Interview by the author with a journalist, Baku, 24.06.2018.
465 Interview by the author with a statesman, Baku, 21.06.2017.
466 Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.
467 Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.
awareness about each other in both countries. According to previous Turkish Ambassador to Baku, Alper Coşkun writes these:

The roots of our brotherhood ties are manifested in the social relations between the people of Turkey and Azerbaijan. We are children of the same nation. There are currently about 1900 students from Turkey studying and over 15000 Turkish citizens living in Azerbaijan. In turn, about 11000 Azerbaijani students and scores of Azerbaijani citizens currently live in Turkey. Meanwhile, the ever-increasing number of mixed-marriages further reinforces our bonds.\(^{468}\)

Furthermore, an Azerbaijani official underscores that; “the number of experts and professors who knows Azerbaijan in the successful universities and Turkish intellectual elite should be increased.”\(^{469}\) Regarding the Turkish intellectuals we can approach about a dilemma. While the public interest to Azerbaijan can be observed in general, the efforts of intellectuals are mainly concentrated on the nationalist circles.

A parliamentarian noted that, “the relations are not only between governments, states, politicians, media, scientists; there are also many marriages between two countries. Many people have become relatives.”\(^{470}\) The relations between civil societies are defined as “not at the desired stage”, “weak”, “at show-business level”, “inadequate”, “on paper”, “less coordinated”, and “good”.

For a chairman of a NGO in Baku, “the coordination between two sides is low and they felt disturbed about it. Both in these two countries, NGO’s are not

\(^{468}\) Ismail Alper Coşkun, Turkey, 25 Years of Independent Azerbaijan Through the Eyes of Ambassadors Dedicated to the 25th Anniversary of The Restoration of State Independence, SAM Publications, Baku, 2016, p. 583.

\(^{469}\) Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.

\(^{470}\) Interview by the author with a MP in Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 24.06.2017.
appreciated." \(^{471}\) According to a MP, “many contracts were signed in several fields as a matter of form, but in daily life problems can be observed.” \(^{472}\) For a journalist, “it is unnecessary to invite everybody but professional people should work on this issue.” \(^{473}\) The civil society organizations in Azerbaijan are more-state oriented. An academic points out that, relations in political, economic, military and even in cultural fields, were maintained on “state level”. At the moment, initiatives of states about this issue is also very scarce. \(^{474}\) Especially after the FETÖ incidents in Turkey an academic points out the labyrinthic characteristic with these words; “Turkish civil society is very confusing for us, you never know which organizations is linked to which circles.” \(^{475}\) An academic makes references to the short political history of the relations. Especially in the last 10 years, the relations between NGO’s has made a good progress but 25 years of time is not enough for improving the relations. \(^{476}\) The efforts of the associations are concentrated in conferences and cultural events. Civil societies have remained under the shadow of political and economic relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan. An academic notes that, the works are in the high level economic and political level between Turkey and Azerbaijan and it should be moved into the lower levels. The reference of the cooperation between the NGOs are limited with the “Turkism” but it should be also enlarged. \(^{477}\) The works and efforts about Azerbaijan are generally towards local communities. The “public favour” in Turkey has shaped automatically. Oskanian argues that;

\(^{471}\) Interview by the author with a chairman of a NGO in Azerbaijan, Baku, 22.06.2017.

\(^{472}\) Interview by the author with a member of Azerbaijani Parliament, Baku, 23.06.2017.

\(^{473}\) Interview by the author with a journalist, Baku, 24.06.2018.

\(^{474}\) Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 19.06.2017.

\(^{475}\) Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 21.06.2017.

\(^{476}\) Interview by the author with an academic, Baku, 24.06.2017.

\(^{477}\) Interview by the with an academic, Baku, 22.06.2018.
Ethno-linguistically, among former Soviet Turkic ethnic groups, Azeris relate most closely to the Anatolian Turks – the languages are largely mutually intelligible, and, with both societies largely secularized, the religious difference between the largely Shiite Azeris and Sunni Turks has become irrelevant. The large Azeri diaspora in Turkey adds to the inter-human links between the two societies, apart from acting as a foreign policy lobby in its own right on occasion.\textsuperscript{478}

For a journalist, Azerbaijani diaspora has recently grown stronger. Turkish citizens contributed the development of Azerbaijani diaspora especially in Europe.

Azerbaijani origin Turkish people from Iğdır, which is a province which shares the same border with Nakhchivan in the eastern Turkey, has played a crucial role for creating the infrastructure of Azerbaijani diaspora in Europe. They started to go to Europe since the beginning of 60’s. Starting from 90’s, they started to form associations about Karabakh using the name of “culture” in European countries like the Netherlands and Belgium.\textsuperscript{479}

One of the positive steps in civil society in Azerbaijan is the establishment of The Council on State Support to NGOs under the Auspices of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan (CSSN) in 2007. CSSN which is led by a Turkey-graduate Azay Quliyev who has tight relations with Turkey.\textsuperscript{480} In 2000s Azerbaijan noticed the importance of diaspora activities and transformed into a more developed country. Therefore, she paid attention to this field. The foundation of Diaspora Committee in 2008 accelerated the activities and increased the coordination of the NGOs in foreign countries. Especially, in 2000s a sharp rise in the associations whose name includes “Azerbaijan” in Turkey, was noticed.\textsuperscript{481} In Ilham Aliyev’s


\textsuperscript{479} Interview by the author with a journalist, Baku, 24.06.2018.

\textsuperscript{480} Interview by the author with an ambassador, Ankara, 11.01.2018.

last speech in Turkish parliament; “one nation two states” concept was re-evaluated including the coordination diaspora activities between Azerbaijan and Turkey. Considering the rooted structure of Armenian diaspora working against Turkey and Azerbaijan in international area, the mutual assistance of Turkish and Azerbaijani diaspora has gained importance. According to an Azerbaijani journalist, the relations between Turkish and Azerbaijani diasporas are on a high level.\footnote{Interview by the author with a journalist, Baku, 24.06.2018.}

Generally, the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan has focused on improving the economic and political relations. The cultural relations that were established in history continued in several fields of daily life like sports, music and media. Additionally, social media has played an important role for rising the interaction of people in Turkey and Azerbaijan. Especially, popular culture has an important positive effect in terms of social relations. In this point, linguistic proximity has served a benefit for both sides. However, the high-level institutional ties could not be created between Turkish and Azerbaijani NGOs which caused a lack of information about Azerbaijan especially in Turkey. Azerbaijan – Turkey relations have a potential to encourage higher level civil society contacts.
CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

Since the independence of modern Azerbaijan, the content of Azerbaijan - Turkey relations have changed in time. In the first phase, the bilateral relations have references to the common heritage and historical values derived from the period of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic era. The mutual assistance between Baku - Ankara and the pro-Turkish intellectual atmosphere left remarkable marks on the relations. The political interactions like opening embassy of Azerbaijan in Ankara and sending representative from Anatolia to Baku have served a ground for the brotherhood between both sides and laid the basis of “one nation two states” discourse. During the Soviet era, the relations can be defined as a longing period between people of Turkey and Azerbaijan. However, linguistic and ethnic proximity defended the core of the relations against the dominant Soviet values. In this period, the contacts between governments and communities remained weaker. With the glastnost and perestroika period in USSR, the independence movement in Azerbaijan led by PFA accelerated. During the pre-independence period in Azerbaijan, governments in Turkey adopted a restrained attitude among Azerbaijan because of the existence of USSR. However, after “Black January”, Turkish community especially people from the nationalist circles and Azerbaijan affiliated NGOs tried to prove the closeness between Turkish and Azerbaijani people and had efforts to raise the topic of Azerbaijan’s Karabakh issue with huge demonstrations all around the country. From this point, it can be asserted that the public sympathy among Azerbaijan did not end despite the long-lasting Soviet regime.

One of the most important milestones in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations and compromising of “one nation two states” discourse is Turkey’s recognition of
Azerbaijan’s re-independence as a first state in international arena. In Ayaz Mutallibov’s presidency, the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan formally started but did not reach a further step because of Mutallibov’s distanced stance among Turkey. Turkey is only perceived as an important neighbor country rather than a significant brother or partner. Although, Turkey recognized Azerbaijan’s independence, she did not fully involve in Karabakh conflict regarding military terms.

The foreign policy motivations of Azerbaijan changed with Ebulfız Elchibey groundbreaking. Turkey’s capitalist economic model, democratic structure, Turkish identity and implementation of secularist system were seen as important elements. Elchibey’s cadres preferred establishing very close ties and Turkey becomes the primary topic in Azerbaijan’s foreign policy. In spite of Turkey’s foreign policy agenda which prioritize post-Soviet Turkic countries, Azerbaijan’s high expectations were not met. The Russian hegemony in the region caused a hesitation for Turkey in this period. On the other hand, Turkey’s support to Azerbaijan about Karabakh conflict in diplomatic field maintained. Turkey sent military advisors to Azerbaijan but Turkey was not included in the military conflict. Turkey reacted with statements from the senior officials rather than a military operation to the war-zone. Not being a co-chair in OSCE Minsk Group restricts the role of Turkey in Karabakh conflict.

A prominent nationalist democrat, Elchibey, designated Turkey as a model state for Azerbaijan. The cultural interaction gathered speed in Elchibey but the war in Karabakh and the internal upheavals brought the end of his era. Turkey’s main feature was being a gate between Azerbaijan and West. The main problem was the shortage of capacity of Turkey and Azerbaijan in this term. It can be understood that the relations had not come to a mature phase by the end of Elchibey era. The relations are mainly inspired by the kinship derived from the historical occasions. Turkism became an important reference source
Elchibey’s successor Heydar Aliyev’s ruling era was the transformation process of Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. In the early years of Heydar Aliyev, there was a suspicion in Turkish media and foreign policy makers about the future of the relations because of Aliyev’s efforts of balancing the foreign policy focused on the détente with Russia and Iran in the region. “One nation two states” discourse was clearly expressed by Heydar Aliyev while characterizing the bilateral relations. Later, it is understood that Turkey – Azerbaijan relations would go further with references to a new economic dimension. Giving Turkey stakes in the Contract of Century could be counted as another turning point in the relations. Then, realizing Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan Oil Pipeline and Baku – Tbilisi – Erzurum Natural Gas Pipeline made two countries closer. Two countries have become a strategic partner and the concept of “one nation two states” has gained a pragmatic ground. The increasing level of the partnership included military grants to Azerbaijan and technical assistance to Azerbaijani army. The most serious tension was the unsuccessful coup attempt in 1995 which was prevented by President Demirel’s informing to Heydar Aliyev. At first, it disrupted the relations but after particularly 1997, the relations pursued in higher level than the previous times. In this regard, the relations between Süleyman Demirel and Heydar Aliyev contributed the upgrading feature of Turkey Azerbaijan relations. In Heydar Aliyev’s period the content of “one nation two states” was enriched by the rising facilities in business, energy and military issues. Referring to Heydar Aliyev’s speech in Turkish parliament, Turkey maintained her position as an “example country” for Azerbaijan. Besides, Turkey turned out to be a strategic partner of Azerbaijan. Meanwhile, Turkey and Azerbaijan continued to determine a same stance against Armenia.

Main characteristic of Ilham Aliyev’s policies was preserving the main principles and priorities of Heydar Aliyev era. In this term, level of partnership between countries have upgraded. Strategic partnership has evolved into a high-level partnership in this epoch. The military cooperation has expanded with the joint exercises and the purchase of Turkish weapons by Azerbaijan. Hence, the bilateral
relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan have improved to multilateral mechanisms in the region with Georgia, Iran, Pakistan and Turkmenistan. TANAP and Baku – Tbilisi – Kars Railway are the most remarkable developments in Turkey – Azerbaijan relations. These high cost energy and transportation projects have increased the strategic importance of both countries. They have become a “modern Silk Way” and produced global outputs. SOCAR’s investments in Turkish energy sector made Azerbaijan the biggest foreign investor in Turkey. In this point it can be asserted that, Azerbaijan’s energy sources and Turkey’s geographical position has given a great probability to enhance “one nation two states” discourse. The increasing capacities of Azerbaijan and Turkey diversified the field of cooperation. It is also reaffirmed that, Azerbaijan and Turkey share each security concerns in the bilateral relations. Combatting against FETÖ and supportive statements of Azerbaijani officials during Olive Branch Operation can be given as an example.

Turkey’s policy of normalization with Armenia triggered the biggest crisis between Turkey and Azerbaijan. 2008 – 2010 period can be delineated as a period of confidence crisis. During the “football diplomacy” period, the brake up of “one nation two states” was started to be discussed both in Turkey and Azerbaijan. Turkey was started to be criticized because of her foreign policy maneuvers in Azerbaijan. In Turkey, especially some columnists began to question the essence of the brotherhood between Turkey and Azerbaijan. Despite all, the criticism did not go beyond measures and the discourse in both countries did not turn into a hostile rhetoric. In this point, it can be claimed that the framework of the relations is determined by “one nation two states” discourse and it prevented both states from unfavorable statements In a short time period, the relations restarted in a higher level. While analyzing Turkey Azerbaijan relations, it can be seen that “one nation two states” established the core of the relations and no sharp differences were noticed when the presidents or governments changed in the countries.
In Heydar Aliyev era, the efforts of Armenian diaspora were observed carefully and Ilham Aliyev underscored the necessity of a coordinated activities between Turkish and Azerbaijanis diasporas. From this point it can be said that, the “one nation two states” discourse paved a way for a recently denounced “one diaspora two states” concept which is indispensable with “one nation two states” discourse. On the contrary, the lack of coordination between civil societies can be counted as the weakest link in the relations. When the interviews in the context of thesis study are analyzed, it is examined that there is no problem in the sympathy of the communities to each other but especially in Turkey there is a lack of knowledge about Azerbaijan.

Finally, the relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan has pursued a path from historical friendship to strategic partnership. It is noticeable that two countries have endeavors to harmonize “one nation two states” discourse with realpolitik and the changing features in international factors.
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APPENDICES

TÜRKÇE ÖZET / TURKISH SUMMARY


Azerbaycan – Türkiye ilişkilerinin kökeni, Osmanlı İmparatorluğu döneminde Azerbaycanlı entelektüellerin ve Türk aydınlarının karşılıklı faaliyetleri sebebiyle yakınlık kurma sürecinde bulunmaktadır. Özellikle dil konusunda iki toplumun birbirini rahatça anlamaları ve bu yıllarda son derece etkili olan Türkçülük akımı iki taraf arasındaki alakaları arttırmış, Azerbaycanlı entelektüeller bundan önemli


Türkiye, Karabağ konusunda Azerbaycan’a desteğine devam etmiş fakat Avrupa Güvenlik ve İşbirliği Teşkilatı (AGİT) bünyesinde kuruluş olan Minsk Grubu çerçevesinde eş başkan olmaması sebebiyle sorunun çözümündeki katkıları uluslararası aktörler tarafından sınırlandırılmıştır. Türkiye ve Azerbaycan, sözde soykırım iddiaları ile Türkiye’yi köşeye sıkıştırmaya çalışan ve Karabağ’daki Birleşmiş Milletler Güvenlik Konseyi’nin aldığı kararlara rağmen işgalini sürdürdüğü Ermenistan’ı hayata geçirecekleri büyük bölgesel projelerde dışarıda bırakacak
şekilde hareket etmişlerdir. Bu dönemde de Ermenistan ile normalleşmeye ilişkin söylemlerin Azerbaycan ile ilişkilere yansımalari olmuştur; bazı arabulculuk mekanizmaları Türkiye tarafından işletilmeye çalışılmış ne var ki, bunların hiçbirinden somut sonuç çıkmamıştır. Bu dönemde Azerbaycan ile Türkiye arasındaki en büyük problemlerden birisi, Cumhurbaşkanı Haydar Aliyev’e yönelik darbe girişiminde Türk vatandaşlarının isminin geçmesi olmuştur; fakat Azerbaycan’ın darbe girişimi Süleyman Demirel’in Aliyev’i bilgilendirmesiyile önlenmiştir.


Azerbaycan Cumhurbaşkanı İlham Aliyev’in dış politikası selefi ve babası Haydar Aliyev’in belirlediği prensipler çerçevesinde oluşturulmuştur. Türkiye, yine bu dönemde de Azerbaycan dış politikasındaki önemi artırmaya devam etmiştir. Türkiye, Azerbaycan’ın denge politikası çerçevesinde sürdürülen dış siyasetinin merkez ülkesi konumunda bulunmuştur. İlham Aliyev’in ilk yurt dışı ziyaretlerini Türkiye’ye düzenlemesi ve benzer şekilde 2001 yılında Türkiye’de iktidara gelen AK Parti döneminde Recep Tayyip Erdoğan gerek başbakanlık gerek cumhurbaşkanlığı döneminde ilk ziyareti Azerbaycan’a düzenlemesi bunun en önemli göstergelerinden sayılmıştır. İkki ülke arasında yoğun temaların devam ettiği İlham Aliyev döneminde Yüksek Düzyeli Stratejik İşbirliği Konseyi’nin kurulmasyla stratejik temaların seviyesinin yükseldiği anlamaktadır. Bütün bunların yanında TANAP ve Bakü – Tiflis – Kars Demiryolu’nun inşa edilmesi de eklenliğinde iki ülkenin küresel anlamda ses getiren projelere imza atmaya
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Bunun yanında, iki taraf arasındaki ekonomik gelişmeler de birbirini tamamlayıcı bir yapı sunmuştur. Türkiye, işinat, bankacılık gibi enerji dışındaki sektörlerde Azerbaycan’da faaliyet gösterirken, Azerbaycan’ın Türkiye’deki yatırımları SOCAR’ın PETKİM’e ortak olması ve İzmir’in Aliaga ilçesinde STAR Rafinerisi’ni kurmasıyla enerji sektörüne odaklanmıştır. SOCAR’ın Türkiye’de yaptığı yatırımlarla Azerbaycan’ın cumhuriyet tarihinin en büyük yabancı yatırımcısı statüsü kazanması iki ülkenin yakınlığını göstermektedir. Türkiye’nin Azerbaycan’ın modernleşmesi için verdiği krediler ve yaptığı yardımlara benzer şekilde Azerbaycan’ın Türkiye’deki stratejik yatırımları “bir millet iki devlet” söyleminin temellerinin sağlamlasması bakımından önemli alanlar olmuştur. Stratejik özellikle barındıran ekonomik boyutunun zenginleşmesi ile birlikte kader
ortaklığı, etnik yakınlık, tarihi kardeşlik gibi soyut bazı kavramlar üzerinde tanımılanan ilişkiler somut alana yansımıştır.


Azerbaycan – Türkiye ilişkileri sonraki süreçte bölgesel stratejik projelerin hayata geçirilmesiyle ivme kazanmış ve aynı zamanda bu iki devlet arasındaki ilişkiler bölgedeki mekanizmaların hayata geçirilmesi bakımından lokomotif görevi görmüşdür. Gürcistan’ı içerisine alarak Trabzon Deklarasyonu ile kurulan Türkiye – Azerbaycan – Gürcistan üçlü mekanizmasını İran, Pakistan, Türkmenistan gibi
Ülkelerin dahil olduğu üçlü mekanizmalar ve Gürcistan ile İran’ın dahil olduğu dörtlü mekanizma izlemiştir. Söz konusu mekanizmalar Azerbaycan ile Türkiye arasındaki ilişkilerin bölgesel olarak sorunların çözümü, işbirliği ortamının geliştirilmesi gibi konularda işlevsel hale gelmesinin gösterdiği olması açısından önemlidir.


Son yıllarda iki ülke arasında fazlaça gundeme gelen konulardan biri diaspora çalışmalarıdır. Özellikle, İlham Aliyev’in 2008 senesinde TBMM’de yaptığı konuşmada Türkiye ve Azerbaycan diasporalarının ortak çalışması gerektiğini dikkat çekmesi “bir diaspora iki devlet” gibi yeni bir anlayışın doğmasına yol açmıştır. Ermeni diasporasının iki ülkeye yönelik zararlı kampanyalar yürütmesi karşısında Azerbaycan ve Türkiye diasporaları arasındaki ortaklığın geliştirilmesi iki taraf açısından da avantajlar doğurabilecek bir alan olarak görülmeye başlanmıştır.
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